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FOREWORD

Thi-i rpurt was prepared by the Lockheed-California Company under

-,t, i it i)m -S6-C-OOU05. This report contains a description of the effort

j, rJ undc.r Task Area I, Task Order No. I and covers the period from

.. try' lJh() to April 1987. The work was administered under the direction of

' . .,ou ,,, Tr insport Program 'fanager, the Federal Aviation Administration.

2w program leader and principal investigator was Gil Wittlin of the

.ali:ornia Company Flutter and Dynamics Department. Ed Versaw of the

t-0.. PT ,Jlsion Division, and William Grove and John Schaplowskv of the

.. Crrcia Aircraft Design Division provided support. %
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes a four phase study to identify potential fuel

containment concepts for transport category aircraft. The study includes a

review and evaluation of:

Accident crash test and analyses data

Design guidelines, specification and criteria

Design procedures

State-of-art technology

Design studies and recommendations 4

A literature survey was performed and the relative contributions from

53 documents are noted. Transport airplane data are summarized including the %

results from full-scale airplane crash tests and section tests. Analyses '

results which depict dynamic pulses are presented. Several reports including

the U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guide and the Special Aviation Fire and

Explosion Reduction (SAFER) Advisory Committee are discussed in detail.

Several fuel containment structural design concepts are evaluated with regard

to both wing and fuselage application. The state-of-the art technology is

* ummarized in a section of the report. A selection of approaches is described

which includes the following:

1. Component Improvement

2. Wing structural modification

3. Fuselage tank crash resistant material

The se:lected concepts are reviewed with regard to benefit and penalties.

The concepts are prioritized in order of effectiveness. The fuselage crash

r-isiqta;;t fuel system (CRFS) is rated highest and has the greatest near-term

,otential. Wing structural modifications are considered long-term goals.

%.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Several years ago the three major domestic airframe manufacturers

completed a comprehensive review of civil aircraft accidents that occurred

between 1959 and 1978. The results of these findings are reported in

retferences I through 3 and summarized in reference 4. The review of transport

airplane accidents has shown that transport airplane travel is a safe mode of

transportation and that the trend with modern-day jets is improving. These

studies, while identifying areas for improvement of occupant safety in

survival crashes, also advocated improved design of airport environments,

- pcrditing procedures and aircraft warning systems. In the accidents that have

)ccurred, however, post-crash fire presents the greatest threat to occupant

-;,irvivabi [ity. The fire hazard increases as the severity of the accident

lcr,_,as s. To reduce the post-crash fire hazard through the potential

,1JpliC,1Li-)n of improved fuel containment systems, it is necessary to first

-2i int, the overall crash environment and then determine what effect the crash

swqauence will have on the integrity of the fuel system which includes tanks,

lines, shut-otf valves, and other related hardware. The problem of protection

Sonis nure complicated when consideration is given to the fact that

t: ,rt ai'craft are involved in accidents in which the initial impact

iI io a:d subsequent sequence of events vary, and that fuel systems

t't alks, Lines, engines) are located differently depending on configuration.

inuiaenurers of military aircraft, particularly helicopters, have used Crash

&' >.ant Fiel System (CRFS) technology with apparent success. To a much

-'icr de gree, CRFS technology is used by the manufacturers of light aircraft.

:,'I, tsi,,n reqniirements and crash impact en.ironment for transpo)rt aircraft is

rvirh d Iteren. t.an for the aforement ioned aircraft types. Thus, in assessing

ti : L,;iti ity of using existing CRFS technology, it is important to

l.d,'rstaind the diflerences in both the design and the crash environment

, td with the various categories of aircraft (i.e., transport, light

i.d wi , rotary wing and high-speed tactical aircraft).

f% ".',

ii
4* .,
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The initial program consists of engineering studies shown in figure 1-1.

These studies involve four phases of effort. Phases 1, II, and Ill include a r

review of the following material:

" Literature
I.%

" Transport Airplane Accident Data

" Transport Airplane Test and Analysis Data

" DoD Activity (U.S. Army Crash Surival Design Guide)

" Design Criteria (Federal Air Regulations (FAR) 25 and Military
Specifications)

" Recommendations - Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction

(SAFER) Advisory Committee

" State-of-the-Art Technology

The Phase IV effort is a benefit/penalty study for CRFS concepts which,

.s a result of earlier findings, have been prioritized for potential future

S1ppLication. This phase includes:

@ Hazard reduction

* Risk trends, deficiencies

• Penalties (cost, weight, volume)

e Availability

The t low diagrm for the engineering studies is depicted in figure 1-2. %

This report provid&, al ,immary of these studies. The report is organized as

depicted in figure 1-3. Previously presented data is reviewed and presented

in Sections 2.0 - 4.0. Wing and fuselage containment concepts are discussed

.* in Section 5.0. A state-of-the-art technology assessment is made in Section

'" b.'. This includes a summary of transport airplane data, an assessment of the

" post-crash fire reduction methods, a comparison of current design

requirrnment/practices with U.S. Army design suggestions, all of which lead to

1-2
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PHASE I TASK AREA I -

* Crash environment ENGINEERING
* Definition SERVICES

" SAFER "0' * CRFS technology
Committee status assessment PHASE IV
Report * Impact of CRFS technology * Costlbenefit

* Literature Survey on transport category aircraft study
* DoD activity P 1o
* KRASH 0 Concepts

Analyses 0 CRFS strength, * Hazard Reduction
Results design, performance * Direct)lndirect

* FAA section, evaluation Costs

airplane and * Gov't, industry data 0 Performance

CID test * Applicability to 0 Availability
results transport airplanes 0 Risks, trends

* SOA 0 Deficiencies
technology PHASE 111 0 Weightlvolume

* FAR25 0 Rating Methodology 0 Configurations
REGULATIONS Development __

0 Design Concepts
and Features

* Operational Environment

Figure I-I. Engineering Studies

DATA DEFINITION
ACCIDENT OF CRASH

* CRASH TESTS ENVIRONMENT .
ANALYSES %

' DESIGN GUIDELINES
SPECIFICATIONS RATING OF

CRITERIA CANDIDATE
',." - ~~CONCEPTS/ - r,*- '

CURRENT DESIGN APPROACHES

PROCEDURES
TRANSPORT

TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN STUDIES
RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 1-2. Flow Diagrarn - Development of Prioritized CRFS
Technology for Transport Category Airpianes
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COMPARISON (.)DATA
WITH (3.0) ~
TRANSPORT (6.1)
PRACTICES
(6.3)

ASSESSMENT OF
ROTARY- POST-CRASH
WING MFR (6.4) FIRE REDUCTION

(6.2)

CONCEPTS FACTORS"CRFS COMPONENTS o , b EIG'HT /VLM,:"'"--

* CRFT (FUSELAGE) PRIORITY VOLUME
" WING SPAN STRUCT. RANKING MAINT.
* MODIFICATION (65 RELIAB.
0 WING ROOT 3 EFFECT. .
* MODIFICATION 1. COST

1. COMPONENTS)fR2. WING STRUCT. ,

A A3. FUSELAGE "
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R WING ROOT
WING SPAN
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Figure 1-3. Report Organization
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SECTION 2

LITERATURE SURVEY "4

Fifty-three reports, coveriig fuel system data and design specifications

were reviewed. A list of the reports is shown in Appendix A. The reports -

4" include categorizing the data contained within each report with respect to.41 .

several areas. These areas include:
Z4.

* Aircraft configuration

4''

- Rotary-wing - (R)*

- Light fixed-wing - (F)
- Transport category - (T)
- Military fighter or transport - (H)

* Crash resistant fuel system (CRFS) involvement

- System - (o) e
- Fuel tanks - (T)

- Fuel lines - (L)

- Valves - (V)

- Fittings - (F)

* Alternate Approaches

- Forms and foils - (F)

- Membranes, curtains, and liners - (M)(C)(L)
- Elastomer coating and sealants - (S)

- Wing leading edge and lower skin - (LE)(LS)
J

d Fire suppression, detection, and prevention

o Fuel tank location
.

- Wing - (W)
- Fuselage - (F)

9 Analysis and design

e Design criteria %

* Design concepts

*D*.,notes symbols in figure 2-1.

,.-

2-I-
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II

•Crash environment

* Accident data and statistics

" Test data

" Weight, volume, and cost data

" Failure modes

" Advanced materials

" Specifications

Also included in the review is one of the following three ratings

*asSigned to each report:

A - Contains current data that is directly applicable for evaluating -.

transferability of technology.

B - Contains background data. 'S.

C - Not pertinent to current study because data are either too limited,
not current, or not applicable.

Figure 2-1 provides a matrix for the literature survey. The reports are

grodped according to aircraft configuration as noted:

I-L6 Transport category

27-34 Rotary-wing

35-3b Light fixed-wing

39-45 Mi liLary

4o-53 Specifications, regulations

For the most part, the reports dealing with military aircraft are rated C

bh cause they address fire suppression, detection, and prevention methods other

r.han crash-resistant fuel systems (CRFS). One of the major concerns in

Military design is the suppression of fire as a result of missile (bullet)

pculet rat ion.

2 -
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This aspect of design is not an objective of the current study. Report

No. 39, which is a more recent publication, discusses designs in detail and

addresses both crash design factors and composite materials. Report No. 40 is

a manual which was prepared to provide aircraft mishap investigators with

state-of-the-art data and guidelines for investigating aircraft fires and

explosions. Reports 41-45, which were presented in 1975, provide little

usefuL quantitative data.

Rotary-ing and light fixed-wing oriented information are contained in

reports Numbers 27 through 38. Reports 30, 37, and 38 are rated C for the

following reasons:..

No. 30 - projectile penetration emphasis

No. 37 - general discussion and overall statistics

No. 38 - shows method for determining crash pulse definition for light
fixed-wing aircraft.

Report Numbers 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, and 34 are a series of U.S. Army Air r.
Mobility Research and Development Laboratory ReporLs which were published

between 1969-1974. These reports contain data which appear to be included in

the U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guide. These several reports are rated B

because they provide background data which are summarized in one document.

State-of-the-art Report Numbers 35 (interim) and 36 (final) are rated B

because they contain definitive data on potential weight and cost factors for

wing Li stalted tuscla- e tanks, albeit the information is for a light fixed-

wing aircraft. Report No. 27 is rated A since it is both a comprehensive

,document on the sub It-ct as well as the latest publication. A detailed

discus-sLon of Report No. 27 will bf, provided ,; part of the evaluation effort.

Transport catugory aircraft reports are provided in reports Numbers I

t.;irough 2h. Two of thes, reports (Numbers 2 and 5) are rated C because of the

i 1s',It t i,-iL'It, - 1t )mo ,t dat~i i iv impact on this study. Report Numbers

. 9, 11, and 12 art, rated B on the basis of providing data which can h,

,is,.l~ll in futuLre discussions ,n tht sibject. Report No. h is a 1981

2-V
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publication which involves accident data review, the identification of e

post-crash fire scenarios, fire safety concepts, as'well as cost/benefit

parameters. Report Numbers 1-3, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 14 are given an A rating.

Report Numbers L-3 are the 1982 publications entailing the accident reviews

performed by the three major dorrestic transport aircraft manufacturers and,

thus, contain the most current comprehensive body of accident data. Report

No. 4 is a summary of Report Numbers 1-3. Report No. 7 is the SAFER committee

report which is a comprehensive summary of the fuel safety issue and

incorportts a great deal of the findings prior to 1980. Report No. 10, while

published ovtr 20 years ago, contains some interesting concepts regarding fuel

containment which bear review on the basis of recent accident data investi-

gations. Reports 13-15 provide full-scale crash test data. The latter report

is the recently completed CID test. Reports 16-19 describe narrow-body and

wide-body airplane section drop tests and, as such, provide airframe responses

and crush characteristics for vertical impacts. Reports 20-23 emphasize

analvsis and test data related to the crash environment. Report No. 24

describes the design, development and instillation of a CRFS for a DC-7 C.
transport. Report 25 describes tests of two concepts, articulated foam and -

reinforced wing structure to improve integral fuel tank crashworthiness

pcrformance. The articulated polyurethane foam tests involved an F-86 fuel

tank to test the effectiveness of the foam in reducing fuel spray and leakage

'it impact. From these tests it was determined thit 10 p)ores!inch and 60

11.r,:-,/inch pllyurethane foam have little offLect on fuel misting and uel 

spill in-. The reinforced wing structure tests were perf(,rmed with a DC-7

w i rig. The addition of a .040 inch-thick doubler strip to the upper and lower

,)' -7 wing skins did not appreci,3bly decrcase the viiii,erabi litv of the inoegral

t ,rik t,) i cika,-e, but the front spar riils 'h,,i r, inforced hv chlrdwise-

-trituirail shyqwc did increase; impact rcs.-;i' Repo)rt K- ie ts

i fl( I)G-7 wing str'icture to evil lit, ,tr Tn t ; ol leadin k  ede fuel tanks.
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SECTION 3

TRANSPORT AIRPLANE DATA

3.1 ACCIDENT DATA

The transport airplane accidents that occurred between 1959 and 1978 were

reviewed by the major domestic airframe manufacturers. The pertinent fuel

containment related data from each of these reports (references 1, 2, and 3)

is utilized in the accident data review. The essence of these reports has

been summarized in reference 4. The following is an assessment of the data

and results of the three accident studies.

1. Number of accidents reviewed

176 accidents are contained in the combined data base. Figure 3-1
shows the distribution.

2. Airpraft type and size

* FAR25 transport category aircraft ranging in gross weight from

12,500 pounds GTOW and higher.

e Smaller short haul (to 160,000 ib) 40%

- Larger short haul (160,000-250,000 lb) 20%

- Narrow-body long haul (250,000 - 400,000 ib) 35%

- Wide-body long haul (< 400,000 lb) 5% .

3. Aircraft configuration

e Wing mounted engines 6U0'

N.

* Af t-fuqe lige engines 37

* Combination of engine- ,

:4. Operational phase

* Percentages as shown in figurt, 3-2

.1,,
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Figure 3-1. Selected Accident Study Database (Ref. 4)

WORLD-WIDE JET FLEET - ALL OPERATIONS - 1959-1979

PROFILE BASED ON: EXCLUDES:
a.~ 3,000 hourslyear * TURBULENCE (INJURY)
* 8.2 hours~day e EMERG EVACUATION (INJURY)
* 5 tlightsiday * SABOTAGE

e MILITARY ACTION

PERCENT OF ACCIDENTS 54.5%
LOAD
TAXI, INITIAL INITIAL FINAL

%ETC. TAKEOFF CLIMB CLIMB CRUISE DESCENT APRCH APRICH LANDING
3.3% 12.4% 9.1% 6.5% 5.8% 8.4% 7.0% 26.6% 20.9%

HODN
PATER

4..

;p OIN

.4,.FIX 
MARKER

I 2% I2%I 8%I 64% 10% 10% !2%I 2%

% " EXPOSURE - PERCENT OF OPERATIONAL TIME 14%

Figurp 3-2. Acc id.'nt s as a FLunCt ion of ()perat [ona I Reg ime (Ref. I)
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5. Definition of accident scenario

" Air-to-surface (ground) hard landing

* Air-to-surface (ground) flight into obstruction

" Surface-to-surface (ground) overrun involving obstacles

" Figure 3-3 shows fatalities as a percentage of total onboard, for
an air-to-surface approach accident as a function of sink speed
and including those that are fire-related. The data indicates a -,
general increase in trauma-related fatalities occurring at
aircraft sink speeds of approximately 25 ft/sec and above.

" Figure 3-4 shows similar data for injuries. This data exhibits
no apparent trend, indicating that injury causing mechanisms may
be more local in nature than global. Injuries are shown to occur
at sink speeds of 10 fps and above.

" Figure 3-5 depicts representative crash scenarios and the
sequences that result in potential fire hazards.

" The accident data does not completely quantify the crash
environment. However, the data in the reports suggest impact
conditions (nominal and ranges) associated with the accidents,
i.e.:

- Surface-to-Surface -I) occurs during overrun or take-off
abort; 2) usually a symmetrical impact, although individual
accidents show airplane can veer off as much as 30 degrees; 3)
obstacles detrimental for fuel containment include:
embankment, light pole, mound, sliding with gear removed; and
4) forward velocity in range of 40 knots to landing velocity.

- Air-to Surface - 1) occurs as a result of an undershoot cr
hard landing on runway; 2) symmetrical or unsymmetrical
impact; 3) gears usually extended; 4) average rate of descent
20 ft/sec; 5) range of rate of descent 10 - 40 ft/sec; 6)
forward velocity V a to landing velocity; 7) pitch attitude
range: -7.2' to +15 (avg. -4.4' to +4.70); 8) roll attitude
range: 0 to 400 (avg. 17'); 9) yaw attitude range: not
defined.

- Air-to-Surface, Impact with Obstacles - Same as

air-to-surface, but with trees, poles and at higher approach P

vc' locit ies.

3-3
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Structure Initial !

Related Structure Subsequent Fire Hazard i"

Event !nvolved Failures Consequence ",.

Main Gear Collapse -- Wing impact Enoine separation l Fuel line rupture

or Wing overoad Fuel tank rupure ,

Retracted Gears] Lower wing tear ,-

Fuselage impact-- -.

Fuseae break;searation-."

Fuselage crush I

.,~

Loss of center or ,,
fuselage fuel tank"

I,

Penetration into -- [Wing tank overload Loss of wing fuel tank %
wing box integrity

Contour or Fuselage impact Fuselage break impact F e r

aSioe Wmpact ___ Eine serao - fuselage wing tank

gears coGlased) Wgoverload -nFel rtu
Wing Impact lwr Wing tear ,,

(disrbuted loal i Egine separation -

Columnar orII-.O s t ac e e n e r a t o n -- W i g e e t r a t o n W i n g oov e rl o a d
(concentrated u tnoerad'J
lod u!Zn verloa Fuel tank rupture,,-

Fuel line rupture,

' Fuel tank rupture,,

Fuel tank puncture
Fuel line rupture 1

SFigtire 3-5. Accident Events whiich I,ead to a Fire Hazard (Ref. 3)
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6. Contribution to injuries and fatalities by structural features and
subsystems.

* The structural behavior of transport aircraft in accidents
involving substantial hull damage, that are impact survivable,

will contain the loss, destruction, or damage of one or more
structural components or subsystems.

* It was determined that the most critical event in the crash
sequence that caused the most fatalities was the release and
ignition of fuel creating a fire hazard.

* In order to define approaches to improve crashworthiness of
transport aircraft, it is necessary that the involvement of the
structural components, systems, and subsystems be determined and
the sequence of events and interaction of their involvement, in a
variety of accidents, be well understood.

7. Failure mechanisms include:

e Fuselage

- Crush, bending, local deformation, and tangential damage

* Gear

- Separation and collapse

* Wing

- Breaks, wing box destruction, and distortion

6. Subsystem participation

9 On the basis of fatalities in percent of occupants, flight into
obstructions is the most lethal accident followed by air to
surface, unclassified, and then surface to surface.

* The frequency of fire, while not independent of the total energy,

further increases the lethality of thle accident.

* Considering total fatalities, the ranking ot the accident -
scenarios are air-to-surface, flight into obstructions,
surface-to-surface and unclassified.

* No single scenario appears to be the major type of lethality;
rather, each must be studied to fully understand the crash I
response of aircraft. Likely candidate scenarios would be
air-to-surface impact on gear, surface-to-surface - low
obstruction and flight into obstruction - impact column. A

3-7
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9. Factors in fatalities

0 The major factor (reference 1) in fatalities is fire and smoke.
There is a large number of unknowns which could represent a
combination of trauma and fire. The role of trauma injuries in
fire fatalities is undefined. An assessment of the interaction
and role of these structural components in a crash environment is
presented in the various reports.

10. Potential for improving crash performance

* Fire Hazard - Fire and smoke caused the most known fatalities.
The greatest gain in crashworthiness might result from
containment of fuel, which could reduce the fire hazard. Factors

that affect the integrity of the fuel tanks need to be
understood. Severe fuel fires have accounted for, directly or
indirectly, approximately 36% of the fatalities in the study of
153 impact survivable accidents (reference 1). Hazards consist
of burns from flame and hot gases, inhalation of smoke/fumes from
fuel fire, inhalation of smoke/fumes from burning airplane/
baggage/pas ;enger materials (ignited by fuel fire), and
panic/stampede of passengers due to fire/smoke effect.

* To prevent or reduce the numbers of these types of fatalities,
the following research areas are identified:

(1) Fuel Containment

* Develop tank vessel/structure to be more resistant to
tears, rupture, puncture, etc.

" Develop wing box stri :Are (assuming integral tank
design) that will fail at predetermined locations when
overload forces occur ind include double fuel tank ends
at these locations.

" Develop fuel transfer/feed lines that are more resistant
to rupture and, in the event of rupture, provide ..
automatic shut-off of fuel flow.

(2) Tank Rupture

e Main landing gear collapse, or separation, allows the
wing box to scrub on the runway or terrain and to impact
low objects, or allow engine pods to scrub and separate.
Main landing gear design that is more resistant to
collapse or separation due to hard landings or travel
over rough and soft terrain, would be effective in

3-8 .*
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reducing the number of fire-related accidents in wuich
tear or rupture of the wing lower surface has occurred.

" Engine separation and tumbling under the wing has caused
rupture or puncture in the wing box. Engine to strut, or
strut to wing design, should be developed to reduce
probability of separation.

" Fuel spill ignition has resulted from engine separation.
During this occurrence the separation and arcing of
electrical power leads can ignite fuel from broken feed
lines. Designs to miminize arcing should be developed.

11. Concluding remarks

* The causative factors related to transport fatalities may not be
well defined when many factors interact in the cabin area, or ,
when the accident scenario is complex. However, much can still -e
be learned from the historical study of accident data.

*a

" It became evident from the accident data study that the greatest
potential for improved transport crashworthiness is in the
reduction of fire related fatalities. Retaining fuselage
integrity and delaying entrance of smoke and flame is essential
if survivability is to be enhanced. Fuel additives, as in the
anti-misting kerosene research program, rupture resistant fuel

tanks or fuel cells, and structural improvement to protect tanks
and occupants, should be subjects of research.

" Structural integrity of fuel systems, fuselage, and landing gear
are leading candidates for improved crashworthiness. Structural
integrity of fuel systems is a key factor in suppression of
post-crash fire. _

'.

3.2 SUMMARY OF TESE DATA

This section contains a summary of full-scale crash airplane section

impact test results and fuel tanks. Included in this section are data

pertinent to fuel containment from the following:

1. Full-Scale Crash Tests -

* L1649

* DC-7 ._'

" B707 (Laurinburg) -

" B72U (CID)
aK'.

3-9
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2. Airframe Section Test.,-

* B707

* DC-I U

3. Concentrated and Distributed Load Tests

0 DC-7 Wing Fuel Tank
-p

0 Wing Leading Edge FieL Tank

" General Aviation Airplane Wing Tank 6

3.2. 1 Full-Scale Crash Tests

3.2.1.1 L1649 and DC-7 Airplanes

These tests and their results are described in references 13 and 14,

respectively. These tests simulated three types of accidents:

1. A hard landing with a high rate of sink, causing failure of a
landing gear (air-to-surface scenario)

2. A wing low impact with the ground (air-to-surface flight into

obstruction scenario)

3. An impact into large trees in an off-airport forced landing
(air-to-surface flight into obstruction scenario)

Both tests involved impacts wi th sloped earthen mounds after the wings

impacted the respective obstacles (pole and ground barriers). The DC-7

airplane impacted an 8-degree slope tollowed by a 20-degree slope. The ,1649

impacted a 6-degree slope tollowed by a 20-degree slope. The initial 6-degree

* and 8-degree slopes represent the surface-to-surface crash scenario described

in the three accident ;tud ies (ro ft-rences I, 2, and 3). The DC-7 fuse lage

suffered a break aft of the crew cmpartment (VS 300) during the 8-degree

*slope impact. The aircraft suffered substantially more damage during the

subsequent 20-degree slope impact. The L1649 airplane experienced fuselage

structural breakup only during tile 20-degree slope impact. A summary of wing .

tank failures for both tests follows.

3-10,: :5%
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The fuel tank layouts are shown in figures 3-6 and 3-7 for the DC-7 and

L1649 test configurations, respectively. The wing obstacles barriers (poles

and mound) and slope embankments were similar (except for the initial slope

angles; 6 degrees for the L1649, 8 degrees for the DC-7). The iayout of the

test site is depicted in figure 3-8. For the DC-7 test the left wing barrier

was inclined earthen mound 15 feet high with a 35-degree slope extending from

the outer tip to the center of the left wing. The right wing barriers consis-

ted of two standard telephone poles placed upright to impact the leading edge

of the wing. The poles were set approximately four feet in the ground. The

wing barriers were the same for the L1649 except that mound was 20 feet high

and had a 30-degree slope. The extra height was used to ensure wing contact

on the left side. The wing damages experienced are shown in tables 3-1 and

3-2. The airplane forward velocities at initial pole contact were approxi- %

mately 139 Knts (235 ft/sec) for the DC-7 versus 112 Knts (189 ft/sec) for the

L1649. The DC-7 gross weight was 107,952 lb (including 23,928 lb fuel

sirmlated weight in the wings) versus 159,131 lb (included 48900 lb fuel

,imtulated weight) for the L1649. Due to a failure in the primary data

recording system all quantitative data was lost, except for a limited number

, toor, seat and occupant accelerations, during the DC-7 test. A full

c.omplement of L1649 floor, occupant, seat and wing acceleration data was

obLained diiring the L1649 test.

3.2. 1. 2 Lau.rinburg and Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID) Airplanez.

*The CI) and Laurinburg full-scale crash tests are described in references

15 ind 20, respectively. Both tests were performed in 1984.

The i.aurinhurg drop test was performed on June 29, 1984, uv;ing a B707
I irP IIa e under t he to1 owi Ilg impact conditions:

e sink speed = 17 ft/sec

* pitch attitude = I degree nose-up
• roll/yaw attitudes = ) degrees
* airplane weight = 195,000 lb.
* g.ar position = retracted (no gears installed)

3-11
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INSTRUMENTATION LEGEND
0 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
w ACCELEROMETERS

NO. 1 ALTERNATE TANK NO. 3 ALTERNATE TANK V.
APPROXIMATE FUEL APPROXIMATE FUEL
CAPACITY 3,480 LBS CAPACITY 4,560 LBS.

NO. I MAIN TANK NO. 3 MAIN TANK
APPROXIMATE FUEL APPROXIMATE FUEL V

CAPACITY 4,175 LBS. CAPACITY 4,320 LBS.

NO. 2 MAIN TANK NO. 4 MAIN TANK
APPROXIMATE FUEL APPROXIMATE FUEL
CAPACITY 4,320 LBS. CAPACITY 4,175 LBS.

NO. 2 ALTERNATE TANK NO. 4 ALTERNATE TANK
APPROXIMATE FUEL APPROXIMATE FUEL
CAPACITY 4,560 LBS. CAPACITY 3,480 LBS.

Figure 3-6. DC-7 Fuel Tank Layoeut and Instrumentation Locations

fr

TANK NO. I TANK TANK NO. 7 TTANK NO. 34TO "N. 6

GALLONS AT DRY DR

TANK IMPACT BAY AREA BAY AREA

1 960 WATER a ACCELEROMETER
2 990 GELL * PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
3 990 GELL
4 750 WATER
5 985 WATER
8 985 WATER
7 0 -:

-. '

Figure 3-7. 1.1649 Fuel Tank Layout and Instrumentation locati o'L"
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4 EARTH BARRIER

GUIDE RAIL 2,

GEAR AND PROP BARRIERS

• POLE BARRIERS

.".

'igure 3-8. Layout of Obstacles for L1649 and DC-7 Full-Scale Crash Tests

The test was conducted to simulate the planned CID impact conditions
except for forward velocity and aerodynamic loading. The B707 airplane is
l:)0 inches longer (20 inches forward of FS620, 80 inches aft of FS960), than
t!e CI1) B720 test article, but, basically of the same construction and design.

Damage to the aircraft was reviewed immediately after the impact and

several weeks later, after the test vehicle had been lifted off the ground.

It 4as estimated that the crush was about 2 inches, aft of the nose gear

bilkhead; 4 inches, forward of the wing leading edge (FS620), and 11 to 13

inches, aft of the Main Landing Gear (MLG) Rear Bulkhead (FS960). The inboard

wing engine pylons failed noticeably at the upper strut attach points from the

pylon to the wing. The airplane sustained damage to the vertical centerline

keel and FS960 bulkhead. The bulkhead web crack occured at the lower section

mnd was traced up through to the floor. Fuselage underside damage is

sustained from aft of nose gear bulkhead (FS300) to the aft cargo bay at

FS1I2U. The extent of damage is more severe in the aft region as compared

3-13
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TABLE 3-2. RIGHT WING DAMAGE EXPERIENCED DURING LL649 AND
DC-7 FULL-SCALE CRASH TESTS

Fuel Tank

No. Location Description of I)amage

L1649 '

4 Outboard Telephone pole sheared outer wing panel.

3 Midwing Telephone pole cut into wing.

0 Inboard Not ruptured.

!)C-7

4 Outboard Telephone pole cut-off the wing 12 ft. from

the tip. No. 4 tank ruptured. The pole

impact totally destroyed the fuel tank. The
wing was extensively buckled by the pole

impact. The tank was destroyed during the

impact.

4A Alternate tank. Wing skin was separated spanwise from the

Behind and forward spar. Several square feet of
outboard of internal structure was buckled between the

Engine No. 4 forward and center spar. The leading edge

was compressed back flat against the forward

spar.

3 lidwing. Be tween Struck 2nd pole barrier. The pole
No. 3 and No. 4 penetrated three feet into the wing
Lng in cs structure between the No. 3 and No. 4

engines and then broke. The wing broke
(from leading edge to trailing edge) at this

location due to pole impact. Three foot

spanwise ;t-ctions of spar cap and spar web
were t,,r . 'rom the "Lrwa,,,. and cent,_r spar

and dt i ltcted aft into the fuel tanks. The
leading edge of the wing was torn free from
the spar.

3A A] triate 'Np. fLxpri encd struc tural break at root during
Inboard Near Root slope impact. Only jagged and torn metal

r,emaine.d. Win, separated during the

2.JJ-d ,grc. slope impact.

3-1 4
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with the forward cargo bay. The post-test review of the crushed duct ing along

the wing box keel (FS620-820) indicates that the structure had deflected at

least 6 inches, and possibly as much as 8 inches. The bulkhead at the wing -.

trailing edge (FS620) ruptured and pushed the floor at that point up ,at least

4 inches at the center. The transverse beams and seat tracks at that location

were severed. The frames between FS820 and FS960 exhibited damage and an

outboard bulge of the fuselage above the floor was noticeable after the

impact. Since no floor accelerations were recorded, it is difficult to relate

the observed damage with quantitative response levels. That was done using

analysis and is described later. The observed damage from this test is

summarized below:

e Keel damage FS820-960 Bulkhead Damage at FS820 and 960.

* Cargo floor damage shows evidence of crushing in lower region and

frame failures.

* Damae aft of FS9bU much more extensive than forward of FS620.

o b-inch ducting in wheel well region shows evidence of complete crush.

o While the inboard engine failed at its upper attach points it
remained Lodged between wing and ground.

o No wing fuel tank damage, due to the impact, except at the wing tip
which initially contacted the ground.

The Controlled Impact Demonstration (CIl)) test was performed on

December 1, 1984, at the NASA Dryden Lake Bed, Edwards Air Force Base,

Calitoruia (reference 15). The planned impact conditions are compared to the

actual impact conditions in t:ible 3-3. The complete CII) impact and slide-out

Mequence , which includes wing cutter impact and subsequent initiation of

post-crash tire, is shown in figure 3-9. The test aircraft was in an

unplanned rolled and yawed to the left attitude just prior to initial ground

contact. Subsequently, the aircraft impacted on the left wing outboard No. I

:ngine, rotated onto the No. .' engine and impacted the forward fuselage about

4)O msec. after the No. I engine contact. Peak ground impact responses were

developed within 500 msec. after initial fuselage ground impact and prior to

,_" nt1;ct with any ground obstructions.

3-16 1a
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The CID airframe and interior components were extensively instrumented.
Airframe accelerations and bending moments were recorded for the wing and

fuselage impacts. A total of 352 data channels were recorded. Most of the

recorded data was [or fuselage, floor, seat and occupant responses. However,

a total of 22 channels of data wis devoted to wing and engine accelerations

and wing bending. The acceleration levels along the fuselage were generally

relatively low, as can be observed from the distribution shown in figure 3-10.

The fuselage underside crush measurements, which were taken at the conclusion

of the test after the center keelbeam was damaged by a wing cutter and after

the post-impact fire and had been experienced, are shown in figure 3-11, along

with the Laurinburg drop test and analytical parametric study results.

.. 2 \irplane Section Tests

Tne FAA/NASA has conducted an array of full-scale impact tests using

typical transport aircraft sections. The tests were performed to exai.ine

-tructtiral failure mechanisms and experimentally defined the inherent

ur;ictaral response charact,-ristics of airframes. The data base is being used

a the development of crash dynamics analytical methodologies. The summary of

section tests is presented in table 3-4. The results of two narrow-body

airframe section tests, conducted with an impact velocity of 20 ft/sec,

without and with underfloor cargo, are shown in figures 3-12 and 3-13

resp-c:tively. The fuselage frame sections shown in figures 3-12 and 3-13 are

,ft structure and the test results reflect relatively low frequency (with

high Lrt.queucy overtones) and low amplitude responses. By contrast, a hard

ection, such as depicted in figure 3-14, could produce higher g's with

a,!,orL,r durations under the test conditions presented in table 3-4. The

a-auelage center section, with proper win 1,,idi ng , will actualv, 1 cra;sh much

more than shown and produce broader, lower accelerations. The Laurinburg

test, previously discussed, showed crush in the adjacent wing center section

,)1 0 to 6 inches. The response ot a wide-body airplane section, along without

3-17
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fABLE 3-3. COMPARISON OF CiD EST PLAN'%.I) AND ACTUIL I','ACT Lo\NDi<

P) 1 anned Ao2 I11.11I:

Sink Rate, FPS 17. 3

Cross Weight , LD 17300 - 193001) 192,3S"

;,tide Path, DIegrees 3.3 to 4.0 3.5

Vt i tude, ije rees I (Nose-up)

!.o i .idi naI V.- ocitv Knts - -o 151.5

,, Degrees 0 + I -13*

Ya.7, IDegrces o + 1 -13 *  ' .

I i pa(ted n I eft w i. ng o, it board engine Subsequent impact on the
t, rw r :;ielige occurred at the following conditions: 14 ft/sec
-;ink spee.d, nose-down attitude (U -2.0 degrees), forward velocity
150 knots, contacted tuselage (BS 3Th - 460 region).

A" Left 'i n1g Ilowr,

** os ! Left 

and gi th undert loor carro , ar, hown i fi r . 3-12 and 1-13, respect. iveI'.

.It' ,sela- c I ction; s v in il,, re-; 3-1" and 3-13 are solt structilr-'

ad the t, .s r s t'1ts ret lect re Iat i v lv low trequ.en x (with high freq1 ency

v.rL:n _) I Iand low amp! L;nlt rIs s ,s. (v 'It t:1 " st I I hIrd se c t i W. - ',

(!,np ,cted in ti.:;ur'' 3-1.4, could I- r redii. i. , ,;'s with ; orter durations udr

t' z tst. Co nditioils pre ';erl f-, in t:0l) I -f ,. ,rllt II ,ico I enLt er sect LiOT, Wi t'

proper wi~g loa dins;, will act-ial 1v crunlh im1i more tian shown and produce

),rnoad-r, L)w.r icil]erat ions, . The iri l nl r, tt.., rev i s m;lv d iscus-sd,

showed de: I,'ct i t) n ill tilt, ,1iI ckllt " 'i- lter sectiwl n l, o ) to 1 ich, . I e

, , ,,-aodv .wirt,] ll e t-' Il, .,l - 1 Il t, ! 1111< nods, is

-' 3-IS
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LEFT WING IMPACT FUSELA E IMPACL .44

IMPACT WITH WING CUTTERS POST CRASH FIRE

Figure 3-9. CLI) Impact Sequence

BS 228 400 540 600J 820 960 1220

j1120

NRMAL ACCELERATION

A i LONGITUDINAL ACCELHiATION -

-"4

22 * ,,, 540 600J 820 960 1220

BODY STATIONS

** ,* ,4 .4 . 4 .- c , r i ) . I ,tlt - i ll- 'I -4
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BS 380 540 600J 820 960 1220

1120

25 - LAURINBURG DROP-TEST,
20- + 1 " PITCH, 17 FT/SEC SINK SPEED

2 FAA/NASA 'CID' POST.TEST MEASUREMENTS'

0 TO 20 PITCH, 14 - 17 FT/SEC SINK SPEED
u15 0 'KRASH' CID STICK MODEL PARAMETRIC STUDIES,

"x" RANGE OF CONDITIONS; PITCH ATTITUDE 6' TO t 6"
) 10 SINK SPEED 15 22 FTISEC

" POST-TEST MEASUREMENTS IN AFT BODY REF1 ECTc 5- EFFECT OF LOSS OF KEELBEAM AFTER ENGINE NO. 3
cc CUTTER IMPACT AND SUBSEQUENT COI LAPSE AFTER

0 0 POST-IMPACT FIRE
380 460 540 600J 820 920 1220

BODY STATIONS

Figure 3-11. Lower Fuselage Underside Crush

30
* - .4 ~ 20 FLOOR CHANNEL 19 -

20 FLOOR BEAM/INBOARD SEAT RAIL

STARBOARD SIDE, BS 600 F

10

S 0

-10

CHANNEL I1I
- 20 FRAMEIFLOOR BEAM -

STARBOARD SIDE, BS 600 D

30__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

BENDING FAILURE 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

POST TEST VIEW TIME, SEC

F i ir 3-12. Rtilts-ut of Narrow-body Airplane Fuselage

Soct ion (Without Cargo) Test (Reference 17)
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TABLE 3-4. FAA/NASA AIRFRAME SECTION IMPACT TESTS

Approximate*
Airplane Type Test Spfecimen Weight (Lb) Test Condition

Narrow Body Forward Fust_-;e, Section 5100 Vertical Impact (17)

20 FPS

%arrow Bodv Ceiter Fuseliage. Section 8000 Vertical Impact (19)
20 FPS

Narrow Iod Forward Fuselage Section 6400 Vria mat(6

with Car~ro 20 FPS

Wide Body Aft Fuselage Section 5000 Vertical Impact (18)

______________1 120 FPS

*Sect ion, ccctipant anid car,-o

()R erenco Reports

LOCATION: PASSENGER FLOOR
CENTERLINE

512L-

4A

20 I20
0 0.050 0.100 0.150 0 .200

* ~POST-TEST VIEW TMSC

F 4 1r3- 1. Results of Narrow-Body Airplane Forward Fivielage
Section (With Cargo) Test (Reference 16)
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. 5 D 40
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i I 0
% -50 0 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

TIME, SEC. DISPLACEMENT, INCHES
(a) VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT VERSUS TIME (b) FORCE VERSUS DISPLACEMENT, VERTICAL

F;ure: 3-16. Narrow-Body F'ral,,? Sec LiOn :)-?lc ', aim Force
Test Results (Reference 16)

. Improvements in the design of the wing for fuel Conta nment can be
achieved with a CRFS for concentrated impacts e., '., Ir.-, pole.
rIowever, the maximum impact velocity, for a CRFS installation was
l b(J ft.,/sec. The loss in fuel volume and range for the CRI-'S in this
Sitaation (reference 24) was about 7 percent. and 7.6 percent,
respectively. The fuel loss for the win,, tuel svstem tjr hle DiC- 8
airplane was 384 gallons which weighs 23W) lb. The, -CFS co:lid idd
about 3 percent of dry wing weight. Other tes in ta Il ation o f
.s i;airir airplane wing sect ion sho~.,'d up to I: percen t Ili , s; i i id
a 5.4 percent weight penalty for 120 alleTs of 110l 1o1s iu test ilp

to an impact velocity of 11o tt/'n.ec and :mpact ,orc,. 47,1)0( ill
(reference 12). Tests ol a transport airplane c ., h21 wi", fai
t ink leading edge indicated that i ilure wouild , c ,, in L ; i .1pac'7t
velocity range of 108 to 136 ft '.,c, depending on the type of obstacle
-tsteel pipe or log). Since no iant or represent.t ive wt-ont waq used
in these tests, it is expect,,d that these impa,'t veo CIis are ih.

_. Ali impact into ', pole or tree wit L the i air p lan, mo i nl iwa r at 14(1 .
%I L/seC can be related to the average e ve!:ity of ovcrrun accidernt s

where 29. 4 percent of the onboard occupants are fata lit i (s in
-" .l rp 1, es ;hi ch experience Iuse i agc breaks. I n a test ot a g n r, ra.
', iat io airplane wing (reference 36), improved wi Lh a c rie-d r,,nistant
a.ink, an i part vetocity t 95 ft sc was achi ',-d i t I It i sfIct,)r v
riu1ts. rh penaly for this design was urp t,) . $ line-' il

- 1-27U.]



Volm,- loSs. Ptlxrko W;Io al 1 o bwc ta ' ra

t~oli ,ro it n1 ex1 ist i ii,, m I dd 7 tairk. [

W ThoIite c~lld o (I 5 pcent ol wing ' chlpt.

* lmgrovimunts in the design of the wing for Inr eIc1 onria ' nment callb
aIchieved with st ructuiral reinforcement for di st r ihat 1Impac t Iui;
'lests ot both modified wl-nl tank sections anid (in otrence 10)
o iawud capability to withstand a chanrge in v"o ci it y) 40. t~isec. "it-

vs inaedweight penalty is 3 percent to 4 percent. ol the wing, drv
we glt S . t ructnaral mod if icat ions to ach i i've luiprovo-ment to wi ths a.

d ist ributed impacts will1 also be benei f icial ini res is t ing higher fr- I
i ncrtLi a Iloa.i s. The tests for distri buted lo)adings ct ai vuloc ,t- rof 4t

* t-o i r. ;ul);tflnt 1ly below the s.urv i vabl Io crash k iv i ronmeii
.. \. to a i .r sb' thatL a t an aveurag,,e f orwa rd Vl or:(_ it LV of 9 b f t.. suc

n,,: the onboard occupants in a riroanes whiich expe r i ce
1 1,-, .,, , saltfer I ataIi t ies. This ratio increases to 29. 4

.4 p,, r- i L anlm 717. percent a-t lorward velocities of 14 ) and 0.) t r' c .
'P, i ',(sts of the Lih49 anid DC-7 inivolvini, wing contact wi th1

In - I -d : i 'Inpact v( loc its of b-tween l~aind 2 31 t'
it,- tllt 'l L" -t-I 1a1,S . T h e C1 D test , onl the othcr hiand shuwed]
r1 i , - - 1w., dis i Ot-il~ imnpact load ;is a resnl t of a r!) 1 1

'i 1 ., i 1)- )nt li nk d inl crirrutl dt:s 1 gns t or at le I 3
d r, ri., '.0mptsn .s-e 17.3fts.

3 \.L ~S L .

-4 >~~Sv (2 1 : 1o. ha elipur ted inl ref erencus 20-22 which are

pr' i t-ni , ti- Iv I iat 11 toolt- c o nt a it ient c o 1cets. The studies

uos r i 5o C a ' r C-I tr!nt'l I ( , 21 ', and 22, are recent. Ref orenice 20 desc r i be;
*- pr.L :1. .e . lt'. a ired inpaict vas a symmet r ic condition (no roll or

'ow) W it 1 11' S, un los1-ip itch a 151) k not :or-ward vuel.oc i y and a 17 t t 'so-c

I K r'lt ~ Io c t alI i MpalctL w as a lisvmrreri cai1 . The cor re atL ion w i thI thle

l.,l,;y1vIrmer c.:1 , Lii;t drtr isJ r upo r td i I) refeIur entice t 21 iN general , the

ital~ I'i- r t.~ Iir sit tei L" reusu11ts , as can be seen Ifrom comparison

;inT' 5 I 1 : i girt- 3-i17 --,lows tihe fusolage vertical respons,

Fl irhr . V:r,-sII cifd 3-9 show tibending moment 1: c ompairison I-or

4..'ii.- t rs. V > ad tO r, ;Y Te t i tl r le ii;or damage associated wi th the

-F ir- to-,,rurill irlpact [,) ieIs., of the left outer wing and the left win',,

* g.ves*1 uelaor051)onses!- were -on i il dered low relat ive to a i rf rarne

L er,;ii Il,* t w i l:; reop1),e i s shown i n f igure '3- 19 t o be, c los;e t o it s

ostuni '' Ii I.-- n-oth Ii. (IKAIIcorreclat3ed niodel ( referent, 21) was

3 - )
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0 TEST RESULTS "a,

1= ANALYSES

18- RANGE

.1 2e IMPACT CONDITION

Ile 14 -FORWARD VELOCITY - 155 KNOTS

~12- SINK SPEED - 14 ETISEC
C110 PITCH ATTITUDE - 1 TO 2 (NOSE DOWN)

o ROLL YAW ATTITUDES - 0*

6 '"
4°,-

p~a

,,. I I 0.

300 600 900 1200 1500

FUSELAGE STATION, IN.

-'ig ure 3-17. Comparison of Post-Test CID Krash Analyses and 'lest
Results for Fuselage Impact

1 
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100 °
10-} KRASH MODEL * CID TEST DATA

UNSYMMETRIAL IMPACT RIGHT WING
LEFT WING

-- ESTIMATED WING
80 U KRASH MODEL BENDING STRENGTH

UNSYMMETRICAL IMPACT
i RIGHT WING 0 DENOTES WING MASS

vCTSDTLOCATION - KRASH MODEL
CIO TEST DATA

x 60 - LEFT WING * DENOTES ENGINE MASS
LOCATION - KRASH MODELz

0 ,

'Nf

zN

* 20

0 0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

WING STATION, IN.

Figurt 3-19. Comparison of KRASH Analysis and CI)
\irplar~o Test Wing Bending

* 1- Io , .;.5ss impacts that would extend to the limits of airframe structural

iui: crity. Results of post-CtiD analyses are reported in reference 22. The

stady, described in reference 23, provides both test and analyses data. The

te~t data shows structure crush characteristics and relates to possible limits

o transport airplane airtrames due to axial (longitudinal) loading.

The wiug dynamic responses can be considered similar to the fuselage

p ilse since the analyses results are based on air-to-ground and ground-to-

grouud impacts on the fuselage, and no obstacles such as trees, or poles. For

fuselage impact the wing responds in a low frequency bending mode ( 1-2 lz)

tiLC iuration )I- the pulse is relatively long. During the CID test a represen-

Litive vertical acceleration measured on the right wing (left wing impacted

g-ouud) shows +5G peak with a time period of 1.3 cycles/second. Air-to-

,,-Lound analyses show peak vertical ,'s between 10.8 and 14.2 Along the wing

r l, 'Wa wh(,re tiel could he contained (B] 118-431) for an airplane sink-,;peed

',
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[],

*o of 22 ft/sec and with a flat pitch attitude. The individual wing masses

(exclusive of the outboard masses) exhibit significant responses which have an

average vertical acceleration of 5.Og to 6.8g for durations of 0.120 to 0.162

a seconds and velocity changes (.AV) between 23.8 and 26 ft/sec.

Airframe structural integrity based on parametric studies (reference 22)

suggest the crash design velocity envelope depicted in figure 3-20. Crashes

-within this envelope can be considered surviable since the airframe does not

break up. However, to be truly survivable seats, equipment, and fuel systems

will have to be designed to be compatible.

'a!

1%In

4,

30

TRANSPORT ' ,
CATEGORY

• 20

C,

cc

.COMPARTMENT

0 10 20 ;0 40

LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY CHANGE, FTSEC

a..

a- Figure 3-20. Velocity Envelope for Stroctural Integrity
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SECTION 4 '5

DESIGN STUDIES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CRITERIA

4.1 DESIGN STUDIES -"

4. 1. 1 FAA-ADS-19 -

FAA-ADS-19 (reference 10) describes a study covering the design and

construction of aircraft fuel tanks for the purpose of developing design

principles for improving fuel containment during survivable, or marginally

survivable, crash conditions. This effort was confined to wing integral fuel

tanks, for multi- piston-engine powered transport airplanes.

r%

The crash environment for design considerations are considered to consist

9 Local impact trees, poles, large rods for puncturing from rocks,
stumps, dislodged parts, etc.

e Distributed impact against earth mounds or during wing low ground C,

contact.
* Internal fuel pressure due to inertial loading.

The effect of these loadings and the recommended design principles are

summarized in table 4-1.

.54-

The subject report discussed: ".I

e Fuel tank design details

* Fiel containment details

" Contai ntint iu fuel lines

" 'tiel tank location

* V:u-' c-ontainment test program

4-1.
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" Feasibility studies of advanced concepts

- advanced structures

- energy absorbing structures
- minimum fire concepts
- fuel dump devices and breakaway wings

" Cost/weight associated 'ith fuel containment concepts

Several points that are made in FAA-ADS-19 are:

Deceleration capabilities vary with airplane size; the trend being a
decrease in longitudinal acceleration as gross weight increases. For
example, 150,OUO lb. transport aircraft may sustain 5g deceleration
with wings intact while for lighter transport ( 50,000 lb.) the
comparable deceleration may be 8g.

* Survivable transport crashes usually occur at or near airports in
reasonably clear areas. Distributed impact loading and concentrated
piercing loads, therefore, are more frequently the cause of fuel
spillage than are concentrated impact loads.

* The emphasis for incorporation of fuel containment design principles
s3hould be placed on the lower, forward surface of the wing.
Concentrated impact resistance will be improved for the rare cases in
which trees or poles are encountered.

* Fuel containment depends upon the integrity of the fuel lines as well

as of the tank itself. Even though the fuel tanks are not damaged,
containment is not realized if fuel lines outside the tank are
ruptured or open to allow fuel flow. e

0 Shutoff valves are required in the tank-to-engine lines so that tlow
can be stopped in case of an engine fire or failure. However, shutoff
valve actuation is not necessarily accomplished in cases of engine
detachment or displacement. (Ideal location is valve located inside
lower wing surface.)

* In addition to the need for proper hutoff location, i 1oans of
attomatic operation should be inc"aded.

* The fuel lines in the fuselage, between the wing and engines, are
subject to damage as the fuselage is col lapsed or ruptured at impact -'

,,r during ;ubs,2quent ground slide. Rupture of these lines, even
without fuel flow, allows fire under the passenger section. Posicive
,hielding, for all fuselage damage possibilities is doubtful; however,
;hielding t,)r the case of lower fusel,1,ae collapse is possible,

... .
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Analysis which produces the magnitude of concentrated aft load
required to cause chordwise bending or shear failure is generally

conservative (high) because:

* I. Wing structure is seldom strong enough locally to sustain the

concentrated loads (see figure 4-1) obtained.

2. Few obstacles presenL concentrated resistance.

" Pole impacts change aircraft kinetic energy less than 1.

" Pole breaking tests have indicated that pole strength is reduced
considerably as a result of crushing at the point of impact.

" Calculated pole force as a function of aircraft speed, pole diameter
and height is presented in figure 4-2.

It should be noted that FAA-ADS-19 was written in 1964 and the data and

remarks presented are for piston-engine narrow-body airplanes of 150,000 Lb

gross weight or less. Current jet powered aircraft can reach in excess of

1m),Ouo lb gross take-off weight. Many of the points made in FAA-ADS-19 are

;cill applicable although some are not appropriate. For example:

* Rare cases of accident events should not be emphasized in the design
for fuel containment.

Current design philosophy for ideal location of shutoff valves is now
inside of fuel tank as opposed to inside the lower wing surface.

o Use of automated shutoff valves is of concern since inadvertent
shut'ffs could have catastrophic effects.

. 1.2 FAA-ADS-27

FAA-ADS-27 (reference 24) describes a study in which a crash-resistant

fuel system utilizing high-strength bladder fuel cells, breakaway fittings,

-rash-load- actuated shutoff valves, and fiberglass protective liners was -

dt.signed and installed in the center section of a DC-7 airplane wing. The

wing %a;s mounted on a wheeled dolly ;nd the No. 2 and No. 3 main fuel tanks

Swere filled with water. The No. 2 tank was standard DC-7 configuration; the

No. 3 tank was equipped with Crash Resistant Fuel System (CRFS) components. A

jet-propelled car w.as used to accelerate the wing and dolly to predetermined

4-5
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prior to engaging a decelerator. The decelerator, especially designed for

this project, imposed controlled decelerations on the wing ranging from 2 g's

to 21 g's (28-g fuel equivalent). There were no failures in either standard or

-. crash-resistant fuel (CRF) system fuel cells and no inadvertent valve closures

in the CRF system during the tests. Hydraulic loads were nominal and were not

additive from one cell to another through interconnections. A final destruc-

tive test was conducted wherein the wing, at a velocity of 77 knots, engaged

two stationary vertical poles, positioned to shear the wing panels at the

outboard nacelles. It was demonstrated that the CRF system has a potential

for greater chances of fuel containment, with consequent less fire hazard,

provided a more positive means of triggering shutoff valves is utilized. The

CRF system, as installed in a DC-7, imposes a penalty of 6.97 percent fuel.4

volume loss tor a range loss of 6.97 percent. Accepting this volume and range

Loss, the weight will decrease about 1200 lbs. However, since there is a loss

of 384 gallons of fuel (6.9 lbs/gallon) there is actually a weight penalty to
achieve the same range and payload.

These tests were made using a DC-7 structure because of its availability

and because it was representative of modern transport structures at that time.

No analysis was made concerning the practical or economic aspects of utilizing

bladder type fuel cells in commercial aircraft.

The report suggests the following design and installation criteria:

1. In addition to the present requirement of MIL-T-27422 (Military
Specification - Tank, Fuel, Crash-Resistant Aircraft) and MIL-V-27393
(Military Specification - Valve, Safety, Fuel Cell Fitting, Crash-
Resistant, General Specification for) greater emphasis should be
placed upon the following listed itois:

a. Fuel cell liner material - must be flexible, tough, impact

resistant. [f broken or creased, edges should be dull (not sharp
as with broken metal pieces).

b. Fuel cell liner - should cover all surfaces, leaving no exposed
i, eta~lic portions of the cavity. Should be joined structurally
into self-supporting cavity with minimum fastening to primary
aircraft structure. Any fastening required should be of
frangible nature.

4. -7
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c. Valve actuation - additional means of valve triggering e

A - -- -- U..

independent of cell movement should be provided. This system
would be in addition to present triggering methods (cell

movement) and be capable of triggering valves some distance from
an impacted area. The system sensing should be deformation
rather than g loading.

d. Valve interconnecting bellows - should be molded elastomer
instead of teflon.

e. Incorporate high strength bands around fuel cells which will
provide load paths to and/or between valve adapter frangible
at tachments.

f. Frangible fittings - decrease fitting pull-off force to allow
triggering of CRF valves under lower initial loading and decrease
the load passing through the fuel cells to fail fittings. .

g. Generally speaking, in new design and construction, attention
should be given to locating fuel cells in other than areas
vulnerable to structural penetration and ignition sources. SST
aircraft will probably require fuselage tanks. Such tanks should
be protected by structure, preferably of non-sparking material.

4. 1.3 FAA-ASF-80-4
FAA-ASF-80-4 (reference 7) provides a summary of the Special Aviation

Fire and Explosion Reduction (SAFER) Advisory Committee Report. Several

aethods for reducing the fire hazard in a post-crash environment were reviewed ,

to determine their feasibility and potential for improving passenger surviva-

bility. These methods included explosion suppression systems, fuel tank foam

or foil, fuel tank inerting, crash-resistant fuel tanks, and anti-misting

fuels. The report stated in 1980, "that none of these methods, at their

present state of development, are feasiblu for commercial aircraft application

or- otter signiticant advanra";s tver present methods of protection such as c.
vent flame arrestors and a.ssrrd cutoff o0 the fuel supply to the engine in

t emergencies." The SAFER committee simmary report further states:

"o Further development of fuel tank inerting methods is encouraged to
reduce complexity and weight and improve reliability of the system.

Anticipated FAA t NASA programs to investigate factors to be considered
to improve the crashworthiness of aircraft is expected to include the b.

'.4
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use of crash-resistant fuel tanks. At the present time they appear to %

be feasible in fuselage cargo compartments only.

" Antimistiug fuels appear to hold the most promise for increasing
passenger survivability by reducing the fuel fire hazard in the
post-crash environment. However, much development testing is required
before its feasibility can be established.

" The state of development of the above systems is not sufficient at
this time to warrant modifying regulations which require their V

incorporation. However, it is suggested that the FAA consider
modifications to the regulations requiring the inclusion of fuel tank
vent protection from ground ignition sources and assurance of engine

fuel supply cutoff in emergency situations."

A summary of two SAFER subcommittee reports is presented in Appendix B.

As a result of this study, the SAFER group arrived at the following

conclusions:

* It is feasible to install crash-resistant fuel cells in fuselage cargo
compartments.

* It is not feasible to install crash-resistant fuel cells in the wings

of conventional transport aircraft.

e Existing Federal. Aviation Regulations are adequate.

* Further definition of criteria should evolve from total aircraft
crashworthiness considerations.

4.2 DESIGN CRITERIA AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.2.1 The U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guide

The U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guido (reference 27) is a five-volume

docunent which was most recently revised i.i 1980. The five volumes consist

ofI:

Volume I - Design Criteria Checklists ".

4-9
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Volume II - Aircraft Crash Environment and Human Tolerance t
p

Volume Ill - Aircraft Structural Crashworthiness

Volume IV - Aircraft Seats, Restraints, Litters and Padding

Volume V - Aircraft Postcrash Survival

Volume I (Aircraft Crash Environment) and Volume V (Aircraft Postcrash

Survival) are most pertinent for the subject study. In Volume I a summary of

impact design conditions are presented. Figure 4-3 illustrates the combined (

longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocity, changes for helicopters to be

used in determining intermediate velocity change components. For light

fixed-wing aircraft and attack and cargo helicopters, figure 4-3 will still be

correct, but (c) and (d) must be altered for a lateral velocity change of 25

ft/sec instead of 30 ft/sec. The velocity change, V in feet per second, for

a triangular pulse shape that is recommended for design purposes for rotary

and light fixed-wing aircraft, is shown in table 4-2. Volume I also presents

a chapter entitled, "Aircraft Postcrash Survival." However, since this is the

subject of Volume V, a more comprehensive treatment of this subject can be

obtained from the material in the latter volume.

The post-crash fire environment is discussed in Chapter 3 of Volume V.

Included in this section are discussions on such topics as heat, smoke and

toxic gases, human tolerance to heat, toxic gases and miscellaneous fire

factors. While important subjects, this section is not as pertinent to fuel

containment as the material in Chapter 4, "Post-Crash Fire Protection."

Chapter 4 provides design suggestions for crashworthy systems oriented toward

a reduction of fuel spillage and ignition sources and greater emphasis on

"built-in" post-crash fire protection during the aircraft design stage as a

means of improving post-crash fire survival.

4-10
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TABLE 4-2. SUMLARY OF DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR ROTAR'-WiNG AND LIGzfl

FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT .ft

Velocity

Change

Impact Direction (Ft/Sec) "

Longitudinal 50

Vertical 42

Lateral* 25

Lateral** 30

Light fixed-win 'g, attack, and cargo helicopters.

** Other helicopters.

Tne recommended design features contained in Volume V, Section 4, are

sumidarized in table 4-3. The features relate to fuel tanks, fuel lines and

--upportive components.'ft1
4.2.2 Military Specitications

the military crash design requirements are different depending upon the

particular branch of the defense agency. Military specifications include:

MIL-STu-1290 Light Fixed and Rotary Wing Aircraft

Crashworthiness (reference 46)

MtL-T-27422B Aircraft Crash-Resistant Fuel TanK

(reference 47,) Applicable to all Department

of Defense departments and agencies

MIL-A-8h5A Airplane Strength and Rigidity Miscellaneous

Loads (reference 48)

,R-56 Structural Design Requirement (reference 49)

-41

,t.
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT DESIGN

FEATURES

FUEL CONTAINMENT

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

o Fuel Tanks

Location Increase distance between occupants and fuel supply and

ignition source.

Avoid rupture due to landing gear penetration.

Locate away from ground contact in crash sequence and

thus reduce exposure to rocks, stumps and other

irregularities.

Locate wing tanks as far outboard as possible but not

at tip.

Avoid locating in areas where considerable structure

collapse can occur and tanks are subject to pressures
that exceed design limits or exposed to torn and jagged

metal.

WA Avoid sharp cutting corners, penetrating spars and

longerons.

Shape Cylindrical or rectangular shape is best.

Avoid proturbances and interconnecting cells, most

vulnerable to rupture.

If tanks deviate greatly from regular cylindrical or

parallel and piped shapes, consideration should be

given to use of separate tanks or interconnecting self-
sealing fittings.

To minimize snaggin4 :ind excessive concentration of
stre:;ses, inside angles should be avoided.

All outside anglis should have a radius > 1 inch.

Tanks should be oriented so that the side with the
greatest surface area is facing the direction of
probable impact.

L
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT DESIGN

FEATURES (CONT'D)

FUEL CONTAINMENT

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

Materials Must possess high degree of cut and tear resistance and
have moderate elongation - MIL-T-27422B requirements.

Design tank fitting to pull free of airframe structure

rather than out of tank.

Exhibit crash impact resistance per MIL-T-27422B (65 ft
height drop test).

Fittings Use high strength insert-retention methods ( 80; of

fuel cell wall strength)

Attachments Secure fuel tank to airframe and connecting plumbing in
a way that allows tank to pull free of the attachments

*. without rupturing when structural displacement occurs

in a crash.

Use frangible brackets or bolts to ensure separation at

specified loads. Either fail material or some facet of
the design must meet operational and service loads with
margin (approx. factor of 10), but fail at 25% to 50% '.
of minimum load required to fail the attached system or
component.

Frangible attachments should be designed to separate

efficiently in the direction of force most likely to
occur during a crash impact.

9 Fuel. Lines .

* Line Avoid cutting of linps by surrounding structure or
Construction being worn through by rubbing against rough surfaces.

Use flexible hose armored with a steel braided harness

in vulnerable areas.

4-14
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT DESIGN
FEATURES (CONT'D)

[ FUEL CONTAINMENT"-

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

If breakaway valves are not provided, hoses 20% to 30%
• longer than minimum are to be used.

~Fittings are to meet strength requirements shown when

tested in modes shown.

All fuel lines should be secured with breakaway""
(frangible) attachment clips for areas of anticipated "
structural dedormat ion.

When fuel lines pass through areas where extensive

displacement or complete separation is anticipated,
self-sealing breakaway valves should be used. -
Breakaway valves must meet all opeational and service ;
loads with satisfactory margin and separate between 25%

and 50% min~imum failure load•,

Systems with line-to-line breakaway valves should
consider potential hazards to cross-axis shear loading -

~~on the valve halves. If possible, use omnidirectional --
~valves.

Line Routing, Route along heavier structural members.

-

Provide space Into which hose can deform. ,-

-

If design requirements limit the use of protective.'-
measures, full use should be made of self-sealing 'breakaway couplings located in areas of anticipated

~failures.

Space and flexibilit,., should be prov'dud at the
" cross-over connection, drains and oulet lines if they -- are vulnerable to impact damage. ?i

Consideration should be given to using self-sealin

b.
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT DESIGN

FEATURES (CONT'D)

FUEL CONTAINMENT

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

*Supportive
Components

Self-Sealing Design to separate into two or more sections and seal

Breakaway the open ends of designated fluid-carrying passages.

Valves Openings may be in fuel/oil lines, tanks, pumps,

fittings; Use of "one-shot" or quick disconnect types.

Desired locations:

% Fuel-carrying tank outlet

e Fuel line network where extensive displacement is

forecast, i.e., wing root, engine compartment

e Connection between two fuel cells in direct

side-by-side arrangement.

Recess tank to line interconnect valves sufficiently intO

the tank, so that the tank half is flush with tank wall

or protrudes only a minimal distance beyond the tank wall

after separation.

Frangible interconnecting member of valves should meet

all operational and service loads with reasonable margin

but separate at 25% to 50% of the minimum failure load.

Vents Avoid drain-out of the fluid when aircraft rolls to one
I ide.

Avoid vent line failure at point of exit from the tank.

Use short high-strength fittings between metal insert in

the tank and vent line.

4-16
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT :L)SIGN

FEATURES (CONT'I))

FUEL CONTAINMENT

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

Vent line should be of wire-covered flex hose routed to

avoid snags.
'.-

Use siphon breaks and/or U-shaped traps in vent line

routing onside the fuel tank.

If vent lines are placed inside the fuel tank, they

should be designed to operate in any attitude and allow a

free flow of air while prohibiting a flow of fuel. They

can be used in lieu of alternate considerations such as

flexible lines or breakaway valves.

Fuel systems that are pressure refueled should use a

bypass system for tank over-pressurization. Insure that

spillage resulting from overpressurization due to tank

compression during a crash is released away from aircraft

occupants and ignition sources.

Boost Pumps Fall into two categories:

1. Tank- or line-mounted types which pressurize the fuel

lines.

2. Line or engine mounted type which suck fuel from the

tanks and lines, creating a slight negative prissure

in the fuel lines.

The latter poses a lower threat for crash fires.

If boost pumps are installed in the fuel tank, air-driven

as opposed to electrically driven, is desirable.

Attach pump rigidly bolted to fuel -,IL only. if

supported or attached to the aircraft structure, a

frangible attachment should be used.

.5'-
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TABLE 4-3. CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN GUIDE RECOMMENDED FUEL CONTAINMENT DESIGN
FEATURES (CONT'D)

FUEL CONTAINMENT

RECOMMENDED FEATURES

Filler Necks Design filler cap to remain with the tank by mounting it
at or slightly below the tank wall surface.

Recommend against filler necks unless frangible type is

used.

Quantity Avoid rigid attachment between the sensor entry into
Sensors the tank and the aircraft structure (make probe mounting

attachment frangible or use frangible structure for this
type of attachment).

Avoid puncturing the tank by the long, rigid, tubular
sensing probes. (Possibly mount the probe at a less
hazardous angle or use curved, frangible, low-flexural-
rigidity probes or probes equipped with load spreading
shoes, fuel counters and float-and-arm tube sensors.)

Sump Drains Design for maximum drainage without the drain protruding

beyond the face of the tank.

Fuel Do not locate in-line fuel drainers in the engine
Strainers and compartment.
Filters

Do not mount directly on engine (engine affords some

protection but proximity to the hot engine surfaces
creates an additional hazard from ballistic hits). a

Design for 30G in any direction.

Use self-sealing breakaway couplings to attach fuel lines

to the fuel strainers.

lda
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MIL-STD-1290 is essentially a condensed version of the U.S. Army Crash

Survival Design Guide in military standard format. The crashworthy design

techniques and analytical approaches discussed in the Design Guide were

omitted and only the required results were retained.

MIL-A-8865A is a U.S. Air Force document which provides a crash loads

section in which load factors are specified for the longitudinal, vertical and

lateral directions. The requirements are applicable to installation of:

seats (crew, passenger, troop and litter), capsules, internal fuel tanks,

mechanisms for holding canopies, door and other exits open for egress,

equipment items, cargo, engines, and aerial delivery equipment.

AR-56 is a U.S. Navy document which specifies crash loads and loading

conditions which are applicable to the design of crew seats, passenger seats,

troop seats, litters, capsules, mechanisms for holding canopies and doors in

their open positions, attachments of equipment items, cargo, engines, fuel.

tanks, turrets, and aerial delivery equipment and their carry-through

structures. The specification provides for ultimate inertia load factors and

maximum impulse requirements.

NIIL-T-27422B specifies the test requirements for crash-resistant fuel

tanks used in fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft for all departments and

agencies of the Department of Defense. Composite construction tests include:

constant rate tear, impact penetration, impact tear, panel strength, sitting.

strength. Cell tests include: Fuel resistance of exterior surface, crash

iinpact, slosh resistance, gunfire resistance, aging and standing. Permability

tests, as well as inner layer ply strength tests are also described.

The fuel tank crash loads reqairemt-its for military aircraft are

a;umarized in table 4-4. The applicable FAR 25 regulations crasnh load factors

are also shown in table 4-4 for comparison.

.-
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TABLE 4-4. FUEL TANKS CRASH LOADS REQUIREMENTS

SPECIFICATION

AR-56 MIL-8865AA MIL-STD-1290 FAR 25

Forward 20.) 45.0 (0.10) 9.0 20.0 9.0

Aft - - 1.5 20.0

Up 20.0 - 2.0 10.0 2.0

Down 20.0 25.0 (0.20) 4.5 20.0 4.5

Left 10.0 25.0 (0.20) 1.5 10.0 1.5

Right 10.0 25.0 (0.20) 1.5 10.0 1.5

Loads in "g's"

* . Static, unidirectional loads

A Dynamic; time duration, seconds, in parenthesis. Specifies maximum
impulse requirement.

A Applied separately

A Fuel tanks 1/2 full

Fuel tanks 2/3 full

4.2.3 Coverage by Existing Regulations and Advisory Circulars

The coverage by existing Regulations and Advisory Circulars, pertaining

to fuel tanks/cells and systems and excerpted from references 50 to 53 are

contained in Appendix C.

4-20
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SECTION 5

EVALUATION OF FUEL CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONCEPTS

5.1 WING FUEL TANKS

Several fuel containment Oesign concepts are presented in FAA Report

ADS-19 "Structural Design of Fuel Containment Under Survivable Crash

Conditions" (reference 10). These concepts fall into the following

categories:

1. Conve.itional fuel tank and rib design features (figure 5-1)

2 . Front spar design configurations (figure 5-2)

3. Forward skin panel designs - impact resistance (figure 5-3)

4. Front spar protection concepts (figure 5-4)

5. Leading edge protection concepts - pole, tree impact (figure 5-5) p.

b. Energy absorbing structures concepts (figure 5-6)

The concepts and the associated comments from reference 10 are shown in .

fig ires 5-1 through 5-6, respectively. The following comments are based on

the current study evaluation in light of the accident, test and analyses

results:

" Figure 5-i - Conventional fuel tank and rib design features

Typical current design does not require locally thickened skin for
inertia or crash loads (a), (b). The skin is moderately thick over

the entire chord for design loads and lightning protection. The rib
construction shown in (c) is consistent with current technology
aircraft.

" Figure 5-2 - Front spar design

Concept (a) requiri,.s that the front spar resist the puncture loads

because the thick membrane will not perform that function.

" Concept (b) is considered inpract ical hecause it is difficult to see

how a sufficiently different beam can be designed to accommodate
nornal wing bending loads.
-7.
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3

2
1-2 THE THICKER SKIN SHOWN IN THESE PANELS IS NOT ALWAYS REQUIRED. THE BASIC SKINS ON THE
INBOARD WING SECTIONS OF LARGE AIRPLANES MAY BE ADEQUATE FOR ANTICIPATED IMPACT LOADS. A DUCTILE,
TEAR-RESISTANT MATERIAL SHOULD BE USED ON THE LOWER SURFACE",

3 ATTACHMENTS THROUGH SPAR CAPS, ESPECIALLY OUTER ROWS (FURTHEST FROM CAP RADIUS), SHOULD
HAVE GOOD TENSION ALLOWABLES AND ADEQUATE BEARING AREA TO REDUCE STRESS CONCENTRATIONS

4 CAP MATERIAL IS USUALLY DICTATED BY PRIMARY FLIGHT LOADS. ADDITIONAL CAP MATERIAL MAY BE
REQUIRED IN THOSE DESIGNS HAVING INADEQUATE LOCAL BENDING STRENGTH TO DISTRIBUTE CONCENTRATED
IMPACT LOADS

5 STIFFENER SPACING SHOULD BE OPTIMIZED FOR CONCENTRATED IMPACT LOADING

(a) FUEL TANK DESIGN

?* ".

HEAVY FORWARD SKINS
6 THIS DIMENSION AND THE CORRESPONDING DIMENSION SHOWN IN (a) ABOVE IS A FUNCTION OF THE LOCAL BENDING
AND CRUSHING STRENGTH REQUIRED TO DISTRIBUTE IMPACT LOADS

ib) FUEL TANK DESIGN -,

7 ANALYTICAL WORK AND TEST RESULTS HAVE SHOWN THAT
WEB-TYPE RIBS HAVE GREATER CRASH RESISTANCE
THAN TRUSS-TYPE RIBS %

"- -- - - 8 TESTS AND ENGINEERING ANALYSIS HAVE INDICATED THAT
FULL INTERCOSTALING (FRONT SPAR TO REAR

7 SPAR IS DESIRABLE. INTERCOSTALS SHOULD BE DESIGNED FOR
TENSION LOADS AS WELL AS SHEAR I

9 ALL ATTACHMENT PATTERNS SHOULD BE CRITICALLY
OR ANALYZED FOR CRASH CONDITIONS

SECTION OF RIB
(cI RIB DESIGN

Figaire 5-I. Conventional Fuel Tank and Rib Design Features

5-2
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(b):

.K

(a) Wi

DOUBLER FOR IMPACT

FUEFUE

ADVANTAGES: ADVANTAGES:

1. HIGH FUEL INERTIAL PRESSURES CAN BE CONTAINED 1. HIGH FUEL INERTIAL PRESSURES CAN
IN A LIGHT GAGE WING STRUCTURE BE CONTAINED IN A WING WITH LIGHT

2. THE FRONT SPAR CAN BE BROKEN OR PUNCTURED GAGE SKINS AND SPAR WEBS

WITHOUT NECESSARILY SPILLING FUEL 2. THE HEAVY SPAR CAP FURNISHES
GOOD IMPACT STRENGTH

DISADVANTAGES: DISADVANTAGES:

1. LOST VOLUME FOR FUEL IS APPROXIMATELY 2% 1. MATING AND RIVETING IS DIFFICULT

2. FUEL SEALING AT THE RIBS IS DIFFICULT 2. RIB DESIGN AND WEB STIFFENING IS

3. MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION ARE COMPLICATED
COMPLICATED 3. FRONT SPAR CAP IS HEAVY ALTHOUGH

USABLE AS WING BEAM MATERIAL

NOTE: THESE CONCEPTS ARE PRIMARILY FOR THOSE APPLICATIONS WHERE THE CRITICAL LOADING RESULTS
FROM INERTIAL FUEL PRESSURE

Figlr, 5-2. Front Spar I)esign Coof itgrat ions

5-3 4
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1 )0 NiAcr RESISTANCE 1. SAME AS AT LEFT

2. PANELS INCREASE BENDING STRENGTH OF WING BOX. 2, SAME AS AT LEFT4.
THEREFORE, OVER ALL WEIGHT INCREASE WILL 3. PANELS CAN BE REMOVED
BE SMALL

DISADVANTAGES: DISADVANTAGES:

1. CURING PROBLEMS ADD TO MANUFACTURING COSTS 1. MANUFACTURING COSTS HIGHER THAN

4'2. MANUFACTURING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS MACHINED SKINS.

ARE INCREASED
NOTE: THESE DESIGNS HAVE THE COMMON ADVANTAGE OF GOOD IMPACT RESISTANCE

(a) SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION IN FORWARD SKIN PANELS

TFRONT SPAR FIRST STRINGER

ALTERNATE FRONT SPAR RIB

b) CORRUGATED SKIN CONFIGURATION

* . 0.040 ITYP.)006

PANEL CROSS SECTION 0 032 0.345

*WING CROSS SECTION

NI VVI I BoN )(17DT)

LH UbS SECTION AT A RIB OR ;%l tuuo AL

iF FRONT SPAR FIRST STRINGER PRCDE

'4~ t 1 4 IN THICK 2024 50 PLATE IS FORMED TO WING SURFACE CONTOURS

J% 2 FORMED PLATE IS HEAT TREATED AND THEN MACHINED

3 0 063 OUTER AND 0 032 INNER HEAT TREATED SKINS ARE BONDED TO CORE

ic) SANDWICH

ligiro 5-3. Forward Skin Panlel Designs -Impac-t Resistance

4?

SP.

.5. 5-4
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*FORGED BEADED OSTS BEADED
SPAR WEB WEB

ADVANTAGES: ,,.

1. MULTI-WEB DESIGN IS INHERENTLY GOOD FOR HITTING POSTS OR TREES AND FOR SLIDING OVER ROCKS OR
HARD GROUND SINCE THE SKINS ARE THICKER THAN ON OTHER TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

2. THE BEADED WEB JUST AFT OF THE FRONT SPAR GIVES A COMPARTMENTATION EFFECT BY HINDERING
FUEL MOVEMENT. NOTE THAT THIS POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE MAY NOT HOLD FOR HIGHLY SWEPT WINGS

DISADVANTAGES:
1. THE SHEAR STRENGTH BETWEEN THE UPPER AND LOWER SKINS IS LIMITED BECAUSE OF THE VERY LARGE

RIB SPACING USUALLY FOUND IN MULTI WEB CONFIGURATIONS. A LARGE LOAD ON THE LOWER SURFACE
(SUCH AS THAT ENCOUNTERED WHILE PLOWING THROUGH SOFT EARTH OR POSSIBLY WHILE DITCHING)
WILL TEND TO COLLAPSE THE LOWER SKIN AFT WITH RESPECT TO THE UPPER SURFACE

2. DESIGN ALLOWS LESS DEVIATION FROM ORIGINAL LAYOUT SINCE CUTOUTS AND LOCAL LOAD
CONCENTRATIONS CANNOT BE ACCOMMODATED EFFICIENTLY ,,

(a) MULTIWEB POST CONFIGURATION

ADVANTAGES:

1. GOOD DESIGN FOR MOST CRASH-TYPE LOADINGS
2. THE ADDED WEIGHT IS STRUCTURAL. THE EFFECT

NGENAL PURPOSE RIBS / "ON OVERALL WING WEIGHT IS THEREFORE

IN THS FUE BAYLESSENED

OSAOVANTAGES:

1. DESIGN AND FABRICATION IS COMPLEX
2. MANUFACTURING AND MAINTENANCE

INSPECTION IS DIFFICULT

b) BOLTON BONDED FORWARD BAY

-- FUEL

ADVANTAGES

I IMPACT IN THE FRONT SPAR REGION IS LESS CRITICAL
2 THE ADDED MATERIAL IS STRUCTURAL

DISADVANTAGES ,%
% I EXTRA MACHINING AND INHERENT WASTE MATERIAL ADD TO THE COST OF THE CONFIGURATION SHOWN. '.

'cl FUEL CONTAINMENT FOR DELTA WINGS WHEN FUEL SPACE IS NOT CRITICAL

Figiure 5-4. Front Spar Protectiton Concepts

a.-
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.- / ANTI ICING PROVISIONS ARE LIMITED

HEAVY SKIN ON LOWER SURFACE

- NOTE: 1. ANY WEIGHT ADDED TO THE LEADING EDGE IS DEAD WEIGHT. LEADING EDGES SELDOM ADD TO THE
STRENGTH OF THE WING BOX. EVEN A STRUCTURAL LEADING EDGE CAN ADD LITTLE TO THE BENDING
STRENGTH OF THE WING BOX

2. IF LEADING EDGE LIFT DEVICES ARE USED, THE PROBLEM BECOMES ONE OF PROTECTING THE FROW4T
SPAR FROM PUNCTURE BY LEADING EDGE ELEMENTS RATHER THAN OF THE LEADING EDGE PROTECTING
THE WING FUEL TANKS

3. ANY LEADING.EDGE PROTECTION DEVICE WHICH ABSORBS IMPACT LOADS MUST BE BACKED UP BY
"" SUBSTANTIAL MAIN BOX STRUCTURE TO DISTRIBUTE THE LOADS

4. ANTI-ICING PROVISIONS ARE LIMITED IF THE LEADING EDGE PROTECTION DEVICES ARE INCORPORATED
IN AN ALREADY CROWDED AREA

-,7 TYPICAL SLAT

'a ',STRENGTHENED FOREBODV
.,,I •WITH ANTI ICING PROVISIONS

ANTI ICING
TUBE "b

HINGE JOINT - . , .

"VIEW A

WVAEW B

NOTE. IN THIS ARRANGEMENT THAT PART OF THE LEADING EDGE AFT OF THE SLAT IS STRENGTHENED FOR
IMPACT LOADING PROVISIONS FOR ANTI ICING ARE INCLUDED

P'iLgure 5-5. IE.i, k f' (. Prot,,('t1in Concept - 'ole Tree(, lInpact

'a ... a
* aa. a X *S.' d'.o.



16 IN. O - ALUM. HONEYCOMB
90. 11 ,4 5052 - 004 7.9 LB.,CU.FT 31 fa, 1,500 PSI)

WORK 8(f24."0 96,000 FT.-LB. 8 - 2
WORK -8_ 2 ! PER FOOT SPAN .

2- E OO PN8 IN. 24,000 LB. PER INCH SPAN '

l1.164-) 3 LB 0 LB. PER INCH SPAN

Wt 7.9 (1 4 3.86 L
144 PER FOOT SPAN

NOTES: 1. RIBS AND OR SKIN MUST BE STRENGTHENED TO DISTRIBUTE HIGH LOCAL LOADS

2. SPAR MUST BE INSPECTED FROM i:ISIDE

3. ANTI ICING AND HIGH LIFT DEVICES ARE SPACE LIMITED

4. THERE MUST BE LOCAL INTERRUPTIONS OF CORE FOR ACTUATORS, TRACKS, PLUMBING, ETC

ial ENERGYABSORBING STRUCTURES

ASSUMING 4 LB. CU.FT. CORE AND 16 IN. x 10 IN. BAY SIZE

Wt = 4 6 10) 4.44 LB. PER FT. OF SPAN
144 TRUSS GRID CORE RSP

4 1 WITH FUEL TRUSS SPAR
FUEL LOSS 4232% OF BAY WITH(0.1 07281 CORE (0.1 0.2% OF TOTAL FUEL)

1-.I

NOTES: 1, TANK PURGING IS DIFFICULT

2. BACTERIAL GROWTH PROBLEM IS COMPOUNDED UNLESS CORE IS FIBERGLASS

3. FUEL MAY STILL POUR OUT AFTER A CRASH BUT FIRE CAN ONLY BURN AS FAST AS FUEL IS SUPPLIED

4. BOND TO SKINS IS CRITICAL FOR DISTRIBUTING IMPACT LOADS

5. CRUSHING ENERGY IS MORE THAN DOUBLE THAT OF CONFIGURATION SHOWN IN la), AND ONSET
RATE IS HIGHER

(h) ENERGYABSORBING STRUCTURES

-- - /INTERCOSTAL

RIB NOTES 1 THE TRUSS GRID SANDWICH IS
HONEYCOMB T GRID ENERGY ABSORBING. THE HONEYCOMB

SERVES AS "WADDING" FOR.WEB 2PARTIAL SEAING DURING CRUSHING

r-- -- " -  OF THE TRUSS D STRUCTURE
2 ALL MATERIAL IS STRUCTURAL

3 WITH PERFORATED SANDWICH STRUCTURE FUEL LOSS IS MINIMIZEO BUT MAINTENANCE IS ',

COMPOUNDED THEREFORE IT SEEMS ADVANTAGEOUS TO SEAL THE TANK AT THE INNER FACES OF
THE SANDWICH

4 RIB DESIGN IN THE FORWARD RAr IS COMPLICATED BUT NUMBER OF RIBS CAN BE KEPT SMALL SINCE "
SKINS ARF STABLIZED

.c. ENERGY ABSORBING STRUCTURES "

" ,ii rt, ')- r. V A i)r-;o r r i il.,"n r . riC i . .e 9

.5

.1 - ;
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HONEYCOMB

*SOLID ALUM. -' FLUSH IN WEB CRUSHING OF CORE 1,500 PSI

*WITH AN AVERAGE THICKNESS 1 IN.

p -2 1,5001 = 3,000 LB IN.

WORK =3.000 (1 - 3.000 FT. LB IN SPAN

FOR A 1 IN. SPAN.

WORK -36,000 LB. INSIGNIFICANT1

FRONT SPAR

d) ENERGY ABSORBING STRULTURES

STEEL CABLE

'-=----TUBE MANDREL (AT EVERY RIBI

NOTE: THIS DESIGN IS RETRICTED TO CUTTING DOWN TREES OR POLES. THE ADDED WEIGHT CANNOT INCREASE
THE BASIC STRENGTH OF THE WING AND, THEREFORE. IS DEAD WEIGHT

(e) ENERGY ABSORBING STRUCTURES

FILLER MATERIAL

/1 4 HARD STAINLESS STEEL SPAR CAP

NOTES: 1 THIS DEIGN CAN BSORB IMACTLASADEEGE OPRBET H EINSONI IUE56a

NOES3. THIS DESIGN CAN ABSORBUL IMPTH FALURDE PATN ENERGIS OPRBE O TE EIGPSONRNFIUROF

4.(f) ENERGY ABSORBING

f.ii gire. 5-3i. hni2 r,,v Ah.; )r h i :I,) St 1r11 t urtu, Colli tt sL ( o>f t 'd. ).



" improved inertia fuel pressure design is not considered a high crash
design priority based on available accident and crash test data.
Present wing designs meet survivable crash g loads. Mounting of
components on wing spar in current designs is often feasible.

" Figure 5-3 - Forward skin panel

Concept (a) which uses honeycomb material is not considered
appropriate for an integral wing fuel tank in commercial application
because it is prone to leakage, difficult to maintain and susceptible
to lightning. Concepts (b) and (c) represent lightweight viable
approaches for new design. However, the benefit must be traded off
against repairability, volumetric efficiency, cost, lightning
protection.

It appears that these designs provide better bending strength and/or
protection from impact of the forward upper skin. However, based on
accident and test results, this may not be a critical crash loading a-

Condition

o Figure 5-4 - Front spar protection

Crash performance of the multiweb post, concept (a), depends on the
rio configurations and frequency. It presents problems with regard to
draining fuel and/or getting fuel to surge boxes.

doneycomb crush material is not desirable for wet cells as noted for
figure 5-3 concepts and prevents mounting of components on front spar. -
Delta-wing concept (c) is acceptable for fuel dry bay provided the
volume or capacity of fuel is not needed. Obviously, a big penalty
for non-Delta wing designs.

AIL these concepts may protect against tree or pole impact, but could
be detrimental during s[ideout because large loads on lower surfa.'e
could collapse lower skin.

* Figure 5-5 - Leading edge protection

lhese concepts can be considered only if functionally practical, that
is, doesn't interfere with operational systems; i.e., anti-icing.
Also requires strengthened backup st-'-wture to distribute loads.

" Figure 5-6 - Ene rgy-absorhing di.vices

lioneycomb sections (a) ind ( h) arc not viable for fuel use as stated
eiarlij r. Concept (c) is acceptabl' structurally provided bay is dry.

Concept (d) docst 't app: a r to prov'ide adequate protection, particu-
larly from puncture. U:;ii'ept (e) nas little merit. The cable and
!;h,)ck-absorbing support is essCnTiaily present on most wings, now in

.- 9 ,
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the form of ducting, elcrrical harnesses and ralhi s. Would provlide
protection for a "select" impact condition only. Concept (f) i';
difficult when bay is wet. However, if dry bay is acceptable
(trade-off volume, capacity), tile design could be less complicated. ,*

In general, only smina :inunt of energy will be absorbed and %

penetration of the fuel cells could take place. The concepts may act
more like a shock-absorber, It is suspected that these approaches
would provide limited protection. these designs, generally,

complicate mounting of components on the front spar. ,* -

Fable 5-I 1 ists the v;irtons design concepts with regard to trade-oi fs
I

bh_,,4e-n potential benefits and adverse considerations. While those which have

merit for further consideration are noted, the individual concepts are not

ranked. Based on the review of these concepts it is concluded that: -,

SIneArt 1 oads are satistac-orily accommodated by conventional
current-dav.' p1 n and stringer design. -.-

* Design for pole and/or tree impact should be considered if the penalty
is small and the benefit is substantial. It will be difficolt to '

eliminate fuel tank penetration altogether.

" Consideration should be given to minimizing the fuel spillage

resulting from penetration by an obstacle or a distributed load; i.e.,
"nclined mound. For example, as CRFS wing design could involve
conventional plank and stringer skins, several fuel tank ribs breaking

up the tankage spanwise using ribs similar to that shown in figore
5-1, concept tc) aud applying structural design techniques to carry
leading edge impact loads to the wing planks.

9 A total system concept of reduc ing fact spillage should include not

only potential structural design concepts but valving and fittings to

shut-off f-.i tlow during or subsequent to an impact.

).2 FUSELAGE FUEL TANKS

Curr,-nt counmer ,ial airc rat t typically carry fulI in the wings. however,

• mvdesi, ns operationa l reqcirements dictate tihe provision of fuel tankago

t, tuse I a;,e . The fuel that is in the body may be located in the

-, rizd area (center wing) or in the pressurized area (e.g., the cargo

. . ). Typi-il ly, the renter wing tank is also an integral tank but it

I ht- ptrsonne I compartm rnt by a ftUme-proof and fuel-proof

5-Il) ,
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,2nclosure as required by Fedora i Aviation Regu lttions parap raph 29.907. Fie I

tanks such as the center wing tanrK which arc located within th. body jitolr

are designed to meet the g loads prescr i bed for emergency landing FAR 2.b1 I

and 25.9b3. When fuel is placed in the tus:iagc it is in closer prox-!aity t-)

the passengers as compared to the wing tank locations. As the acciden't lati

* indicate, there is as propens:;ity for fuse lage lower surtace damage in tile imr-,

- severe crashes. Tihe accident data also show thoit Under severe impact c(in-

ditions the tusel age will normalYv br-aa at iac ations of structural di- .conti-

nuity. Particular ittention must be paid to fus(2lage tank de';igYs t')

.- minimize the risk ol fuel spilnage nder thc so severe crash conditions. Pit

following; three contemporary fuselage tank configurations are examined with

regard to their crash rksi-sant tea tures.

0 Bladdt'r focl cc Ls t itted in the I awe r fuselage

0 Btadder-supported within a dedicated structural box

0 Double wa' I cylindrical strap-in auxiliary tanks

I. Bladder Fuel Cells Fitted in The Lower Fuselage

A current example of this type of tank configuration is in a
commercial wide-body transport airplane in which the bladder fuel
cells are located below the wing and between the front and rear spars
of the wing carry-through structure. Maximum utilization of
available volume is achieved by conforming a bladder cell to tie

fuselage contour. Figure 5-7 shows a fuel cell layout. In the "
military version of this airplane, a three-cell tank is located in
the forward lower cargo compartment and a four-cell tank is located
in the aft lower cargo compartment. Access for maintenance and
inspection is provided through the bottom of the fuselage to each
cell. fhe fuel lines are located away from the bottom of tile tanks

and provide protection against hazards such as collapsing
fuselage-rmounted landing gear, whe .s-up landings, and off-ruaway
incidents.

Crash Resistant Features

- The cell is located below the wing between tile front and rear "
spars of the wire, carry-t hramigl structtire, thus avoiding : likely
fuse age breas 1 ocaition

5 12
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Figure 5-7. bladdr Cell Installation Wide-body Transport Airplane

" Bulkheads and beams provide stiffness and crash support in the event

of an impact in which the mid-fuselage lower surface makes contact
with the ground (i.e., gears retracted).

" Fuel system components are within the cell and located away from the

most vulnerable surface during a crash impact.

* The use of a bladder reduces the likelihood of a massive leak, which

reduces the chances of fuel reaching an ignition point and also
provides more egress time.

Potential Improvements

0 The bladder material used is MKFb396. A more tear/crash resistant
material should provide additional protection.

@ Use of sandwich construction or eqilvalent design between the tank
celL and the lower fuselage skin below would afford energy-absorbing
crushable structure in a region where impact with the ground could

o CCUr .

5 .
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2. Bladder Supported Within a Dedicated Structural Bm:

This type of configuration is in use in current narrow-body a-
wide-body transport airplanes. The structural boxes art, genernlv-
made of externally stiffened panels and are designed to support ti11,
bladder cell for all operational conditions, including the crash
environment. This type of tank is generally located in the lowCr

fuselage cargo compartment. The designs reviewed employ integral
fitting attachments in the box to transfer all the loads to the
aircraft floor and airframe shell at specific locations through
predetermined load paths. The location of the fuselage fuel t nks in
a current wide-body (cargo version) airplane is shown in Iigur '-;.

The general arrangement of the tank and its construction are
illustrated in figure 5-9. The load paths for wide-body aircratt is
shown in figure 5-10. in this design, gaps are maintained ouithoard
of the upper tank box fittings to assure that the tnnk bo:-x doe,; nut 1
experience Loads from the fuselage. .

Lw

I

,A-p'

4 Figure 5-8. Locat ion of Fise lage Fuel Tanks in Wide-body Transport
SCategory Airplane, Tanker Configuration

5-14 1
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+VE LOAD CONVENTION '.

(LOADS APPLIED TO AIC)

FLIGHT LOADS ONLY - DA A "

POINT A - VERTICAL AND DRAG LOAD ONLY H

POINT B - VERTICAL, DRAG AND SIDE ONLY 
V 

O F

POINT C - VERTICAL LOAD ONLY A 
,

POINT D - VERTICAL AND SIDE LOAD ONLY BN.L0 A- VD HD

CRASH CONDITION- B V H

POINT E & F - FWD LOAD ONLY BY VIRTUE OF B..

SLOPPY LINK ,'-
POINT E, F, G, H - SIDE LOAOS USING BUFFER PADS %

ON CORNERS ONTO FLOOR BEAM
POINTS A-D - AS FOR FLIGHT CONDITIONS I

S.=

Figure 5-10. Wide-body Aircraft Fuselage Fiet Tank Ioad-Path,"

['he gneral arrangement of an installation in a narrjw-odv ..

is shown in figure 5-11. The body tank is supported frTom thw

passenger floor beams and the fuselage frames. The tank is ,omp

of an aluminum honeycomb outer shell with two bladder cells insid.

The tank is supported in such a manner as to preclude body strictire"

deflections to load the fiet tank and clearances are provided irwir.i

the tank to adjacent structure.

The fuel tank (figurt. 5-12) consists of two modles which or,.

constructed of hot booded alu m[num honeycomb p~anels fast encd t,,e,t .

with angt-s. This is a typical corner of the tank. Honevcmh

thickness varies from 1/2 inch to 1 3/4 inch with fa,'e sheets of
to 0.07. The face sheets have corrosion inhihi ting adhesive prim.r i'-

app 1 d )rlor to bondin1 and they receive, an additional coat

at ter bonding. Dense core is provided for stabi I itv in fa st t,eor

attachment areas. Edges of the panels are potted. Panels ilr,'

fastened together with angles by bolts a Iokblt . . tY'pi

insert consists of a metal plate which is bonded to thc tank pamn is.

These are used for Fu 1, vent and drain I i ne penet rat ion and I or

access door attachment. A typical module joiat consists of ,oi'es

bolting the Lank walls to the intermediate bulkhead. An extr al

splice plate is installed in selected locations. The tank is

pressure-sealed on the inside by fillet sealing fasteners, angI.

fittings, etc. Corrosion protection sealing is added to s01 ,lected

areas on the outside of the tank.

5-16
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iJ W"

cI !
W12O8.1O 0

CD C3) O ) )a

FLOOR BEAM TANK NO.

DOR-

.."
WL 195.94

TANK

8.0 MIN---' .50
WL 153.94 ., _:

FLOOR-
REAR VIEW 1530

NOTE DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES AT STA 9500

Figure 5-11. Fuel Tank General Arrangement, Narrow-Body
Transport Airplane

Forward and aft loads are reacted into the skin through fittings and
two struts, one strut on each side of the tank. The struts attach
at pin joints on both the tank and the body structure. Spherical
bearings are installed at both joints to provide for relative
movement between the tank and structure due to fuselage deflections
from pressure and tank loads. Tank loads are transferred into the

frames and skin by added support structure between body frames. The
tank attachment layout is shown in figure 5-13.

The fuel and vent lines that connect the auxiliary tanks to the main

fuel system incorporate drainable and vented shrouds. Additionally,
these lines are either designed to break away from the auxiliary
tank or sufficient stretch is provided to accommodate tank movenent
without causing fuel spil lage. Hoses that are required to stretch

ire subjected to whit is referr,,l to as the guillotine test. The
hose is pressurized and clamped at both ends to simulate its

Mounting in the aircraft, then a sharp-pointed load is applied in

the middle of the hose. The hose must not leak when stretched to

its maximum.
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-CORROSION PREVENTION SEALING

Jr EDGE POTTED

PRESUEELIENGI.~

- ~REGULAR CORESELN

-INTERMEDIATE

* BULKHEAD

TYPICAL TYPICAL INTERMEDIATE
CORNER ATTACHMENT BULKHEAD ATTACHMENT

,,,, - PRESSURE SEALING-----.

TYPICAL MACHINED INSERT INSTALLATION
FOR ATTACHMENT OF FUEL SYSTEM FITTING

Figure 5-12. Fuel Tank Shell Construction

BODY FUEL TANK
REAR VIEW

- - -- BODY FRAME

F~igare 5-13. Tank At tachnent LaIyouL
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Crash Resistant Features

" The location provides adequate crush distance above the fuselage
lower skin and avoids placement in the fuselage where breaks
typically occur.

" There is separation from the passenger compartment.

" The use of bladder cells within dedicated structure provided added
protection from puncture.

" The designs allow for tank displacement to minimize or reduce fuel
line breakage.

" Design to meet, or exceed, FAR requirements.

" The separately contained cells are designed to react crash loads
via predetermined load-path considerations.

Potential Improvements

* The use of self-sealing breakaway fittings to assure that fuel
spillage is minimized in the event of large displacement.

Use of a more tear-resistant bladder material.

3. Double Wall Cylindrical Strap-in Auxiliary Tanks

The supplemental fuel system employed by one airline for its
narrow-body transport airplanes involves the use of quick-mounting

easily removable fuselage fuel tanks. The complete supplemental
system consists of double-wall tanks, a cockpit auxiliary fuel panel,
a refueling/defueling panel accessible to ground service personnel,
fuel lines connecting the supplemental system to the main tanks, and
,lectrical/electronic systems for fuel monitoring and flow control.
The tanks are installed in the cargo compartment. They are struc-
turally supported in cradles attached to the passenger cabin floor
beams (figure 5-14). This approach permits the installation of from
one (1) to ten (10) fuel tanks with added capacity of up to a maximum
of 2530 gallons. Removability of the tanks also simplifies the
maintenance of the lower/inner airframe and/or components within the
fuselage center section. No fuel transfer pumps ire used. Fuel
transfer is accomplished from the cockpit by closing the vent valve,
opening the air pressure valve and selecting the appropriate tank.

The installed weight ratio of the complete supplemental system is .92
lb/g-il. The system is designed to meet FAR25 crashworthiness
criteria.
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Crash Resistant FetaturL A.

* Located in region whkt: ,,idequat,, uje ,._e crush is anticipated and
away from break/separat i n reioins. . relatively small amount of .,

fuel (160 to 44() ganl n aximurm) in npid, if a single tank

ruptures.

Potential Improvements

" Relocation of interc, nnect in n iTn from below the tanks.

" Plumbin:g should be :rv , rei ',xterna I and below the tank to
internal and above, where( possibl c.

" Use of flexible lines.

" Addition of redundant niipport structure to prevent tanks from "-d

breaking tree it th- I uelage experiences extensive damage.
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SECTION 6

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

6.1 SUMMARY OF TRANSPORT AIRPLANE DATA ,

Transport airplane accid,:nt, test and analyses data are presented in

Section 3. Table 6-1 summarizes the crash scenario related data. The

accident records show three potential scenarios. The full-scale and section

tests address various aspects of the candidate crash scenarios. The

analytical studies which are performed in support of the scenarios (except for

the obstacle penetration loads) indicate levels of fuselage crush and dynamic

pulses which are considered to be at or below airframe structural integrity

limits as defined by ultimate vertical shears and bending moments. Table 6-2

describes the accident data that relates to fuel containment. Full-scale and

section test data which are applicable to the various fuel spillage results

ar f noted. The analyses results are the same as stated in table 6-1. The

Cuselage located tanks are exposed to the same crush and loading environments

is noted for the air-to-ground and ground-to-ground scenarios, without

obstructions. The wing responses obtained in the analyses indicated that wing

strength integrity would be maintained for about the same level of impact

velocity as that for the fuselage. Thus, similar dynamic pulses are

suggested. In addition to the dynamic ptlses, the static design requirements

specified in FAR-25 apply. The data associated with concentrated and

distributed load tests are presented in Section 3.2.3. Table 3-5 summarizes

the types and ranges for the virious tests, as well as the results.

. 2 POST-CRASH FIRE REDIJCTION ASSESSMENT %

Figure 6-1 depicts the accident eve'-s that can lead to the fire hazard.

The main gear can collapse or separate during an air-to-ground impact or

dring a ground slide-out. Its collapse can lead to several subsequent

f ilures including wing overload, engine separation, lower wing surface tear,

imel tank penetration, and fuselage break. Obstacles can provide concentrated

loads acting to penetrate the wing and/or fuel tank structure (i.e., trees,

poles, rocks) or distributed loads (i.e., mound, vertical obstructions) to
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Structure Initial
Related Structure Subsequent Fire Hazard
Event Involved Failures Consequence

Main Gear Collapse Wing impact Engine separation - Fuel line rupture "
or Wing overload Fuel tank rupture ,

Retracted Gears Lower wing tear

Fuselage impact--

Fuselage break Iseparation-
Fuselage crush

Loss of center or
fuselage fuel tank integrity

Penetration into - Wing tank overload Loss of wing fuel tank
wing box integrity

Loss of center orContour or Fuselage impact- Fuselage break impact fuselage wing tankSlope Impact Wing overload integrity
(gears collapsed) Wing Impact Lwr wing tear 

-

Idistributed load) Engine separation

Columnar or
Obstacle Penetration -- ] Wing Penetration Wing overload

concentrated Fuel tank overload Fuel tank rupture
load)Fultnruue

Fuel line rupture

Fuel tank rupture
Fuel tank puncture
Fuel line rupture

Figure b-I. Accident Events which Lead to a Fire Hazard v

cause wing failures. The cotnsCqucnce of the structural component failures is

fuel line rupture, fuel tank rupture and/jr fuel tank puncture/penetration.

The assessment of the applicability of CKFS technology should take into

consideration thabt differeot design concepts could be more appropriate for a

particular iccident conditi n and that possibly more than one aIpproalch is

warranted. Table 6-3 illustrates the potential relationship between design

a pproach and st ruc t uraL f a i I nrc event "

1
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TABLE 6-3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DESIGN APPROACH AND STRUCTURAL
FAILURE

Potential Applicable Design
Structural Failure Approaches

" Engine Separation Breakaway Valves, Flow
Restrictors, Seal Design,
Frangible Fittings

" Wing Overload Tank Material/Strength, Pressure

Relief, Tank Isolation

" Lower Wing Tear/Slide-Out Friction Ductile Lower Wing Material, Lower
Front Spar Reinforcement, Skin
Doublers

* Landing Gear Penetration Bladder Tank (Fuselage), Crushable
Structure, Attachment Fittings,
Breakaway Valves

" Fuselage Crush Bladder Tank, Crushable Structure,

Tank Fittings

" Tree/Obstacle Impact Leading Edge Reinforcement, Double
Wall Separation, Front Spar

Reinforcement, Foam Liner

Table 6-4 shows several areas where improvements provide potential for

reducing the wing fuel tank fire hazard. Along with each potential area,

supporting accident data and some conceptual design considerations are also

provided. A brief discussion of the assessment of the post-crash fire hazard

reduction for wing fuel tanks is described below:

1. System Approach -

Accident data shows that fuel tank spillage generally results in

post-crash fires. Ruptured fuel tanks dnd fuel lines are the
ultimate cause regardless of what events or structural failures
initiate the fuel tank/line rupture. The more moderate or limited
the spill the better chance to avoid the post-crash fire and allow
occupants more exit access and evacuation time.

6b-5
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A potential resolution of this hazard is to minimize the flow race
and volume during the post-impact period. A design approach that
includes a Crash Resistance Fuel System (CRFS) is a logical
consideration. For example, compartmentizing the wing fuel tanks in
the spanwise direction with appropriate interconnecting components
which consist of frangible and self-sealing attachments, breakaway
valves, and flexible lines could help reduce fuel volume loss and
rate of flow. This approach essentially involves meticulous
attention to good detail design practice. The CRFS concept, except
for the lack of crash resistant bladder type cells, which is
difficult for most wing contours, is followed by rotary-wing aircraft
manufacturers.

2. Reduced Potential for Wing Breakup -

Fuel tank rupture occurs often as a result of concentrated and/or
distributed loads. Accident data have shown that the major
contributions to these types of loading are trees/poles, vertical
obstructions, inclined mounds, and ground drag. To a lesser extent,
fuel inertia loading has been mentioned as a contributor. However,
tests and analyses data show that current aircraft design for this
type of loading is adequate. Thus, it is surmised that excessive
fuel inertia loading occurs at extreme accident conditions and/or in
conjunction with other contributors. It would appear that a
realistic approach to this type of problem is to increase resistance
to concentrated and distributed loads by considering one or more of
such design alternatives as:

55' * stronger front spar caps

55 e increased upper forward skin thickness in chordwise direction

* use of webbed ribs in lieu of truss ribs

* use of full intercostal from front to rear spar
4j%

To consummate this approach the impact environment (i.e., velocity,
obstacle) has to be defined. The accident data and previous R&D

efforts have been reviewed for this purpose. For example, the
literature review has shown that tests involving impacts of both
unmodified and modified DC-7 wings at 40 ft/sec (27 mi/hr) with a
steel pole have been performed. The accident data how that airplane

fuselage breakup, in which a relatively high percentage (> 30percent) of onboard fatalities occur, is at an average forward

velocity more like 135 ft/sec.

3. Improved Wing Lower Surface Tear Resistance -

Accident data show that there are 8 known and 17 probable occurrences
of lower surface tear leading to wing tank rupture. Forty (40)
percent of these events had fire related fatalities. This type

6-7
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of failure generally occurs as a result of either landing gear or
engine pylon separation allowing high aft ground loads to act
directly on the lower surface.

The combination of more materials in the lower spar cap and skin
panel, which are more ductile and resist ignition better, are
desirable. Materials like 2219-T4 and 2020-T4 probably provide the
highest tear resistance and ductility. 7075-T7657 is currently used
because it has a high strength and good corrosion resistance, which
are essential requirements. However, 7075-T7657 has only fair
ductility and tear resistance.

Since most of the fires associated with this type of failure tend to
be localized in the wing area, some of the previous approaches to
limit fuel flow might be appropriate.

4. Prevention of Fuel Tank Rupture Due to Gear/Pylon Separation -

Landing gear and engine pylon separation/collapse are major
contributors in accidents which result in fuel spills and subsequent
fires. Their contributions are more indirect in that other
structural systems or elements can fail and lead to fuel tank/line
rupture and penetration.

Ideally, the designs of landing gear and engine attachments and

failure modes should assure proper fusing for a clean overload. The
current FAR25 requirements specifically state in P25.721(a) that a
landing gear failure will not result in spillage of enough fuel from
any part of the fuel system to constitute a fire hazard, and (b) the%

airplane must be capable of landing on a paved runway with one or
more landing gear legs not extended without sustaining a structural
component failure that is likely to cause spillage of enough fuel to
constitute a fire hazard. Current large transport airplane landing
gears have breakaway provisions designed to meet P25.721 as noted in
figure 6-2.

[t is common for wing-mounted engincs to separate during crash impact

conditions. For example, a current wide-body airplane design (figure
6-3) has the engine attached to the pylon at two locations. The
pylon attaches to the wing at the front spar through forward inboard
and outboard joints and to the wing rear spar via a drag strut. The
design of the engine/pylon/wing installation is such that the engine
will separate cleanly before the wing (or fuselage) structure is
overstressed. To prevent wing box tear and/or minimize post-crash
fuel flow requires proper fusing for both the respective landing gear
and wing pylon attachments to ensure clean separation. A review of
the designs to perform properly at the survivable crash envelope
would be appropriate. Developing more tolerant designs in the sense
that they would not separate or collapse is probably unrealistic.
However, assuring restricted fuel flow after collapse, by
incorporating design features noted for Item Number 1, has merit.

6-8
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Table 6-5 shows areas where improvements provide the potential for

reducing the post-crash fire hazard for fuselage fuel tanks. A brief

discussion of this assessment is provided:

1. Location of fuel tanks and components -

The fuselage fuel tank crash environment differs somewhat from that

of the wing fuel tank. Analyses have shown that during air-to-ground

impacts with initial sink velocities in excess of 22 ft/sec at a flat

(zero-degree) pitch attitude there is the likelihood that the

fuselage shell will break due to shear and/or bending moments

exceeding the design strength. Similarly, the analyses results

indicate fuselage underside crushing of 14 in. to 24 in. from the

forward to aft locations. Additional preliminary analyses have also

indicated that slope impacts as the airplane traverses the terrain

having lost its main and nose landing gears could produce fuselage
failure loads for effective normal velocities (ENV, forward velocity

times the sine of slope angle) in excess of 20 ft/sec for inclines of

8 degrees or greater. The accident data suggest that during the
post-impact slide-out phase 6.3% of the onboard occupants were

fatalities at relatively low forward velocities, 57 knts (96 ft/sec),
average into an obstacle. The percentage ratio increases to 77.8 at

an average velocity of 136 knts (229 ft/sec). Major breaks will

occur as anticipated at hard points and production breaks.

The design of fuselage fuel tank installations should take into

account vulnerable areas such as where breaks occur and where

substantial crush is anticipated. Loss of underside structure could
expose fuel tanks and components to obstructions such as jagged rocks

and terrain. However, if the tanks are located at substantial

distances above the ground line, this problem should be minimized.

The crash impact loads, dynamic and/or static equivalents shouid be

applied in the design of the tank system and installation. The U.S.

Army Crash Survival Design Guide, which addresses fuselage fuel tank
systems mostly, provides some guidelines in this respect. The SAFER

committee concluded in 1979 that the installation of CRFS in fuselage X

cargo compartments was feasible.

2. System Approach -

Accident data show that fuselage lower surface tear occurred in at

least 57 accidents and that 17.5% of onboard occupants were

fatalities. These data, along with fuselage breakup accident and

analyses results, indicate that fuel tanks located in the fuselage

contour are exposed to significant crash forces in a large number of

accidents. While the environment for wing tanks may be more severe

in some respects, minimization of fuel flow from fuselage tanks is

important.

6-11
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I.

Some current transport category aircraft have fuel tanks located

within the pressurized area, typically the cargo compartment.
Particular attention is paid to these designs to minimize the risk of
fuel spillage. A typical design, shown in figure 5-11, may be

supported from the floor beams. Tanks located within the body

contour are designed to meet load prescribed for emergency landing
FAR25.561 and 25.963, described below:

9 FAR25.561 "G" Loads BCAR Loads*

Forward 9.Og Forward 9.Og
Downward 4.5g Downward 4.5g
Upward 2.Og Upward 4.5g
Sideward 1.5g Sideward 2.25g

Rearward 1.5g
*All combinations of inertia

forces

e FAR25.963

Fuel tanks within the fuselage contour must be able to resist

rupture and to retain fuel under the inertia forces prescribed for
the emergency landing condition in P25.561. In addition, these d

tanks must be in a protected position so that exposure of the
tanks to scraping action along the ground is unlikely.

The incorporation of CRFS in fuselage contours is within the state-of-
P

the-art. In some instances design features, as prescribed by the U.S. Army

Survival Design Guide, may be applied to current aircraft. These designs, in N

light of recent accident and analyses data, should be evaluated. The

definition of the crash environment parameter is important in order to assess

the adequacy of designs.

6.3 COMPARISON OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND CURRENT PROCEDURES

The fuel containment requirements, as suggested by the U.S. Army Crash

Survival Design Guide, are compared with current transport airplane

requirements and contemporary design practices in table 6-6. Table 6-6

contains 5 columns. Column No. I describes the item to be considered (e.g.,

6-13
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fuel tank, fuel lines, components). Column No. 2 presents a description of

applicable recommended features as noted in the U.S. Army Crash Survival

Design Guide. Column No. 3 defines applicable FAR25 and BCAR regulations.

Column No. 4 contains a description of verbiage contained in the "Auxiliary

Fuel System Installation Advisory Circular". The last column (No. 5) lists

current design practices as surveyed from the three major domestic airplane

manufacturers. The following observations are noted:

* The U.S. Army Survival Design Guide is oriented primarily for rotary-
wing military aircraft where fuel tanks are contained in the fuselage
and the emphasis is on crash-resistant fuel systems. These systems do
impose weight and volume penalties. The fact that a feature is
recommended by the U.S. Army does not assure that it is desirable or
necessary.

a The FAR25, FAR121, and BCAR regulations rarely will address the items

of consideration in the same manner as the U.S. Army Design Guide.
However, many of the features that are described in the latter
documentation are alluded to in the regulations.

* The advisory circular on auxiliary fuel system installation, in some

respects, is more like the U.S. Army Design Guide since it is
applicable to fuel tanks contained in the fuselage.

% * The description of transport category airplane manufacturer
contemporary design practices encompasses the three domestic
manufacturers. It is difficult to make direct match-ups with U.S.

Army recommended features because the three manufacturers a) do not
design alike in all areas of concern, b) have variations in model
sizes and configurations, c) have different design philosophies, and

.5 d) do not all have auxiliary fuselage (cargo area) tanks. Thus, the

comments contained in Column No. 5 are not necessarily representative
of all current design approaches, but rather a cross-section.

Table 6-7 shows a comparison of fuel system installation integrity

considerations. Six areas of concern are compared. It appears that the

transport category airplane regulations and requirements are more specific in

this area than the U.S. Army Design Guide.
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6.4 DISCUSSION WITH ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS

The following is the responses from Rotary-Wing Manufacturers to a set of

questions.

1. DEFINITION OF CRASH RESISTANT FUEL SYSTEM (CRFS) COMPONENTS

The components of a CRFS consist primarily of valves, fittings, hoses %

and tanks.

2. NUMBER AND LOCATION, SIZE OF COMPONENTS, FLOW REQUIREMENTS

The number and location of CRFS components depends on design

configurations. The sketch below illustrates the initial CRFS
developed for the U. S. Army. Subsequent CRFS designs are more

simplified, lighter and more efficient.

.7%

22

*(hCRASH RESISTANT CELLS "

* 7 HIGH STRENGTH TANK FITTINGS

1)BREAKAWAY VALVES

* It was suggested that breakaway valves should not be placed in engine
feedlines or in vent lines.
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3. RELIABILITY OF COMPONENTS

Two instances were found in which self-sealing valves failed. Both

occurred on the ground prior to flight and were attributed to the

manufacture of the valve. Qualification tests weren't defined but,
would be the same insofar as vibration, shock, temperature, and
fatigue that all comnonents require.

4. MAINTAINABILITY

No particular problems.

5. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Bell doesn't determine crash loads. They follow the U.S. Army
survival design guide with regard to designing frangible fittings for P

a percent of local structural load or hose pull-out strength. It is
important that the structure, where breakaway components are used, be
stronger than the components.

6. USE OF AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF VALVES?

Not used for two reasons. First, they do not want inadvertent

closure and, thus, present a potential reliability problem. Second,
they do not feel reponse time can be fast enough to prevent
significant fuel spillage,

7. USE OF FLAME ARRESTORS?

Not used.

8. WEIGHT/COST FIGURES

Provided some data. A typical tank construction is as shown 5elow:

PLYS (STRENGTH)

) '

6.

LINER BARRIER

(FABRIC COATED (NYLON)
WITH RUBBER)

; . . .. .'i



One figure given was 0.14 lb/gallon for a crash-resistant bladder
(with fittings) above and beyond a noncrash-resistant bladder.

Tabulated data from a commercial helicopter program indicated that in
going from a standard noncrash-resistant bladder to a crash-resistant
bladdIr of 13 oz fabric would increase weight approximately 0.16
lb/ft 2 . A 26 oz fabric would increase the weight by 0.26 to 0.28
lb/ft or about 3.3 times a standard noncrash-resistant bladder.

9. NEED FOR STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS TO ACCOMMODATE A CRFS %

Generally there should be no need for structural modifications to N
accommodate the use of a CRFS. As noted earlier, it is important
that the strength of the structure where frangible fittings, or

breakaway valves are used, be higher than the component strength.
Also, it was pointed out that the design for potential failure modes
of structure should be considered such that direct impact into a fuel
tank is precluded when structure fails.

10. ANY DETRIMENTAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE USE OF FLEXIBLE HOSES,
PARTICULARLY IN A 'HOT ENVIRONMENT'

Tfe transport manufacturers expressed concern that flexible hoses are
more prone to burning than steel tubes. The helicopter manufacturers
indicated that metal tubes are used only in drain systems. They do
not appear to be concerned about possible burn-through of the hose.
The hoses are used primarily where motion is anticipated. Data from
Aeroquip indicate that hose elongation between 34 percent and 66
percent is achievable.

11. HOW MUCH TIME IS GAINED VIA THE USE OF A CRFS?

No definitive answer could be given. It was estimated that perhaps
up to 2 minutes additional egress time is achieved. The idea is to
prevent a massive spill.

12. IS THERE A NEED FOR A CRASH-RESISTANT TANK CELL MATERIAL IF THE FUEL
TANK IS IMBEDDED IN STRUCTURE A SIGNIFICANT DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE
IMPACT REGION? lOW MUCH IS SIGNIFICANT?

The reason this question was posed was because in transport airplanes
the fuselage iuxiliary tanks are located between the cargo and .5

passenger floors, which can bo as much as 20 inches above the ground
impact point. The helicopter manufacturer response is that the
danger posed to the fuel tank is more due to distorted structure
penetratiot. than from ground obstacles. Consequently, the tanks are
designed with a glass bag surface surrounding it. Aluminum is never

used to encase the ful tank. Also, the helicopter designs tend to
have the fuselage fuel cell sit inside the structural envelope with
no direct structural attachment except for fittings such as probes,

~.5
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strainers, and drains. The distortion of these components can cause ,
tears in the tank cell material.

13. WHAT EXPERIENCE IS THERE WITH WING-MOUNTED FUSELAGE FUEL TANKS?

Bell has the XV-15 tilt rotor which has fuel cells contained in the
stub wings. There is no accident experience with this aircraft.

For a current commercial design, the wing-mounted cells are

crash-resistant, utilizing an 8 oz fabric which weighs approximately
0.22 lbs/ft . The fuselage ta ks for this aircraft use a 13 oz.
fabric which weighs 0.27 lb/ft .

14. IDENTIFY GUIDELINES NOTED IN THE U. S. ARMY CRASH SURVIVAL DESIGN
GUIDE WHICH ARE STRICTLY ADHERED TO

For the most part, the helicopter manufacturers follow the U.S. Army

Crash Survival Design Guide. Volume V (USARTL-TR-79-22E) contains a
comprehensive chapter on "post-crash fire protection", which
describes and illustrates various design features for the tanks,

lines and components.

15. DOES THE ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE IDENTIFY THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION TO
FIRE FATALITIES OF THE VARIOUS PORTIONS OF A CRFS?

No. The idea is to prevent a massive release of fuel. In this
sense, penetration of the tank might be more likely to release large
quantities of fuel. However, if components distort and cause tear of
tanks then they can be the culprit in a particular accident.

Crash-resistance is a systems approach that includes the tanks, lines
and components. Also important is attention to details. It was
pointed out that relatiavely simple design detail for the drain sumps
involving a contoured surface where exposure to ground can occur,
could prevent a potential tear-out problem. S..

16. ARE COMMERCIAL REQUIREMENrS DIFFERENT THAN THE MILITARY REQUIREMENTS?
CAN THESE DIFFERENCES BE IDENTIFIED? S.

The military requirements are very comprehensive and mandate the use
of a CRFS. The commercial requirements are virtually non-existent in
this area. There is movement, however, in the direction of
requirements for CRFS for commer, ial rotorcraft. The CAA has invited

comments from the manufacturers regarding future requirements for
"crashworthy fuel systems for rotorcratt". The helicopter industry
is of the opinion that the CRFS requirements for commercial
rotorcraft should be less stringent than for the military rotorcraft.
Some examples are illustrated in the table 6-8 comparison. The
Genvral Aviation Salety Panel (GASP) committee is reviewing this
subjet for the FAR23 category aircraft, bit no significant progress
toward incorporating a CRFS has evolved as of now.

NO
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TABLE 6-8. CRFS FUEL CELL MATERIAL COMPARISON

STANDARD FPT** MILITARY
BLADDER SAFETY CELL SAFETY CELL FPT/ MIL-T-27422B

TEST/DESCRiPTION US-566RL US-770 US-756 CR.615 US-751

Drop Height with NA 50 50* 65 65 .

No Spillage (ft) (80% Full) (80% Full) (Full) (Full)

Constant Rate NA 400 210.0 42 400
Tear (ft-lb)

Tensile Strength

(Ib) C-

Warp 140 168 1717 NA NA r
.

Fill 120 158 1128 NA NA

impact Penetration

(5 lb Chisel)

Drop Height (ft)

Paral el/Warp NA 1.2 8.5 10.5 15

45 Warp NA 8.5 15

Screw Driver (ib) 25 333-446 370.5 NA NA

Materi 4 l Weight .12 . 3b .40 .55 1 .)x
(lb/rt')

Weight Increase 1.Ox 3.ox 3.3x 4.6x 8.7x

Factor

* Also dropped from 65 ft with no spillage

** 350/ elongation
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6.5 GENERAL AVIATION SAFETY PANEL (GASP II) RECOMMENDATIONS

The General Aviation Safety Panel (GASP I) made recommendations 
in the

area of energy absorbent seats and restraint systems for small, general

aviation airplanes. The GASP II effort is directed toward post-crash fires in

small, general aviation airplanes. The studies conducted by the National

Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) suggest that the nature of fire damage is such that it is difficult, if

not impossible to determine where the fire started, how it progressed or

whether the fatality could have been prevented solely by treating either the

fuel tanks, fuel lines or fittings. The GASP Ii committee consensus is that

the complete transference of fuel-system technology from rotocraft (or even

racing cars) to small general aviation airplanes is highly unlikely for the

following reasons;

" rotocraft fuel tanks tend to be box-like, since they do not need to be

confined within relatively thin wires

" racing cars have tankage requirements that differ substantially in

capacity and shape

The GASP It preliminary draft position goes on to state the following:

"Since the current technology of fire-resistant fuel systems may not be

applicable, it is unrealistically simplistic to expect that small, general

aviation airplanes can be manufactured economically with no likelihood of

spilling fuel in a survivable accident. Specifically, the GASP found the

state-of-the-art in fuel tank design to be inappropriate with respect to

weight and capacity because of the surface/volume relationship of fuel tanks

1,2eded for typical general aviation airplanes.

6-27
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A fuel tank system that would have the potential for no fuel spillage in

a typical survivable accident would be too heavy and suffer too great a

reduction in fuel volume to be practical. Analysis by the FAA indicates that

for a full range of bladder material thicknesses from 0.030 to 0.108 inches,

the weight penalty would be in the range of 0.26 to 0.62 pounds per gallon,

and the reduction in fuel volume would be in the range of 8 percent to 14

percent, with many general aviation airplanes experiencing the higher losses

in fuel volume. Members of the GASP have also conducted similar studies

related to weight and volume, and they support the FAA's findings.

Furthermore, preliminary analysis indicates that equipping small, general

aviation airplane with fuel tanks that would be unlikely to spill fuel during

a survivable accident would decrease their operational envelope, and that

. in-flight hours must be increased in order to achieve the same operational

capability as current airplanes without special crash-resistant fuel tanks."

The preliminary draft position goes on to state that unless compromises

related to weight and fuel volume are made, the likelihood of fuel being

spilled in a survivable accident remains high for any small, gei.?ral aviation

airplane.

"While existing data fail to identify precisely what advantages would

accrue trom specific treatments of the fuel system in a small, general

aviation airplane, the GASP presumes that benefits will result from reducing

tne likelihood of considerable fuel spillage in areas where there is an

obvious and high probability of ignition (such as forward of the engine

firewall) and in areas where the possibility of considerable fuel being

spilled and ignited would be sufficiently high to reduce significantly the

time available for extrication from the airplane (such as at the juncture of 'S

tKe wing and fuselage) in a survivable accident.

The purpose of treating a fuel system to prevent considerable spillage of

Iel in a survivable accident is to delay the onset of rapid propagation of

post-crash fire in order to Increase the length of time available for the

%.
%.
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pilot(s) and passenger(s) to remove themselves from the crashed airplane.

These treatments and design changes may not in all cases prevent a post-crash

fire. The Panel assumes that increasing the time available for extrication

will be a contribution to safety, particularly if GASP I requirements for

seats and restraint systems (('hich enhance the likelihood that an occupant in

a survivable accident will be conscious and ambulatory) are applied.

Also, obvious sources of ignition, such as electrical lines that have

sufficient voltage to create a spark if improperly grounded, should be

separated from fuel lines in those areas where a fuel line rupture is likely

in a survivable accidcent.

'[he means for increasing the time available for extrication in a

survivable accident by preventing large quantities of fuel spillage near

obvious ignition sourcees and near the pilot/passenger volume, needs to be ,5

cons idered for each design individually. It is not practical to develop a

universal specification for the design of tire-resistant fuel systems that

would be applicable to all aircraft."

The GASP committee further feels that the FAA should encourage aircraft

and equipment manufacturers to investigate additional means to reduce fuel

spillage from integral tanks and fuel tanks in general, provided such means do

not detract from the overall performance and safety of aircraft because of the

heaviness or impractical nature of their design.

GASP [1 Preliminary recommendations are as follows:

I. The General Aviation Safety Panel recommends that the Federal Aviaion ".

Administration require all small, general aviation airplanes capable of

carrying fewer than 10 passengers and having an application date for a new

type certificate after December 31, 1988 (assuming that appropriate amendments

to the Federal Air Regulations can be eaacted by that date) be designed so

that no more than 8.0 ounces of fuel spillage will occur in the junctures and

area denoted in paragraphs 1(a) through I(d) below when the airplane

,5%,
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experiences a survivable accident with velocity changes at least equal to the

GASP I proposal.

l(a). The wing/fuselage juncture
1(b). The firewall/engine-mount juncture

l(c). The juncture between tip tanks and wings
I(d). The dry-bay area behind an engine if used to carry fuel

II. The GASP recommends that any fuel tank located in an engine nacelle or

any fuselage tank located between the engine and an area occupied by either

pilots or passengers, or any fuel tank external to the wing's external contour

(but not including tip tanks) should comply with the requirements of

MIL-T-27422B, Type II, Class A with the following exceptions from

MIL-T-27422B:

11(a). Constant tear rate - the minimum energy for complete

separation shall be 200 foot pounds
11(b). Impact penetration - drop height of a five-pound chisel shall

be 8.0 feet
11(c). Impact tear - drop height of a five-pound chisel shall be 8.0

feet and the average tear shall not exceed 1.0 inches

11(d). Crash impact Phase I - delete
11(e). Crash impact test of full size production test cell - the

cell with all openings suitably closed shall be filled to 80
percent of normal capacity with water and the air removed.
The cell shall be placed upon a platform and dropped from a
height of 50 feet without leakage.

Ill. The GASP II committee recommends that the Federal Aviation Administration

prepare an Advisory Circular that identifies recommended and acceptable means

[or compliance with any new regulations pertaining to fire-resistant fuel

systems.

The GASP IL preliminary draft recommendations upon review of the

committee could change. Final recommendations are not due until 1988.
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6.6 PRELIMINARY PRIORITY RANKING 4

The review of the literature, accidents, design analysis, and test data

suggests that there are many approaches that can be considered to help reduce

the potential of post-crash fire. Ten concepts have been included in the

initial assessment, two of which have previously been recommended by the SAFER

Committee. Some of the concept3 may be multifaceted. For example, wing

structural modification may involve more than one approach. Six factors;

weight, volume reduction, maintenance, effe-ctiveness, reliability and cost are

considered. The rating is subjective and each concept is considered

independent of the other concepts. A rating of I through 3 is used for each

factor. The most favorable rating is I and the most unfavorable rating is 3.

It is realistic to consider that this rating system is on a relative basis. '

The priority rating/ranking assessment is shown in table 6-9. For the most

part, a particular change in design or approach by itself may not drastically

reduce the fire hazard potential. By the same token, extended effort to

improve a factor (i.e., reliability) may drive up another factor (i.e., cost).

Although it is not listed in the priority ranking, the design practice of

paying close attention to details such as line routing, avoidance of

protuberances, proper tank location, etc., where choices are available, is an

important consideration. Obviously, there would be very little penalty

associated with adherence to this philosophy. However, no recent accident

suggests that lack of adherence to detail design consideration is attributable 4.-

to a fire fatality. (Ruptured fuel lines were identified for the B-727, Salt a

Lake City, Utah accident on 11-11-65. This accident resulted in changes in

line roiting.)

Two SAFER committee recommendations; vent flame arrestors and emergency

shutoff valves are discussed briefly. They are not included in the list of

concepts because they have been previously recommended and ANPRM's have been

issued for each.

..

"0..
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Vent flame arrestor -

This approach, like detail design considerations, is relatively simple to -

implement and one which would have no apparent significant adverse

penalties. The SAFER Committee Report, which recommended the
incorporation of this feature, identifies Lwo accidents in which vent
flame arrestors had the notential to reduce fatalities. An Advanced
Notice of Proposal Rule Making (ANPRM) has been issued on this change but

as of April, 1986, no action has been taken.

Emergency shut-off valves -

The SAFER report, which recommends the use of emergency shut-off valves,

notes two accidents in which improved fuel cut-off was deemed to have the
potential to reduce fire-related fatalities. Since post- impact fuel

spillage occurs often in accidents, any measures to reduce flow

immediately after impact would be beneficial. Weight, volume, and cost
would appear to be minimal penalties. The major concern is for
reliability and maintenance to ensure that no inadvertent shut-off of
fuel occurs during normal operation, particularly if automatic shut-off
controls are contemplated. Manual shut-off valves for wing pod mounted
engines are in use in current transport airplanes. The use of shut-off
valves, to prevent wing cross-over fuel feed, could provide the benefit
of assuring the availability of exits on one side during some fuel spill
accidents. An ANPRM has also been issued on this change and no action
has been taken as of April, 1986.

The following is a description of the rationale for the respective

rankings for each of the other concepts.

1. Crash resistant fuel system (CRFS) components -

Fuel line rupture is a major contribution to post-crash fire. The
requirement to provide displacement capability in vulnerable areas is
stated in U.S. Army recommendations and existing FARs. Flexible
hoses are used in selected areas of transport airplanes such as

between the airframe (wing) and engine, and in the transition from
pressurized to non-pressurized fuselage areas. This chan,, could be
further implemented in vulnerable areas and in conjunction with the
concept of self-sealing break-away fittings. Added weight, volume,
and cost should be nominal. The degree of effectiveness of this
change depends to some extent on the implementation of other changes
since accident data do not classify this as a design defect.
Maintaining flexible hoses could present a problem as deterioration

could lead to contamination.

The U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guide suggests the use of self
sealing break-away fittings/attachments wherein failures can be
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anticipated. The fitting and attachments would not be expected to
add very much weight or cost, nor would they significantly reduce
fuel volume. The major problems associated with these components
would be assuring that inadvertent disconnects to disrupt required

fuel flow do not occur. The accident data indicate fuel line rupture
occurrence as a significant contributing factor in fire-related
accidents.

Structural deformation in the fuel tank areas can result in tensile
failures of plumbing conveying fuel to or from the fuel tanks. The
use of self-sealing break-away valves, whose purpose it is to act as

a "safety fuse" by separating and sealing under crash loads, has been
successfully used in some helicopter installations to prevent rupture
of the tank, hoses or fittings. The break-away valve has an integral
poppet valve which is closed by the parting action of the fitting
body preventing the discharge of fuel. Typically, the break-away
valves are designed to assure that separation will occur at loads,
whether tension, shear, compression, or combinations thereof which
have been determined, by analyzing the aircraft for probable impact

force and direction and by determining the resulting structural
deformation around the valve. Examples of separation loads for which
break-away valves intended for use in helicopters are designed and
tested are shown in figure 6-4.

10 - -

0 Tension Loads
-. 0 Bending Moments

CDC

= C
0 C

- C

-
C

CC

WFIGHT ft

Figure 6-4. Example Breakaway Valve Weights and Separation Tension

Loads and Bending Moments were Obtained from Test Data
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Included in the illustration are the weights of the units tested. In

addition, the break-away valves are tested to qualify them for use in
specified environments. Break-away valves have not met with approval
in civil aviation out of concern that a failure of the poppet in
flight caused by fatigue stress or some other causes exclusive of a

plumbing line break, could present a hazard due to unavailability of
fuel. In evaluating the feasibility of using these types of fittings

for transport type aircraft, the fatigue life as well as the strength
and operational characteristics will have to be adequately

demonstrated.

2. Crash Resistant Fuel Tank (CRFT) in fuselage -

The U.S. Army experience in the use of crash-resistant bladder fuel

cells has been noteworthy for the significant reduction in post-crash
fire fatalities for military helicopters. A CRFT is expected only to

delay the sudden massive fire (e.g., fireball) long enough to allow

the occupants to escape. In the U.S. Army applications, fuel in the
fuselage is the primary storage location. For transport airplanes,
this is a special case where fuel is added because the wing capacity

is not adequate for the range requirements. This system is not an

alternate to fuel storage in the wings. The use of military type

crash-resistant fuel cell material will impose a substantial penalty
in weight (8.7 x a standard bladder). Cell materials, proposed for

civil rotorcraft with a reduced capability, would still impose a
weight penalty about 3 to 4-1/2 times a standard bladder. In the
fuselage, a crash-resistant tank would not be as effective as in the
wing due to: 1) the nature of the crash environment, and 2) fuselage

tanks can be located above crush zones and away from major structural
breaks. Bladder tanks can deteriorate and contaminate fuel, thus,
there is a degree of concern about maintenance and reliability.

Several contemporary fuselage fuel tank configurations are discussed
in Section 5, with regard to crash-resistant features, as well as
potential improvements.

3. Spanwise compartmentation of wing tanks -

To some degree current designs already have compartmentized fuel
tanks by virtue of the fact that there are several fuel bays n each
wing. This concept would add additional fuel bays along the span

and, with the incorporation of frangible fitti,- ;, isolato fuel
spillage and reduce the fire hazard. It is anticipated that this
type of change would add moderate weight, volume and cost penalties.
Complications associated with this change, if any, would be with the
addition of extra fittings. plumbing, controls and fuel management
procedures.

% .k"
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4. Wing root structural modifications -

Failure at the wing root is noted to occur in many accidents. The

most likely cause of this type of failure is a high distributed load
which, in turn, produces a large fore-aft or up-down bending moment.
This change is oriented toward the problem of wing separation. The
reliability of instituting a structural change such as double walls
would require test verification. This change would also require
self-sealing break-away fittings to be effective. It would not be
effective for concentrated load impacts.

5. Wing span structural modifications -

Among the design concepts to be considered, are wing leading edge
reinforcement, front spar protection and forward skin panel changes.
Since wing penetration by obstacles such as trees and poles is a
frequent contribution to fuel spillage, a design change, which could
minimize this effect, could be significant. However, the design "

development data suggests improvements with weight penalties of 3
percent to 5.4 percent of the wing dry weight, loss of fuel volume
from 7 percent to 15 percent, and loss in range of 7.6 percent. The
maximum impact velocity for these tests was 130 ft/sec. Accident V
data (Reference 1) show that in accidents wherein fuselage breaks
occur the ratio of fatalities to onboard occupants as related to
forward velocity is as shown below:

Average Velocity Fatality Ratio
Ft/Sec Percent

96 6.3
140 29.4
230 77.9

The L-1649 and DC-7 full-scale crash test data (references 13 and 14)
suggest that current wing designs would most likely fail catastroph-
ically if penetrated by trees and/or poles with the airplane moving
at a velocity of between 198 ft/sec and 235 ft/sec. Thus, improve-
ments in this area, at best, would be a partial reduction in

penetration.

Several design concepts, which were presented in reference 10 were

reviewed during this study and discussed in Section 5. It was

concluded that forward skin panel design for improved impact

resistance, front spar protection for pole/tree impact, and leading
edge protection design for pole/tree impact, were viable. However,
additional effort is needed to assure that these potential changes
are adequate in the appropriate impact velocity range and do not
impose complications with regard to maintenance as a result of the
manner and/or location of installation.
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6. High strength integral tanks -

Lack of tank strength is not a major reason for fuel spillage. On
the contrary, the ability of a tank and the components to distort and
flex under crash loading conditions, particularly penetration loads,
may be more significant than strength. Reference 24 data show that
both integral and bladder type cells could contain fuel under
controlled deceleratiot! which would exceed the human survival
envelope. Increased strength will add weight and cost, yet, not
significantly reduce spillage. Current tanks are capable of taking a
relatively high inertia loading.

7. Internal liners -

I
To be crash resistant internal liners would require additional
weight, although the volume and cost penalties may not be high. A
major concern would be in the reliability and maintenance areas where
retention must be assured. Replacement may have to be periodic. To
prevent contamination, material would have to be compatible with the
luel.

8. Tank explosion suppression -

The SAFER study indicated that explosion suppression systems are uised
in some fuel tank applications where the tank geometry is relatively
simple and direct communication to a detector element is simple. The p
installation can be very complex for multi-celled fuel tanks. This
method will be ineffective in accidents where extensive fuel tank
rupture occurs and where the major hazard is the external pool of
burning fuel. This approach provides some degree of protection when
minor damage occurs. In these circumstances of minor damage, simple
flame arrestors installed in the fuel tank vent line to preclude p
propagation of flame down the vent and by systems which assure that
engine fuel is shut off in fire emergencies, provide equivalent
protection with less penalties.

9. CRFT in wing -

The major advantage of a crash-resistant fuel tank in a wing is the
reduction of the adverse fuel spillage effects from a concentrated
load. The significant negative factors are the weight, volume, and
maintenance factors. The shape ot a wing makes the installation of a
CRT very complex and costly. In addition, bladder tanks require
periodic servicing to avoid contamination.

One study (reference 24) shows that the replacement of an existing
bladder, with a crash-resistant tank, for a transport airplane, could
result in a 7.6 percent range loss and a 7 percent fuel volume loss.
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Since the replacement was already bladder type, the volume loss could
be higher for replacement of integral tanks. Another study,
Reference 12, In which bladder cells were installed in a DC-7 wing
showed volume loss of 15% and a 46 pound (5.7%) weight penalty (based %

on 120 gallon tank) for a pole impact condition at a velocity of 110
ft/sec. Reference 14 describes a test in which the wing No. 3 main 4"

tank that was composed of both an integral and crash resistant
bladder type was totally destroyed by a pole impact, at an impact
velocity of 235 ft/sec.

10. Foams/foils -

The SAFER committee states that the installation of heat reticulated

foam or expanded metal foil have the advantage of being passive
systems. They prevent excessive overpressures from developing and
eventually completely extinguish tank fires. Foams are used in
military applications where projectile penetration is a threat.
However, a published article (reference 54) indicates that fuel tank
foam fires have been a problem during the period 1978-84. The foams,
in use at the time, were not to be used with commercial fuels (Jet A)
because the non-additive fuel is more prone to generating an
electrostatic charge on the foam during refueling. Some major
concerns are extreme weight, volume reduction, impaired normal
maintenance activities, and bacterial growth (contamination). Metal
foils have an advantage of a significantly higher melting point (1100
degrees F versus 360 degrees F for foams). However, since they are
semi-rigid, they present complex structural design problems in order
to permit access to fuel tank components for service and maintenance.

* 6.7 GENE~RAL APPROACHES

From the review of the state-of-the-art technology and the priority

ratings several general approaches appear to warrant further consideration.

These approaches are categorized as follows:

I. Component improvements - low penalty, minimal improvement

2. Wing Fuel Containment via wing structural modifications - high
penalty, moderate improvement

3. Fuselage Fuel Containment - moderate penalty, moderate improvement
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The final selection of approaches could consist of combinations of one or Il

more approaches and will depend on the relative benefit and penalty tradeoffs.

The general approaches are described as follows:

Approach No. I - Component Improvements

" Crash resistant fuel system components

Self-sealing breakway valves

Frangible fitting
Flexible lines

" SAFER committee recommendations

Vent flame arrestor "

Emergency shutoff valves

Approach No. 2 - Wing Structural Modifications

e Wing span changes "1

Front spar

Leading edge
Lower skin
Forward skin

* Wing root changes

Increased strength
Double-wall. construction

* Spanwise compartmentation of tanks

e Energy Absorbing Devices

Approach No. 3 - Fuselage Fuel Containment

* Crash-resistant ftil tank mater: i"

e Crash-resistant fuel system components PU
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Approach No. I - Component Improvements

Approach No. 1 identifies several component related design considera-

tions. Some of the concepts noted are partially in use in current transport

aircraft design. These improvements are applicable to both wing and fuselage

fuel containment. Individually, these items have projected low weight, volume

and cost penalties. Maintainability, reliability and effectiveness factors

are considered to be moderate. If hardware currently in use by helicopter

manufacturers is easily transferable, then the concerns for maintainability

and reliability could be reduced. If transport airplane performance criteria

requires additional research and development in some areas (e.g., deformation

versus acceleration valve actuation), then implementation could be longer

range.

I

• Crash-Resistant Fuel System Components

Flexible Lines - Transport category airplanes design for the use of flexible

lines in locations where there is a high stretch notential and are required to

use hoses where relative displacement is anticipated. Flexible lines may be %

more prone to leakage and less fire retardent than steel tubing. In a current

wide body transport airplane, flexible hoses are used in locations shown in S"

Figuire 6-5. The rotary-wing aircraft manufacturers do not indicate any

deleterious affects with regard to maintainability and reliability. For

transport designs an assessment should be made of possible additional

locations for use of flexible hoses.

Self-Sealing Breakaway Fittings Valves - This design feature is heavily

favored by the rotary-wing aircraft manufacturers and is in use in some FAR25

category aircraft. For transport airplane configurations, in which it is not

currentiy used, it will be necessary to identify locations where the

installation of components could prove beneficial. Of interest will be the

size and design requirements at specific locations. A preliminary assessment

.f potential usage of such components for a current widebody jet aircraft,
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I HOSES THRU CABIN FLOOR ROUTED IN DRAINED AND VENTED SHROUD. PROVIDES 50%STRETCH DURING CABIN BREAK-UP. HOSESUSED TO FACILITATE INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL ,r .
1"2) HOSES EMPLOYED WHERE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT IS POSSIBLE 

"
3 HOSE USED ACROSS FUSELAGE DISCONTINUITY (AT REAR WING SPAR) WHERE FUSELAGE FAILURE IN CRASH IS PREDICTABLE. i,-

HAS 50% STRETCH CAPABILITY 

"

-. -

, HOSE SECTION IINTEGRAL WITH LONG TUBE USED TO ELIMINATE JOINTS) PROVIDES FLEXIBILITY AND FACILITATES-1IN S T A L L A T IO N A N D R E M O V A L 
. r,.

-pp..

Figure 6-5. Use of Flexible Hose in Current Widebody Transport Airplane i.

which doesn't include these items, is shown in figure 6-6. The wing engine
fuel line breakaway fittings, which is a design requirement in the event the '2

i. :

pylon departs the wing, could be candidates for the self-sealing feature..[
Rotary-wing aircraft experience with regard to reliability and maintainability '

"'.

should be a valuable input. 
.:
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LEFT WING SHOWN RIGHT WING OPPOSITE

PORTION OF FITTING IS
DESIGNED TO FAIL
DURING PYLON SEPARATION
IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN
TANK WALL INTEGRITY
SELF SEALING FITTING
COULD BE LOCATED HERE %'

..

ENGINE FUEL C

SUPPLY LINE ,F
}'i-- ,TANK FUEL

SHUTOFF VALVE

FRDNT WING SPAR

FUEL LINE FITTING

V IEW LOOKING DOWN

Figure 6-6. Potential Application of Breakaway Fitting in a Current
Widebody Transport Airplane

* SAFER Committee Recommendations

Vent Flame Arrestors - Flame arrestors are currently in use by the transport

airplane manufacturers. If a fire can propagate into a fuel tank and the use %

of a flame arrestor can slow down or preclude the propagation of the fire up

through the vent line, it -,; a desirable feature. Typically flame arrestors

should be installed in ventil ation and drain lines where there is a possibil-

ity of flame spreading from the outside of the airplane or from one compart-

ment to another.
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Emergency Shut-Off Valves - Tank shut-off or isolation valves are used at

selective locations within the aircraft. For example, current widebody jet

aircraft have tank isolation valves at the locations similar to those shown in

Figure 6-7 at the point where the fuel lines leave the fuel tank. These

valves are manually controlled by the crew members. The wing engine tank

isolation valves would be candidates for automatic shut-off valves provided

the sensing mode (force, acceleration, deflection) were reliable, otherwise,

inadvertent closures could be catastrophic. Automatic shut-off valves are not

used in rotary-wing aircraft for the same reason they are not used in

transport airplanes; concern for inadvertent closure.

Approach No. 2 - Wing Fuel Containment via Structural Modifications

Approach No. 2 defines a number of wing design changes which most likely

will be long term as far as implementation is concerned. Each of the chany,-

TO TANK NO. 2R . ,TO FUSELAGE I --

TANK NO 21 LINE "I ENG (NO. 2)
ANK NO. 2R SIMILAR - NOT SHOWN/

/ x. ~~NO, 2 ISOLATION> N a-

V VALVE..-

~~TANK NO IR /

\ ,, / I , , '

/ . -a,' . .. i"
: N -- ,N '- -L /" " .

, -. .

TANTKN NO

- / \'NO 3 ISOLATION VALVE

hlgure 6-7. Typical Location of Tank Isolation Shut-Off Valves in a ClurreuiL
Widebody Transport Airplane
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will have to be proved with regard to cost and feasibility. The latter point

will require extensive testing, and could involve moderate to large size

structural changes before implementation. The anticipated effectiveness, as a

result of incorporating these changes individually, is considered moderate in

that each will be desirable for a particular failure mode (e.g., obstacle

penetration, distributed load). The penalties associated with each of these

changes vary from "low" to "moderate."

The following is a description of various approaches discussed earlier.

1. Spanwise Compartmentation of Wing Tanks - Current transport airplane
design contain, to a limited degree, spanwise compartmentization of
wing fuel tanks. Figure 6-8 shows a widebody design in which
each wing contains two distinct integral fuel tanks. The spanwise
concept would further compartmentize the fuel cells. The crossover
fuel lines from each cell would require self-sealing fittings to shut
off fuel flow from one cell to another in the event of a penetration.
In so doing, the loss of fuel would be reduced since each impact zone
will have less fuel to spill. If the break were to occur at a
location between the wing root and inboard engine, which is a likely
location based on accident data, then fuel flow closure would still
be needed with self-sealing fittings. Fuel flow management and the
complexity of the system could be increased with the extra
compartments. It is surmised that before any R&D hardware is
developed for this concept computerized analyses of the operational
aspects (e.g., flow pressure, volume, cross-feed, valve closures)
would be required.

2. Forward or Lower Skin Panel - Corrugated skin panel and sandwich
panel designs (Concepts (b) and (c), figure 5-3) are considered to
have potential advantages since weight, volume loss and cost are not
viewed significant negative factors. However, complexity of design
and manufacturing as well as maintenance and inspection procedures
are major concerns. Concepts utilizing honeycomb material are not
considered appropriate for an integral wing fuel tank in commercial

application because such material is prone to leakage, difficult to
maintain and susceptible to lightning. These concepts have the
potential to improve impact resistance by providing increased bending
strength and/or protection from impact of the forward upper skin.
These changes may be of limited benefit in many of the conditions
which are encountered in survivable accidents.
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Figure 6-8. Spanwise Wing Fuel Tank Compartmentation-

3. Leading Edge Protection - Figure 5-5 depicts two designs for

protection against pole and tree impact. Both design concepts have

many negative aspects, particularly the need to provide functionally

practical designs which do not interfere with operational systems.

The concepts also indicate a need to provide strengthened back-up

structure to distribute lods. Of the two designs, Concept (b) is a

more likely candidate. To protect the leading edge the strengthened

section would have to withstand impact from objects (tree, pole) with

the airplane moving forward at speeds up to 250 ft/sec. It is

unlikely that at such a high velocity that penetration of fuel tanks

and subsequent fuel spillage could be avoided.
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4. Front Spar Protection - The proposed concepts shown in figure 5-4

have many negative aspects, particularly with regard to complexity of

design fabrication and maintenance. The concepts, while likely to
achieve limited protection against penetration, could be more
hazardous during ground slide-out due to potential for lower skin

collapse. Two front spar design concepts, shown in figure 5-2,
provide protection from inertial fuel pressure. However, current

designs are adequate for this loading condition.

5. Structural Modification at Wing Root - Structural failure at the wing

root, as a result of obstacle penetration, has been noted in many
accidents. However, in general, the failure is usually not a clean

break nor does it occur at an exact location such as the wing/
fuselage intersection. The dichotomy of this concept is that the

root is designed as the point of maximum bending for gust loads

(flight) and yet for crash loads this will have to represent a weak

link. The design to accomplish this feat (perhaps with fore-aft
shear bolts) would have to recognize that a) failure cannot occur

during normal operations, or mild impact conditions, b) crash loads

tend to be high g, short time duration pulses, and c) obstacle
penetrations can occur anywhere along the wing span. In addition,
once a break occurs, component fittings with self-sealing capability

are needed.

6. Energy Absorbing Devices - One of the several concepts shown in
figure 5-6, Concept (c), appears acceptable structurally, provided

the bay remains dry. In general, only a small amount of energy will

be absorbed and penetration of cells could take place. This approach

probably falls into the category of leading edge protection, front

spar protection and forward skin panel in that limited protection may
be achieved but that additional measures may be necessary to limit

the amount of fuel spillage.

Approach No. 3 - Fuselage Fuel Containment

Approach No. 3 specifies the use of a crash-resistant fuel tank in the

fuselage. As noted in Section 5, there are several concepts currently

employed in the use of fuselage-mounted fuel tanks. This change will cover

the use of crash-resistant materials as well as concepts. Once again, the

feasibility of the use of crash-resistant materials in transport airplane

depends heavily on current military experience. The most concern is for

weight and volume penalties, depending on the degree of crash-resistance

needed or desired. This change is a short-term implementation if readily p

acceptable materials are available, otherwise, it could be longer term.
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Crash-Resistant Fuel Tank Material - The U.S. Army military rotary-wing

experience with crash-resistant fuel systems (CRFS), which includes tank

material, as well as related components (self-sealing valves, breakaway

fittings, flexible lines) has proven tremendously successful in reducing fire-

related fatalities. The CRFS for rotary-wing applications appears to be

almost exclusively for fuselage-mounted fuel tanks. The U.S. Army, in decid-

ing on the use of crash-resistant tanks, had a clear cut need to drastically

reduce the lethal effects of post-crash fires based on accident experience. "*

Commercial aircraft accident experience has not shown failure of fuselage-

mounted tanks, in limited use, to be a major contribution to injury/fatality,

albeit the use of auxiliary tanks in the fuselage is accelerating in current

designs. The U.S. Army, in deciding to implement the use of crash-resistant

fuel tanks, was willing as the customer to dictate priorities and accept

weight penalties. These penalties, as noted earlier, can be substantial.

Table 6-8, obtained from reference 56, shows a comparison of CRFS fel cell

material for standard bladders, that are recommended for civil helicopters

(enclosed area) and the corresponding military requirements. The table shws

the wide range of fuel cell bladder material available and used today. The

reference report goes on to state, "The importance of realistic requirements

is shown in the weight increase row of table 1 (table 6-8). Note that the

fuel cell bladder material for the civil helicopter criteria is about 3.5

times heavier than today's standard which is considerably below the

unrealistic military weight increase of 8.7 times heavier. Going from civil

CRFS criteria to military CRFS only increases weight with little or no

increase in post crash fire protection for survivable civil helicopter

accidents." The reference report further states, "In addition to the crit,.ri

of table I (table 6-8), a CRFS should tolerate, without significant spillage,

the relative motion between fuel system components during structural

deformation anticipated in a crash environment. This means that stretchable

hoses, extra length hoses, self-seaLing breakaway valves, and frangible fuel

cell attachments to structare may be needed to allow the CRFS components to

move with the structural deformation and still contain the fuel."
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SECTION 7

BENEFIT AND PENALTY ANALYSES

7.1 BENEFIT ANALYSIS

7.1.1 Wing Fuel Containment

The basis for establishing the potential benefit from incorporating fuel

containment concepts into future transport airplanes is derived from an

extrapolation of accident data presented by the three major domestic airframe

manufacturers under contracts sponsored by the FAA and NASA (references 1-3).

The studies included accidents that occurred between 1959 and 1978. More

recent accidents could alter the conclusions somewhat but are not included

because no comprehensive pertinent summary is available. The studies reported

on in references 1-3 covered a combined total of 176 accidents as was depicted

in figure 3-1. Table 7-1 shows a comparison of the number of accidents,

onboard occupants and fatality distribution for each. The distribution

between fire and trauma fatalities is different in the three studies due to

the mix of accidents that were included in the individual studies. Of

interest is that the percentage of fire fatalities to the total number of

fatalities is approximately a third (28.6 percent to 36.5 percent) for all

three studies. There are a lot of "unknowns," particularly for the reference

I study. "

TABLE 7-1. COMPARISON OF ACCIDENT STUDY DATA

Fire

Fatal-
Total Fatalities ities

Acci- Pax.On- % of
dents board Total Fire Trauma Other Unknown Total

Boeing (Ref. 1) 153 12b8 3791 1356 476 218 1741 35.7

W )ouglas (Ref. 2) 47 10069 1835 671 683 - 481 36.5

Lockheed (Ref. 3) 06 5879 1129 394 540 194 28.6
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The reference 1 study is by far the most comprehensive with regard to

.ire fatalities and, thus, will form the basis for much of the benefit

analysis. Table 7-2, obtained from reference 1, categorizes accidents by

scenario. Accident severity categories are defined as shown in table 7-3.

Several crash scenarios are eliminated namely scenario S13 (impact in water),

S24 (slide/roll into water), S23 (high obstruction), S33 (solid wall impact),

S34 (high obstruction impact) and S4 (unclassified) for several reasons

including

" The water impacts do not generate fire fatalities,

" impacts into high obstructions provide unrepresentative data (e.g.
"Tenerife" accident involved two airplanes on runway),

" unclassified accidents have insufficient data, and

* impact into solid wall results in highly destructive conditions

When table 7-2 is adjusted for the aforementioned deletions it appears as

s'iown in table 7-4. Included in table 7-4 are 120 accidents, which resulted

La 94 fires and in 976 known fire fatalities. Fifteen of the 120 remaining

,cidents are in the severity category No. 6. How much contribution these

, ,-cidents provide to the fire fatalities cannot be determined directly from

the reference I provided data. However, from table 7-5, obtained from

reference 1, it can be observed that category 6 accidents represent nearly 14

percent of both of the total known categorized accidents and associated fire

fatalities. Category 6 also accounts for approximately 68 percent of the

'inknown fatalities and 40 percent of the trauma fatalities. One approach is

t reduce t:tble 7-4 results by these percentages. Subtracting 14 percent from

the 976 table 7-4 total leaves approximately 839 fire fatalities associated

with severity level I to 5 accidents. Subtracting 68 percent of 1269 unknowns

(table 7-4) leaves 407 unknowns associated with category 1-5 accidents.

Similarly subtracting 40 percent of 416 leaves 250 trauma fatalities

associated with the remaining category 1-5 accidents shown in table 7-4. The

new r-tio of fire to trauma fatalities is 839/250 = 3.356. Assuming that the

oinknowns are in proportion to the known fire and trauma fatalities for
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TABLE 7-3. CATEGORIES OF ACCIDENT SEVERITY

1. Minor impact damage - includes engine/pylon damage or separation,
minor lower fuselage damage, and minor fuel spillage.

2. Moderate impact damage - includes higher degrees of damage of %
category I and includes gear separation or collapse.

%

3. Severe impact damage but no fuselage break - includes major fuel
spillage due to wing lower surface tear and wing box damage.

4. Severe impact damage - includes severe lower fuselage crush and/or
class 1 or class 2 fuselage breaks, may have gear collapse, but no
tank rupture.

5. Extreme impact damage - includes class 1 or 2 fuselage breaks with
wing separition or breaks, may have gear and/or engine separation,

and fuel spillage.

6. Aircraft destruction - includes class 3 fuselage breaks or

destruction with tank rupture, gear and/or engine separation.

liselage breaks: Class I - sections break but remain together
Class 2 - sections break and open

Class 3 - sections break and move off

severity level I to 5 accidents would add 313* to the 839, for a total of

1152. Since the accident data is predominantly for wing fuel tanks it is

issumed that the maximum benefit that could have been derived over the

1959-1978 period if all these remaining 70 category 1-5 fire accidents (table

7-4, less category b) were eliminated, would be 1152 or 57.6/year.

Another approach is to a;sunie that since the 15 category 6 accidents in

table 7-4 represents 75 percent of the total of 20 category 6 accidents (table

7-5) and thus the number of fire, trauma and unknown fatalities should be

reduced accordingly. Following this tack the reductions are 1 142, 143 and

874, respectively. The revised category 1-5 numbers are 834, 273 and 395 for

fire, trauma and unknown fatal ities, respectively. The ratio of fire to

7-4
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trauma is 3.055 and thus proportioning the unknowns accordingly adds 298 fire

fatalities for a total of 1132 for 20 years. On a per annum basis this equals

5b.6.

Both approaches yield betwen 56.6 and 57.6 fatalities per year. For

purposes of this study 57 per year will be used.

Improved wing fuel containment can be achieved through elimination or

reduction of wing fuel tank rupture and fuel line severance. Figure 7-1

(reference 1), shows the various contributions to wing fuel tank rupture.

Figures 7-2 and 7-3 show the relationship between fuel line fires, fuel tanks

spills and engine/pylon breaks for wing pod and aft body engined aircraft.

Wing breakage occurs due to distributed and/or concentrated impacts.

Concentrated impacts, such as those associated with poles, trees, obstructions

contribute to as many as 30 of the wing breakage accidents (<30 percent),

while distributed impacts (ground drag, wing low) are identified on 25

accidents ( -25 percent). Inertia loading is noted as a cause in 8 accidents.

However, from previous discussions, this latter type of loading does not

appear to be an area for which design deficiencies exist. Tear or rupture of

the wing lower surface may have been a contributing factor in up to 27

accidents. Tank ullage explosion is noted in 17 to 23 accidents. However, in

nost cases a severe fire has already existed due to lack of fuel containment

tor some other reason (e.g. obstacle penetration, fuel line severance, engine

separation). From the reference 3 study it was noted that in 66 accidents, 48

hard fires or the potential for fire (fuel leakage) occurred. Column, contour

and trontal impacts numbered 18, 12, 11, respectively, in wing failure

accidents. Correspondingly, for the reference I study, similar involvements

were 21, 25 and 10, respectively. Since the frontal impacts generally

involved obstacles such as seawalls, buildings, dikes and destructive failure,

they are not to be considered further. The 25 contour impacts in the I

reference I study consist of 7 wing-low accidents and 18 ground drag Ok

accidents; some of the latter accidents may not involve contoured obstacles

such as embankments, ravines, etc. For example, if only half of them did,

-
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Figure 7-3. Engine/Pylon Separation/Collapse anJ Fuel -r
Taok Rapture, Aft Body Engined Aircraft

then there would be 16 contour impacts and the ratios of the two studies would

be relatively close. The reference 3 study shows that the wing root is most

vulnerable with 21 failure occurrences versus 9 at the tip and 6 at some other

location. The reference I study does not specify wing failure location, but

based on the relative number of occurrences of columnar and contour impacts,

it is assumed that the wing root would also be vulnerable. The reference I

study identifies 47 fuel line related fires, plus 12 fuel line spills with no

fi-re. This means 59 fuel line spills out of a total of 97 potential fires

-isuociated with tank ruptures. Reference 3 data indicate 20 fuel line spills

tor 48 fire and potential fire hazard accidents. The aforementioned

comparison of references I and 3 data is summarized in table 7-6.

In order to assess benefits, it is necessary to compare the data from the

two studies to determine if a priority ranking can be developed. The ranking %

of benetits is difficult because (1) The total for each study exceeds 100

percent since the events are not mutually exclusive, and (2) each of the
*5.0
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TABLE 7-6. COMPARISON OF REFERENCE I AND REFERENCE 3 DATA

Reference i Reference 3

Accident Data No. (Percentage) No. (Percentage)

Failure location
* Root Not Available 21 (43)
* Other Not Available 15 (31)

Impact type

* Concentrated 21 (22) 18 (36)

* Distributed 16-25 (17-26) 12 (24)

Wing Lower Surface Tear 27 (28) Not Available'I?

Fuel Line Severance 47 (48) 20 (41)

Percentage based on 97 fire hazard accidents"
** Percentage based on 48 fire hazard accidents

studies lacks a complete database. As noted earlier, it is reasonable to

issume that the failure location is similar for both studies on the basis of

the type of loading that causes wing failure. Furthermore, it was previously

stated that wing lower surface tear/rupture accidents in the reference 1 study
occur primarily due to sliding over rough terrain and tend to involve severe

fires localized in the wing area. The frequency of occurrence of this type of

failure is about the same as that for concentrated impacts. For simplicity,

the same 28 percent occurrence rate will be used for completing the reference

- 3 data. Now the data can be normalized for each study individually and for

both combined, as shown in table 7-7.

Before the ranking is finalized, the cause and effect relationships

should also be examined. For example, the wing failure location is somewhat

related to the type of impact. Tree and pole impact will probably slice

through structure and cause failure of the leading edge. On the other hand, a

7-10
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TABLE 7-7. NORMALIZED DATA

References

Reference I Reference 3 1 and 3
I tem ---- __

Initial 
* Initial **

Percentages Normalized Percentages Normalized Normalized

Failure location at
* Root 43 21.8 43 21.1 21.5

* Other 31 15.7 31 15.3 15.5

impact type

* Concentrated 22 11.2 36 17.8 14.5 .

I Distrihuted 26 13.2 24 11.8 12.5 -

1 inT Lwr. Surface 28 14.2 28 13.8 14.0

Tear/Rupture

Fuel line fire 48 23.9 41 20.2 2.0

TOTA 198 100.0 203 100.0 lu .0

To 197 total ** To 203 total * To 400 total

distributed load, such as an inclined slope impact, would produce high

bending moments at the wing root. Wing lower surface tear and rupture results

mostly from sliding over rough terrain. In a sense, this failure is more

related to contoured surface as opposed to impact with either distributed or

concentrated loads. It may also relate to failure of other components (e.g.

landing gears) which penetrate the lower surface of the wing tank.

Concentrated and distributed loads ca1 be considered among the causes of

failure; the failure being wing root separation, wing penetration, fuel tank

rupture, fuel line leak. Table 7-8 illustrates the significant wing failure

modes, the associated causes and applicable fuel containment concepts. One

can readily ascertain that when considering benefits related to fire fatality

reduction that concentrated and impact occurrence may be more correctly "

-oInbTned with the failures that result. Fuel spills occur either through fuel

7-11
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TABLE 7-8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WING FAILURE MODES AND

APPLICABLE FUEL CONTAINMENT CONCEPTS

CRFS
System Wing Structural Modifications

Fuel
Lines

Wing Causes and Increasd Fwd Lwr
Failure of Blad- Compo- Root Leading Front Skin Skin

" Mode Failure ders nents Strength Edge Spar Reinf. Reinf

Wing Root Distributed
Failure load (e.g.

embankment,
slope) X X X

Wing Fail- Local fail-
ure along ure (e.g.
span tree,pole)

due to con-
centrated anc

distributed

loads (e.g.
embankment
slope) X X X X X

Lower Rough terrair
surface penetration
tear/rup- of structure

ture from concen-

trated load X X X

Fuel line Distributed X
rupture and concen-

trated loads

tink or line rupture. As noted earlier, fuel tank rupture is caused primarily

by wing break, lower surface tear and gear/pylon tear or separation. The

latter point leads to fuel line leakage in 47 out of 85 fuel tank fires as

noted in reference I data. Wing breaks, at the root or otherwise, and lower

surface tear leads to fuel spill and fires. Thus, fuel tank fires can

poteyitially be reduced with fuel containment concepts which address the

7-12
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failure modes listed in table 7-8. Distributed loads are considered to

influence wing root failures, while concentrated loads will effect wing span

structural modifications and, possibly, wing lower surface tear/rupture. With

this approach in mind, the data presented in table 7-7 is reorganized to

reflect the elimination of concentrated and distributed impact loads. Fuel

line fires are still listed although their contributions may be reflected in

three failure modes; wing root failure, wing failure along the lower span, and

lower wing surface tear/rupture.

In reality, one or more failures could contribute in a fatal accident.

Unfortunately, the accident data does not allow one to distinguish the

relative contributions of each failure to the fire fatalities in any of the

accidents. It would also be unrealistic to think that any one improved fuel

containment concept would totally eliminate fire fatalities, no matLer how

well conceived the design. The data contained in table 7-7 is reorganized to

reflect distribution of wing failure modes and is presented in Table 7-9. The

premises of how the data is distributed is noted. The data is organized in

table 7-9 in an attempt to provide perspective, so the penalty trade-off

(weight/cost) can be assessed on the basis of relative contributions and

different levels of reduction.

7.1.2 Fuselage Fuel Containment

The preponderance of data from the accident studies described in

references I - 3 are for transport airplanes which do not contain auxiliary

fuselage fuel tanks. Consequently, the data cannot be used in a direct

fashionl to make an assessment of fire fatalities related to fuselage fuel

tanks. However, reference 1 presents data which may be useful in evaluating

the potential for fire in the event auxilil.ry fuselage tanks were utilized.

In reference 1, fifty-seven (57) to sixty-four (64) accidents are reported in

which fuselage lower surface rupture occurs (no above floor damage). These

-ccidents are in addition to the 71 of the 153 accidents which may have
experienced one or more fuselage breaks. Excluding water entry rupture, 57

7 1
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TABLE 7-9. CONTRIBUTION TO FIRE FATALITY

Wing Failure Normalized Percent Related Fatalities
Modes Contribution* Per Year

fuel line severance 35.5 20.4

wing root break 27.75 15.8

wing span break 22.75 12.9

4ing lower surface
tear./rupture 14.0

T°YAL 100. 57.0

*Obtained using following premises from data in table 7-7:

Fuel l,ine Severance = Fuel Line Severance + 50% Distributed Impacts + 50%
Concentrated Impacts

Wing Koot Break = Wing Root Break + 50% Distributed Impacts I

Wing Spatz Break = Other + 50% Concentrated Impacts

Wing Lower Surface Tear/Rupture = Wing Lower Surface Tear/Rupture .

lower surface rupture accidents involved 4233 occupants, of which 841 (20

percent) were fatalities. Of these 57 accidents, 34 were accompanied with

extensive lower fuselage surface rupture and account for 818 of the 841

fatalities. Fifteen of the 57 accidents had fatalities, of which 12 had fire

lataLities. If the ratio of fire fatalities to total fatalities is the same

is for the total of this study (35.7 percent) then 300 would have been fire

Vitalities. Up to this juncture all fire fatalaties in the accident study are

asumed to relate predominantly to wing fuel tank systems. On the assumption

S hat if auxiliary fuel tanks and wing center tanks were installed and exposed

t-t0 a severe crash environment they would contribute to fire fatalities in the

ime 35.7 percent ratio there would be potentially 241 more fire fatalities

ov,er the 20 year period. This figure is arrivied at by multiplying the

7-14 J&I



remaining 3392 non-fatalities (4233-841) by the .071 which is the percent

estimated fire fatalities to total onboard obtained (300/4233). On a per

annum basis this is z12.

Another set of data, relating to fuselage floor displacement, is

presented in reference 1. For accidents with this type of structural behavior

there are as many as 40 occurences. Exclusive of accidents involving water

entry or floor displacements without fuselage breaks there are 20 such

occurences in which 500 of the 1816 onboard occupants experienced fatalities.

Using the same reasoning as for the fuselage lower surface accidents, 179 are

assumed to be fire fatalities (.357) associated with wing fuel tank failures.

This ratio to total onboard is 9.86 percent. Multiplying the remaining 1316

nonfatal passengers by this latter ratio yields 130 potential fire fatalities

associated with fuselage fuel tanks for the 20 year period for this type of

accident. On a per annum basis this equates to 6.5. Since some severe

fuselage breaks could be associated with category 6 accidents these totals

could reduce to 14 percent or to 122 and 6.1 for 20 years and per annum,

respectively.

Thus, the totals for both fuselage lower surface tear and floor

displacement combined with fuselage breaks is 363 fire fatalities in 20 years

orr 18 per year.

7.1.3 Summary of Potential Fire Fatality Reductions

The estimated potential benefit that could be achieved with improved fuel

containtainment, in terms of reduced fatalities per annum, is as follows:

wing fuel containment - 57.0

fuselage fuel containment - 18.0

Tile manaer in which the estimated reduced fatalities per annum were

determined is summarized in figures 7-4 and 7-5 for wing and fuselage fuel

containment related fire fatalities.

7-15
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The distribution of the benefits is divided into four areas as follows:

1. Wing root modifications with and without wing center section.

2. Wing span modifications with a CRFS fuel system.

3. Auxiliary fuselage tank with a CRFS.

4. Other structural modifications; i.e., landing gear separation,

engine/pylon attachment.

Table 7-10 is a matrix of assigned benefits into the four above noted
areas. The modifications to the landing gear and engine pylon are not

described in this study but are shown in table 7-10 to indicate that a portion

of the fire fatalities could be reduced by other than the fuel containment

concepts covered in this analysis. Both landing gear and engine/pylon

separation for the most part would result in the need for improvements in the

other areas to achieve fire fatality reductions.

The benefit analysis ignores the following:

I. The trend in terms of fatal accidents per flights and miles has shown

a decline since the late 1950's as can be observed in figure 7-6.

The trend for jets and U.S. travel is particularly good. Considering

all aircraft and world travel during the decades of the 1960's and

1970's, fatal accidents have been reduced by more than half.

However, while this trend would decrease the potential benefits (less

fire fatalities) derived earlier, the favorable trend would be offset

by such factors as: ..

a) The accident data partially accounts for the trend since the mid-
point of the three studies is 1969.

d 7-18
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TABLE 7-10. BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION BY DESIGN CONCEPT

I, Fuselage

Wing Wing Lower Break/
Ful Line Root Span Surf. Floor

Concept Severance Break Break Tear Disruption Total

1. Wing Root Modification
-3. No CFRS Center Sect. 5.1 7.9 - 13.0

b. CFRS Center Section 5.1 7.9 - 3.n

2. Wing Spai Modin ica io 5.1 - 12.9 3.9 "2.
With CRFS

3. Fselage Auxiliary Tank 1
a. CRFS Tank Mat'l, - - 9.0 9.0 d

b. CI(FS Conponents -- 9.j

4. Other Structural Modifi-
cations; Landing Gear
Separation, Engine/Pylonl

Ltached '.I - 4.0 -9.1

TOTAL 1 20.4 15.8 12.9 7.9 18.0 7 ,.,J

b) The introduction of jets made a big contribution to the tduction

of fatal accidents. It is doubtful that, now 25 years later, the
decline while be as steep. Figure 7-7 indicates as much.

c) There are more airplanes in service and consequently more, flights
and this is expected to increase in the future as is suggested in
reference 57 (see figure 7-8). Thus, there could be as much as
twice as many departures in 1997 as compared to 1979.

d) There are more auxiliary fuel tanks installed today and more are
* anticipated in the future.

e) Fire fatalities associated with the severity category 6 of the
reference 1 study were eliminated. The accident indicates that

a'
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this category could account for up to an additional 37.5
fatalities/years or an increase of about 50 percent.

2. Reduction in fire-related serious injuries

The reference 3 study shows that the ratio of fire fatalities to
fire-related serious injuries is 4:1. This ratio from the reference
2 study is about 2.4:1. Reference 58 reports that the average
settlement of a serious injury for several accidents between 1977 and
1979 was $81,400. The same reference indicates that the FAA placed a
value of $650,000 on a human life in 1984. This amount is higher
Lhan the average recovery amount of $580,000 for commercial aircraft
accident fatalities from 1959 to 1982. Thus, using the FAA value, a
G ratio of about 8:1 may exist for fatality versus serious injury.

Based on these to ratios (fatality/injury and life cost/injury cost)
the addition of serious injuries to the potential benefits would only
increase the total benefits by approximately 3 percent to 5 percent. ,p

3. The introduction of fuel containment concepts will not totally
eliminate fire fatalities. Reference 9 analysis used a 50% fire
fatality reduction factor.

Considering all the factors noted in 1, 2, and 3 the estimate of 57 and

IS fatalities/year associated with wing fuel and fuselage fuel containment

coucepts would appear a reasonable benefit goal.

7.2 PENALTY ANALYSIS

In Section 6, the "Review of the state-of-the-art Technology" provided

some indication of alternative concepts for improving both wing and fuselage

fuel containment. A preliminary priority ranking of individual concepts led

!o so;fe general approaches which reflected three levels of penalty/benefit

relationships, namely:

"- 1. Incorporation of crash resistant components (no bladders) - low/low

2. Wing structure modifications - high/moderate

3. Fuselage crash-resistant system moderate/moderate

7 -- 2.
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The benefit analysis in the previous section indicated that three fi ure

modes could be identified as contributing to fuel tank rupture and fu.l line

severance and thus to fire fatalities. As depicted in table 7-8, from a

design perspective, each of the failure modes can be considered to be affected

by two or more design concept approaches. Each of the failure modes, identi-

fied in table 7-8, is addressed :n the penalty analysis described in this sec-

tion. Several of the design concepts described in Section 6.6 are utilized.

The penalty analysis follows the approach outlined in reference 9. The

procedure is to resize the aircraft by retaining the existing range and

payload while incorporating fuel containment weight penalties. The referenco

9 study suggests that the reduction in payload, which is the alternative to

resizing, is uneconomical by a factor of 4. The study described in reference

9 used a Convair 990 as the typical aircraft and 1969 as the base year. Data

for that airplane indicated that the airplane gross weight increases 4.3 lb.

tor each 1.0 lb. of structural weight added (resize factor of 4.3). The

current aircraft are more fuel efficient. A more suitable resize factor of

2.15 is used in this study, particularly since the trend is to the two-engine

narrowbody and widebody airplanes as is noted in figure 7-9.

The concepts included in the penalty assessment are as follows:

1. Wing root modification with and without a CRFS in the wing center
section

2. Wing span structural modification including crash resistant fuel

cells

3. Fuselage auxiliary crash resistant fuel system

The following is a brief description of each:

* Wing Root Modification to Incorporate Crash-Resistant Bladder Cells
The premise for selecting this approach is that failures in the -.

proximity of the wing root are frequent occurrences primarily as a

7-2 3
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result of distributed loads which produce high bending and shear loads
hack at the root and secondarily due to concentrated loads which can
result in failure of the fuel tank. Increasing the wing root strength
could prevent separation only at that location. Unfortunately, the
breaks are rarely that precise. More likely the breaks leave a stub
wing as shown in figure 7-10 (reference 6) and fuel spillage can
occur. A design consisting of double walls at the wing break point is
faced with the same problem. Furthermore, this design concept is
diametrically opposed to normal design requirements which is to
provide maximum strength at the point of highest anticipated load.
Thie use of high strength integral tanks is not suggested, because this
design does not address the problem, as was discussed in Section 6.6.

The approach that is suggested includes the use of a crashworthy fuel

system (tank material and components) in a compartmentized segment of
the wing inboard of the inboard engine and adjacent to the fuselage.
Fuel spillage in this region is considered to be more lethal than from
outboard tanks due to their location in proximity to the passengers.
Furthermore, if wing failure separates outboard fuel tanks, then they
are less likely to contribute to the fire if the airplane continues to
m.qove.

A current wide-body airplane (L-1011) is used to display the design
d approach. A typical wing inboard section, with wet cell fuel tanks,

is shown in figure 7-11. As can be observed, the interior plumbing is
extensive.

Two ways to provide fuel bladder cells in the wing along the wing root
rib are examined. One method (see figure 7-12) is to install the
ce.lls in the existing bays in the wing formed by the wing ribs. The
second (see figure 7-13) is to modify the wing structure to allow
installation of cells of a specified width along the length of the
wing root rib. While this second method would be a much larger design
change, it would provide smaller bladder cells and a smaller amount of
fuel contained therein.

Wing structural provisions required for the latter method to be
installed in an L-10l1 aircraft area:

1. Install a new wing rib parallel to existing wing root rib in the
wing to form a new inboard boundary of the inboard wing tank.

2. Add tank bladder support structure to accept the new tank end rib.

3. Install three bulkheads in the wing between the existing tank end
and the new tank end. These should match up with center wing
bulkheads at FS 1043, FS 1103, and FS 1163.
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Fuel System provisions required for either method to be instilled in
an LOI aircraft are:

.. •°

1. Install 4 separate but interconnected bladder cells as shown in
figures 7-12 and 7-13 to form an auxiliary tank in each wing.
Tank design shall comply with the requirement of FAR 25.963,
25.965 and 25.967.

2. Install a fueling valve in the new tank. Assume that the
compliance to FAR 25.979 is not compromised.

3. Install vent system provision in the new tank which connects with
the existing adjacent wing tank vent system. The new vent system
shall comply with the r-quirements of FAR 25.969. Relocation of
the climb vent line is required on the plan that uses existing
wing structure.

4. Install a scavenge/transfer system in the new tank using motive
flow from the existing adjacent boost pump. These provisions
shall comply with the requirements of FAR 25.957.

5. Install tank sump drains to allow drainage of excessive quantities

of water from the new tank. The new sump drain provisions shall
comply with the requirements of FAR 25.971.

6. Install a gravity transfer system to allow fuel flow from the new
tank to the existing adjacent wing tank. This system is comprised
of a series of flapper check valves through the common wall of the
bladder tank and the existing wing tank.

7. Modify the existing fuel quantity gaging system to accommodate the
installation of the new tank as an auxiliary tank to the existing
adjacent wing tank. This modification shall not compromise the
existing compliance with the applicable requirements of FAR
25. 1337.

If either of the two methods w, ru installed in a LIOI aircraft, the.
bladder cells construction would h.ive to accommodate the following
design features of the existing syst ems:

1. Qiantity gaging systei harnes;, connector penetration of the
bulkhead at BLI;6.

Installation of i quanLity gag ing systum probe to an internally
mounted unit in the new auxiliary tank.

3. Revise quantity gaging system harnless support system through the
bladder cells.
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4. Existing penetrations of bulkhead at BL 116 to accommodate fueling
manifold, tank 2 engine feed line and cross feed line.

Additionally, if an aircraft with center section fuel tanks were
used, center section motive flow line, transfer return line and
quantity transfer line. -

Installation of bladder cells in wing center section tanks on a
LIOII-500 aircraft could be accomplished using a cell for each of the
three bays of each tank (figure 7-14). Adequate interconnecting r
provisions would have to be provided. Bladder cell penetrations would
be required for all existing plumbing in the tanks. Quantity gage
system wiring would have to be supported in a manner that is

compatible with bladder cell design. The plumbing inside each tank .

(which is considerable along the rear beam at FS 121) would have to be
supported in a manner that is compatible with bladder cell design.
The scavenge/transfer system would require redesign of the suction
tubes.

The certified capacity of both the wing and center section tanks would
be reduced because of the bladder cells being out of wing plank risers %
and bulkhead stiffeners. The unusable fuel quantity would increase 0*5
because of the location of the bladder cell interconnecting parts A

being above the tops of the rib caps.

e Wing Span Structural Modifications

d To be completely effective, wing span structural modifications could
involve a number of concepts; including leading edge protection, front
spar protection, forward skin reinforcement and crash-resistant
bladders and components. A major concern in the use of this concept
is that unless protection is provided for an impact velocity > 140
ft/sec the reduction in fire fatalities will be compromised. Even
with protection above an impact velocity of 140 ft/sec, the use of
crash-resistant fuel system is probably required to achieve the
maximum reduction in fire fatalities. Several concepts to be
considered in this approach, such as front spar protection (figure
5-4(a)) and redesign of upper and lower skins (figure 5-3(b)) have
been discussed previously. Structural reinforcement which includes
heavier spar rails, added chordwise stiffeners and thicker skins with
and without the addition of foam/film to protect and encase were
described in reference 5. The concepts presented in Reference 5 are
intended to reduce impact damage due to contact with trees, rocks and
other penetrating obstacles. Tests of similar structure have been
performed for impact speeds up to 44 ft/sec and with wooden poles up
to 17 inches in diameter. The use of foam/film is intended to allow P
normal fuel flow but provide a barrier to rapid flow out of a rupture
in the fuel tank cell. Concern in the use of foam is discussed in
Section 6.6 and resulted in this concept being rated poorly and, thus,
ranked low in relation to other concepts. The redesigned skin

concepts are discussed in Section 6.6. They provide good impact
resistance but could be difficult to manufactire. Good impact
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resistance is a relative term. The design would have to be effective
at an impact velocity of at least 140 ft/sec.

Crash Resistant Fuselage Auxiliary Fuel Tank System

Auxiliary fuel tanks art in use in several transport airplane,. These
systems are discussed in Section 5.2. The crash resistant bladder
supported in a dedicated structural box is being considered in this

study. The assumption is that crash resistant systems will be used in
lieu of existing non-crashworthy systems. Figure 7-15 shows a typical
arrangement that would be required for an auxiliary fuselage tank. r
The various vents, valves, and pumps would have to be provided in the
interconnecting tanks. The effect of a fail-closed mode of any

self-sealing devices used in the forward lines in a fuel system which .

are noted below is applicable not only to fuselage tank but wing fuel
tanks also.

System Effect

9 Fueling manifold line Unable to refuel tank on the ground.
'U

e Engine feed lines Loss of use of fuel in the tank.

Possible loss of engine power.

* Tank vent lines Possible collapse of tank structure.

9 Jettison lines Loss of jettison capability.

* Scavenge/transfer lines Loss of use of fuel in a section of the
tank. Increase in unusable fuel. e,

7.2.1 Weight Penalties

Reference 57 provides data which indicates current and trends with regard

to transport airplane fleet mixes. For example table 7-11 shows airplane

Fleet mixes for 1985 and projected for 1997. The average size with regard to

passengers in the fleet is expected to increase from 145 seats to 180 seats

during that time span.

Since the fleet will consist of a range of airplane sizes, the weight

penalties will vary substantially from model to model. Accordingly, it was

decided that the weight penalties would be more appropriately determined from

th, "r,)pr4sentative" aircraft which is a 2 engine narrow body model. This

type of aircraft is expectedi to represent 53.9 percent of the U.S. commercial
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fleet in 1997. For purposes of calculations in this section the followtng

premises are made:

9 The representative airplane is a 2 engine narrow-body aircraft of the

following parameters:

156 - passengers

150,000 lb. - GTOW
75,000 lb. - OEW

8,500 gal - Total fuel tanks capacity
2500 gal. aux. fuselage fuel tank

3000 gal. wing center fuel tank
3000 gal. wing outboard fuel tank

* CRFS (bladder material and fittings) requires .4 lb/gal. weight

Increase over non-bladder type tank. The associated weights
calculated for a different size airplane are scaled to the

representative 2 engine narrowbody configuration by the ratio of the

fuel tank capacities.

* The CRFS reduces fuel volume by 10 percent

* A resizing factor of 2.15 is used

A summary of weight/volume penalties associated uiith a CRFS are shown in

figure 7-16. Included in figure 7-16 is the weight penalty range for various

aircraft configurations obtained from referenced test and analysis data, as

well as the values used in this current study.

TABLE 7-11. U. S. COMMERCIAL FLEET MIX

1985 1997

TOTAL NO. AIRPLANES 3000 4000 TYPICAL

DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE (%) PERCENTAGE (%) MODELS

2 Engine/NB 36.6 53.9 MD-80,B737-300

4 Engine/WB 6.7 8.6 B747
3 Engine/WB 10.8 7.7 DC-1O,LIOll,MD-I1

4 Engine/NB 4.4 2.5 DC-8,B707
3 Engine/NB 37.5 12.0 B727
2 Engine/WB 4.0 15.2 B767,A320,A310

NB = Narrowbody WB = Widebody
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The fuel capacities used are slightly higher than current generation

2-engine narrowbody airplanes, as is the number of passengers and GTOW. The

auxiliary fuel tank capacity is based on a B727 configuration. It may be

higher than that used in other 2 engine narrowbody airplanes.

Table 7-12 shows the estimated weight penalties for the various concepts.

The weights were estimated as follows:

I. Wing Root Modifications

A LI011 widebody design was used as a baseline configuration from
which existing structure would be modified or redesigned as shown in
figures 7-10 and 7-11. The LOI fuel tank capacities are
approximately:

Center section tank - 81OU gal.

Inboard tanks - 16100 gal.
Outboard tanks - 7660 gal.

The estimated fuel quantity for which a CRFS would be installed near

the root is estimated at 2618 gallons/side (5236 gal. total). Using
about 1/4 the fuel capacity for a "representative" airplane results
in about 1300 gal. for the modified design. The redesign involves
Less area of the inboard wing and thus about 650 gal. is used in the
calculations. By the same token the redesign may afford less
protection for fire fatality reductions, which was recognized

previously in the assignment of benefits. About 250 lb. of
structural weight is included for both the modified designs and
redesign to account for compartmentization of the fuel cells. The
wing center section fuel section is taken as 2000 gallons since 1000
gallons was assigned to the inboard tank. This figure also
represents about 1/4 of the wing center tank capacity of the baseline

2. Wing Span odification and CRFS

The structtural weight estimates ior this concept comes from CV990

study (ref. 9). These estimates were doubled to account for
increased skin gauges and stiffeners to resist higher impact
velocities. The reference - study also provided for 770 lb. foam.
The current concept disregards the use of foam but utilizes a CRFS.
The fuel capacity of the wing tanks (3000 gal.) is used. The
compartmentizing of the fuel cells requires structural weight to be
added in addition to the wingspan front spar and leading edge
changes. Thus, the total structiral we ight used is 3 times the
refterence 9 estimates.

*h,
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3. Crash Resistant Fuselage Auxiliary Fuel Tanks

The weight penalty associated with this concept is strictly .40 p
lb/gal. x fuel quantity. No structural weight is considered other
than in resizing to maintain payload and range. The implementation
of this concept is easier than in the wings because space limitation
is not as severe. For fuel tanks with engine non-crash resistant
bladders the penaltie; might be reduced by a factor of 2.0.

Table 7-12 is organized such that the three major concepts as well as

combinations are presented. Where fuel volume loss is indicated an additional

penalty of .40 lb/gal x volume loss for additional fuel contained in crash

resistant cell is included. The last column shows the weight for the 2.15
I

resizing factor.

7.2.2 Cost Penalties

Costs for the incorporation of each of the concepts would include

nonrecurring (tooling, design, manufacture) recurring (fabrication, material,

enginering support, insurance, etc.) and fuel operating costs. Thege typesof

costs were assessed by the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) in a rcent

response to strength rule changes (reference 59). For two levels of

strctural modifications the arrival cost distribution was estimated in

current 1986 dollars to be in $ per lb. per annum as follows:

,ionrecurring: 63.00 69.00
recurring: 27.00 27.00
ftie 1: 12•00 12.00

102.00 108.00

Since the reference 59 estimates are current it is reasonable to expect

the modificitions noted in this study to be in the same region. The most

sgnificait differences would probably be associated with tooling and testing

of indjor struc:tural chaages such as wing root redesign or wing span

redesign as opposed to installation of a CRFS in the fuselage auxiliary tank.

The_ reference 9 cost study was performed for a four engine jet transport

(CV990) in which 380 lb. of structural and foam weight was to be added. A

comparison of the 19b9 dollars/lb. associated with that study and the 1986

dollars/lb. for the current stuidy is noted as follows:
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Costs 1969 study ($/ib) 1986 study ($/ib)

estimated nonrecurring 22.50 63.00
fly-away recur r ing 9.60 27-00

operating fuel 4.40 12.00

$36.50 $102.00

The nonrecurring 1969 costs were estimated using the same ratio that

exists between the other cost comparisons. The 1986 cost figures are 2.8

times greater than the 1969 cost figures. This represents approximately a 6

percent increase per annum over the last 17 years. The 1986 figures would

appear to be representative in light of the 1969 costs. The design concepts
which would have a lesser impact on nonrecurring costs, such as a fuselage

CRFS (wing center section and auxiliary tank) could be at the lower end of the
cost spectra ($80/lb - $100/lb), while the major structural changes (wing ;

nodifications) are probably at the higher end ($100/lb - $120/lb). For
purose oftl~s sudyin hic a ompratveassessment of concepts is being

nade, cost factors of 1.0 and 1.5 will be assigned on the basis of relative

complexity to cover a range from a low of $80/lb to a high of $120/lb.

7.3 WELGHT PENALTY VERSUS POTENTIAL FATALITY REDUCTION

The estimates of weight penalty versus potential fatality reduction is

- ;hown [n table 7-13. From table 7-13 it can be noted that the last column

w i[h denotes the ratio of weight versus potential reduction is an indication

of efficiency of concepts. The lower the ratio the more desirable the change
from a weight approach. For the data presented, the individual concepts 3b

and la are lowest and concept 2 is highest. Combinations of concepts

fall between the extremes since they represent weighting factors.

The estimates including cost factors assigned to the respective concepts

are al:;o shown in table 7-13. Once again the lowest ratio is most desirable.

On a relative basis the sequential order from a cost effectivity viewpoint is

concept 3 followed by concepts I and 2.
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The numbers in table 7-13 reflect both a subjective assessment of benefit

distribution and relative cost factor evaluation. Obviously, the numbers

could change with moderate reassessments. However, slights changes in benefit

and cost would not alter the fact that table 7-13 suggests that wing span

structural modifications including a CRFS will be the least effective approach

while a CRFS for the fuselage auxiliary tanks and wing root structural

modifications provide potentially the most effectiveness.
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SECTION 8

CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS

0 The major factor in survivable crash related fatalities are fire and
smoke

* No individual design concept can be expected to reduce all fire

fatalities

* The greatest gain in crashworthiness protection might result from
containment of fuel with fuel systems which are more resistant to
tears, rupture and puncture along with protection from penetration
loads

* Design Concept Effectivity can be measured in terms of the benefit to
penalty ratio that can be achieved

* Fuselage fuel containment concepts are more practically attainable
than wing fuel containment concepts primarily because they are more
state-of-the-art and thus less potentially costly

0 The application of crashworthy bladder tanks to integral wing tanks
cannot be accomplished without a complete redesign of the wing
because of its multicellular construction

1
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APPENDIX B

SAFER SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT SUMMARIES

The following information obtained from reference 7 is a summary of two

subcommittee reports:

B.1 Explosion Suppression, Fuel Tank Foam/Foil and Fuel Tank Inerting

Subcommittee Summary

Fuel tank fires can be prevented if the oxygen concentration in the vapor

space above the fuel is maintained below combustion limits. Nitrogen purging

of the fuel and vapor space can be an effective means of accomplishing this

effect. Such a system is currently installed on all C-5A airplanes. However,

the system involves a complex network of valves, pressure regulators and

cryogenically stored nitrogen which represents a significant weight and

economic penalty to the airplane. The problems of storing sufficient %

:ryo eoic nitrogen for a complete flight plan may be alleviate- by an on-board

St rog eo gas generation system such as is currently under development.

However, this system is heavy and must undergo much more development testing

before its viability for production installations can be considered.

An alternative to fuel tank inerting is the installation of heat

reticulated foam or expanded metal foil in the fuel tanks. These system have

the advantage of being passive. They prevent excessive overpressur,s from

developing and eventual ly completely extinguish any fires that are generated

within the tank. Foams are currently being used effectively in many military

ircraft used in close support of combat troops where sinal I arms incendiary

projectiles are a constanl: threat. For civilian aircraft it is difficult to

justify the severe weight penalties, im:,aired normal f1c . tank maintenance

activities, and additional mainten;zncc problems created by foam shredding and

enhanced bacterial growth probabilities in water accumulations at the tank

hot toms .
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Much of the foam discussion also applies to expanded metal foils in fuel

tanks. Foils do have the advantage of a significantly higher melting point in

a fire environment (1100F compared to 360'F for foams). However, they are

semi-rigid and present complex structural. design problems which must be

resolved in order to permit access to fuel tank components for service

maintenance.

EplosioQ suppression systems are used in some fuel tank applications

where the tank geometry is relatively simple and direct communication to a
p

detector element is available. The basic concept for this system is to sense

the flame of an incipient explosion by an infrared or ultraviolet light

detector and discharge a fire extinguishing agent to quench the fire before a

hazirc1os overpressure can develop. However, numerous studies of the f:
0

mkilti-cetlpd fuel tanks in today's transports have shown that the complexity

of the installation overrides its potential value because of the numerous

detectors and suppressors required.

The above methods for preventing tank fires will be ineffective in

accidents where major fuel tank rupture has occurred. In such cases, the

mamior hazard is the external pool of burning fuel. Some degree of protection

wi!d he provided where minor damage occurs. However, the attendant external

fire would be far less severe in that situation. Tn such circumstances, "

,.Iuivalent protection can be provided by a simple flame arrestor installed in

..io fu el tank vent ine to preclude propagation of flame down the vent and by

systerns which ensure that engine fuel is shut off in fire emergencies. Direct

init ion of vapors in the tank by conduction of heat through the tank wall is I

unlikely for small fires inasmuch as the vapor space oxidation rate is too low

to become self-propagating. Tests at FAA Technical Center have shown that

this condition can result in the tank self-inerting as the oxygen is consumed

hy the slow oxidation process.
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The above systems were evaluated in terms of weight, cost, maintenance,

reliability, retrofit capability, and effectiveness. The results of this

evaluation are shown in figure B-1. In every category the incorporation of a

flame arrestor and assumed emergency fuel shutoff to the engines is rated as

1etter than, or equivalent to, ::he more complex systems currently under

discussion. Of the more complex systems, only the inerting system appears to

offer some improvement in the post-crash fire environment. Figure B-2 shows

an assessment of the potential benefits that might have accrued if inerting

systems had been incorporated in commercial jet transports since their

inception. Of the 13 accidents involving post-crash fires, tank inerting had

the potential of reducing fatalities or hull damage in only four cases. In

each of these four cases, the relatively simple approach of vent flame

arrestor or suppressor and improved methods of fuel cutoff in the engine feed

line was determined to be as effective as the inerting system.

These simple and reliable systems are presently installed in most

commercial transports. They are typical of the tried and proven fire

protection designs which the aircraft industry has pursued throughout its

history. Since 1958, this policy in jet transport design has resulted in a

re(luction in accidents involving fuel vapor explosions from 1.4 to

approximately 0.1 per million departures (figure B-3).

From the above survey of existing and propo. ed ways to eliminate fHres

inside of jet transport fuel tanks, the group concluded the following:
'N

* When major tank rupture occurs, none of the proposed systems

significantly reduce the fire hazard to passengers and ,,qri ,r,

* Inerting, quenching, and suppressiion incur tremollf'
operational penalties for the small benefits oftcro,,i.

9 Systems currently used in commurc a L ii rcr t

equivalent to in,!rting, ,uencin,;, and sipr-
tanks remain intact.
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CRASH-RESISTANT FUEL TANKS

SUMMARY EVALUATION OF CONCEPTS

RETROFIT
CONCEPT WEIGHT VOLUME COST RELIABILITY CAPABILITY EFFECTIVENESS

LN2  HIGH HIGH MODERATE SATISFACTORY IN EXTREMELY GOOD IF TANK NOT
MILITARY SERVICE DIFFICULT INITIALLY DAMAGED

GN2  HIGH HIGH MODERATE- NOT EVALUATED EXTREMELY NOT EVALUATED
HIGH DIFFICULT

FOAM HIGH NOT KNOWN HIGH SATISFACTORY IN EXTREMELY NOT EVALUATED
MILITARY SERVICE DIFFICULT
W/DEVELOPMENT

FOIL HIGH NOT KNOWN HIGH NOT EVALUATED NOT POSSIBLE GOOD FOR INTACT
TANKS

TANK MODERATE MODERATE HIGH NOT EVALUATED EXTREMELY NOT EVALUATED
SUPPRESSION DIFFICULT

SYSTEM

VENT FLAME LOW LOW LOW GOOD YES GOOD
ARRESTOR

EMERGENCY
FUEL SHUTOFF LOW LOW LOW GOOD YES GOOD

Figure B-I. Elimination of Fires Inside Fuel Tanks
".p.

FUEL POTENTIAL REDUCED FATALITIES LOW
HULL Loss OR HULL DAMAGE PROBABILITY
SURVIVORS OF

FATAL IES VENT IM PROVED TANK ANY V
YEAR ARRESTER FUEL INERTING SYSTEM
MODEL OR CUTOFF BENEFIT

SUPPRESSO R '__ _"_ _

GROUND ROM E 707 1964 49 25 Y " JP-4 X X _ _",

FIRE-MINOR LONDON 707 1868 5 121 Y KERO. X X _'

- IMPACT SINGAPORE CMT 1964 0 68 Y X
DAMAGE STOCKTON DC-8 1969 0 4 Y ? _ X X "_ _

ANCHORAGE DC-8 1970 47 182 Y KERO. X I_ _

MASSIVE MONROVIA DC-8 1967 51 39 Y ? X_.__"
GROUND CINCINATI 880 1965 70 12 Y KERO._ X

FIRE CINCINATI 727 1967 58 4 Y KERO. X ,...
-WING TANK ST. THOMAS 727 1970 2 g 51 Y KERO. X
BREAKUP PAGO PAGO 707 1974 4 Y KERO. X
SEVERE NAIROBI 747 1974 59 97 Y KERO. X
BODY TENERIFE 747 1977 335 _ 61 Y KERO. X P.

DAMAGE NEW HOPE DC-9 1977 62 23 Y KERO._ X

"Y-YES

Fiure B-2. Tank Explosion Accident Assessment (Post Crash Fires)
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ACCIDENTS INVOLVING 
!

FUEL VAPOR EXPLOSIONS
PER MILLION DEPARTURES

1.4
NOTES:

1.2 - 1I APPLIES TO

FREE WORLD FLEET
1.0

2) EXCLUDES SABOTAGE

0.8 AND MILITARY ACTION

0.6
TREND'fI.

0.4

0.2 .

0.0 '-O- O-0
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS

10001 220311 300020 110

1958 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78

YEAR ,,ft

.p.

Figure B-3. Tank Explosion Accident Rate World Wide Air Carriers -

All Operators

B.2 Crash-Resistant Fuel Tanks Subcommittee Summary

The term crash-resistant fuel tank is generally associated with fuel

tanks that are capable of remaining reasonably intact during a crash event,

thereby eliminating or minimizing fuel spillage and the corresponding ft.

post-crash fire threat to surviving passengers. If achieved, this concept can
"'

eliminate most destructive external fires and complement the simple measures

discussed in the previous section. The highly visible success of crash-

resistant fuel systems installed in Army helicopters makes direct application

of this technology to jet transport aircraft tempting. However, the bvious

differences in aircraft characteristics, crash scenarios, and accident

experience may dictate another course of action.

The obvious difference in fuel system and aircraft design and the crash

scenario is further complicated by the definition of impact survivable. The

Army bases its determination of whether or not an accident is impact

B-5
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survivable on an assessment of the inertia forces transmitted to the occupant

through his seat and restraint system and on whether or not the cabin

structure collapsed within the occupant's envelope. On the other hand, the

FAA considers a crash survivable if one occupant survives the impact event.

Because of the size of transport aircraft and the correspondingly high energy

absorbing potential, it is conceivable that some occupants will survive very

high-crash impact velocities. On the other hand, because of the fairly small

size of Army helicopters, all occupants and systems are exposed to approxi-

mately the same crash environment facilitating a relatively clean definition

of an impact survivable crash.

The transport fuel tanks fail broadly into two categories - integral wing h

tank and fuselage tanks. The application of crashworthy bladder tanks to

integral wing tanks cannot be accomplished without a complete redesign of the ,

wing because of its multi-cellular construction. Furthermore, it cannot be ,

said with certainty that crash-resistant fuel tanks would provide fire

protection in crash scenarios that include wing separation.

Current commercial aircraft typically carry fuel in the wings and in some

cases the fuselage. Fuselage fuel may be carried in the center wing structure

or in a pressurized area such as a cargo compartment. Fuel tanks in the

center wing structure and fuselage are designed to meet the g loads prescribed

for emergency landings (figure B-4).

Federal regulations require that damage to the airplane main landing gear A

systt:m during takeoff and landing shall not cause spillage of enough fuel to

_jnstitite a f ire hazard. The fiel tank and landing gear support structure is

designed to a higher strength than the gear to prevent fuel tank rupture due

to an accidental landing gear overload. This design requirement is further

u-.tended to includ,! st rctural attachments to the wing fuel tank which might

b-; overloaded during a wheels-up or partial wheels-up landing. Flap hinges

and engino rnount s or etxamplo ar,' designed to fail without ruptiring the tank.

%' % %
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FORWARD 2.Of

WINGSIDEWARD 1.5g

WING

CENTERSECTION WGN ST

TANK .

WING TANK

ADDITIONAL TANK PROTECTION OBTAINED BY KEEPING '
FUEL HEADS WIT;IN DESIGN LIMITS DURING P RADIANRSEC. 5

J ROLL AND BY USING NACELLE STRUT, LANDING GEAR AND,,"TRAILING EDGE FLAPS ATTACHMENTS FOR CONTROLLED BREAKAWAY.

Figure B-4D Fuel Tank Load Factors

In airplanes having fuel tanks located within the pressurized area, '

typically the cargo compartment, particular attention is paid to minimizing

the risk of fuel spillage. An example of one such design is shown on figure

3-5. The tank is composed of an aluminum honeycomb outer shell with bladder =

~~cells inside. The tank is supported from the passenger flour beams aid.'

fuselage frames in such a manner as to preclude body structure deflections -.

from loading the tank. Clearances from adjacent structure are provided around ,

the tank.

The fuel and vent lines that connect the tanks to the main fuel system i

incorporate drainable and vented shrouds. These lines are either designed to '

break away trom the auxiliary tank or sufficient stretch is provided to

ac :onmodate tank movement witho~it causing fuel spillage. Hoses that are

r,!. luirLed to stretch are subjected to what fs normally referred to as the

B- 7"
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WL 208.10 ' -1 -1 =1 1i

FLOOR BEAM TOOR

II°

WL WL 195.94TANK Z,

FLOOR

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES AT STA 95005.30

Figure B-5. Cargo Compartment Tank Installation

,uillotine test. The hose is pressurized and clamped at both ends to simulate

its mounting in the aircraft, then a sharp pointed load is applied in the 41'

middle of the hose. The hose must not leak when stretched to its maximum. *I

In addition, prior accident history is reviewed to ensure that the tank

installation will minimize the possible leakage of fuel. For example,

accidents or incidents where the gear has separated are reviewed to insure I

that the tank will not be hit by a displaced gear. Also, incidents or

;tccidents where the body has been crushed are reviewed to insure that there Is

adequate clearances between the body and tht, fuel tank. In addition, i

iicidents or accidents where the body has broken are reviewed to ensure that

tile auxiliiry tank is not located across the place where such breaks typically

,,ccur.

B-8 ".P
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In summary, the subcommittee states that "the body fuel tank design:

* Exceeds FAR requirements.

e Is more rugged than center section tanks.

a Provides for considerabie clearance.

a Includes fuel lines allowance for tank displacement without breakage.

o Accident history indicate minimal spillage exposure.

Without test verification it cannot be said that crash-resistant tanks

installed in the transport aircraft fuselage would be completely effective.

Although it might not be in the optimum configuration, it would certainly be a

significant improvement over the current bladder tanks since this improvement

would be realized adjacent to occupants where crash fire protection is

urgently needed.

Jr

To this end, an evaluation of crash-resistant fuel tank installations in

wing/fuselage areas was performed. A summary of the results of this :4

e%
evaluation is shown in figure B-6. As anticipated, the wing installation

shows excessively high penalties in almost every category evaluated. On the

other hand, the fuselage installation resulted in only low to moderate

penalties.

The results of this brief evaluation indicate that a careful analysis of

crash data history to explore modes of failure is essential to determine if

improvement of fuel retention during transport airport crashes can be

achieved. A research program involving the three domestic widebody airframe

manufacturers is anticipated to be initiated near the end of 1979* for the

purpose of developing crash scenarios and recommending future test and

analysis effort for the development of improved crashworthiness."

*These studies were completed and reported on in references 1-3.
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RETROFIT

CONCEPT WEIGHT VOLUME COST RELIABILITY CAPABILITY EFFECTIVENESS

CRT NOT VS. ALL
IN FUSELAGE MODERATE LOW LOW PASSIVE FEASIBLE POSSIBILITIES

CRT NOT VS. ALL
IN WING HIGH HIGH HIGH PASSIVE DIFFICULT POSSIBILITIES

LEADING EDGE
REINFORCEMENT MODERATE LOW LOW PASSIVE REDESIGN UNKNOWN

BREAKAWAY
FITTINGS LOW NONE MODERATE TEST REQUIRED REDESIGN NOT PROVEN

DOUBLE WALLS
AT SEPARATION NOT FOR

POINTS MODERATE LOW MODERATE TEST REQUIRED FEASIBLE WING SEPARATION

1%,35g DESIGN DIFFICULT NOT FOR
INTEGRAL TANKS HIGH MODERATE HIGH TEST REQUIRED REDESIGN PENETRATION

INTERNAL LINERS H!GH LOW LOW MUST ENSURE FUEL LIMITED
RETENTION COMPATIBILITY

REQUIRED

4'igur- B-6. Crash-Resistant Fuel Tanks Summary, Evaluation of Concepts
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF COVERAGE BY EXISTING REGULATIONS AND ADVISORY CIRCULARS

C.1 COVERAGE BY EXISTING FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS

25.561 General

(a) The airplane, although it may be damaged in emergency landing

conditions on land or water, must be designed as prescribed in this %

section to protect each occupant under those conditions.

(b) The structure most be designed to give each occupant every e.

reasonable chance of escaping serious injury in a minor crash

landing when -

(1) Proper use is made of seats, belts., ;:ind n1l. )ther saifety .esit.11

provisions:

(2) The wheels art-- retracted (where applicable); and

(3) The occupant experiences the following ultimate inertia forcos

acting separately relative to the surrounding structure:

(i) Upward 2.0 g

(ii) Forward 9.0 g

(iii) Sideward 1.5 g

(iv) Downward 4.5 g, or any lesser force that will not be

eyecuted when the airplane absorbs tho landin:; li)atis

resulting from impact with an ultimate descent velocity

of five ft/sec at design landing weight.

(c) The supporting structure must be designed to restrain, under all %
loads up to those specified in paragraph (b) (3) of this section,

C-I
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each item of mass that could injure an occupant if it came loose in
a minor crash landing. g

25.721 General

(a) The main landing gear system must be designed so that if it fails

due to overloads during takeoff and landing (assuming the overload
to act in the upward and aft directions), the failure mode is not
likely to cause -li

(1) For airplanes that have passenger seating configuration,

excluding pilots seats, or nine seats or less, the spillage of
enough fuel from any fuel system in the fuselage to constitute
a fire hazard; and

(2) For airplanes that have a passenger seating configuration,
excluding pilots seats, of 10 seats or more, the spillage of
enough fuel from any part of the fuel system to constitute a

fire hazard. .,06

(b) Each airplane that has a passenger seating configuration excluding

pilots seats, of 10 seats or more must be designed so that with the
airplane under control it can be landed on a paved runway with any
one or more landing gear legs not extended without sustaining a
structural component failure that is likely to cause the spillage of.A
enough fuel to constitute a fire hazard.

(c) Compliance with the provisions of this section may be shown by
analysis or tests, or both.

25.855 Cargo and Ba age Compartments

(a) No compartment may contain any controls, wiring, lines, equipment,

or accessories whose damage or failure would affect safe operation,
unless those items are protected so that -

(1) They cannot be damaged by the movement of cargo in the

compartment; and

(2) Their breakage of failure will not create a fire hazard.

25. %3 Flammable Fluid Fire Protection

(a) In any area whero flammable fluids or vapors might be liberated by
the leakage of fluid systems, there must be means to prevent the

ig nition of those fluids or vapors, and means to minimize the %

hazards in the event ignition does occur.

(b) Compliance with paragraph (a) of this section must be shown by
analysis or tests, and the following factors must be considered.
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(1) Possible sources and paths of fluid leakage, and means of

detecting leakage.

(2) Flammability characteristics of fluids, including effects of
any combustible or absorbing materials.

(3) Possible ignition sources, including electrical faults,
overheating of equipment, and malfunctioning of protective
devices.

(4) Means available for controlling or extinguishing a fire, such

as stopping flow of fluids, shutting down equipment, fireproof
containment, or use of extinguishing agents. _p

(5) Ability of airplane components that are critical to safety of

flight to withstand fire and heat.

(c) If action by the flight crew is required to prevent or counteract a
fluid tire (e.g. equipment shutdown or actuation of a fire al

extinguisher) quick acting means must be provided to alert the crew.

25.954 Fuel System Lightning Protection a'

The fuel system must be designed and arranged to prevent the ignition of
fuel vapor within the system by - a,

(a) Direct lightning strikes to areas having a high probability of

stroke attachment.

(b) Swept lightning strokes to areas where swept strokes are highly

probable; and

(c) Corona and streaming at fuel vent outlets.

25.963 Fuel Tanks: General

(a) Each fuel tank must be able to withstand, without failure, the
vibration, inertia, fluid, structural loads that it may be subjected
to in operation.

(b) Flexible fuel tank liners must be approved or must be shown to be,,

suitable for the particular application. %

(c) Integral fael tanks must have facilities for interior inspection and

repair.

(d) Fuel tanks within the fuselage contour must be able to resist

rupture and to retain fuel, under the inertia forces prescribed for
the emergency landing conditions in 25.561. In addition, these-
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tanks must be in a protected position so that exposure of the tanks
to scraping action with the ground is unlikely.

(e) [Reserved]

(f) For pressurized fuel tanks, a means with fail-safe features must be
provided to prevent the buildup of an excessive pressure difference
between the inside and the outside of the tank.

25.967 Fuel Tank Installations

(a) Each fuel tank must be supported so that tank loads (resulting from

the weight of the fuel in the tanks) are not concentrated on
unsupported tank surfaces. In addition -

(1) There must be pads, if necessary, to prevent chafing between
the tank and its supports.

(2) Padding must be nonabsorbent or treated to prevent the

absorption of fluids;

(3) If a flexible tank liner is used, it must be supported so that
it is not required to withstand fluid loads; and

(4) Each interior surface of the tank compartment must be smooth
and free of projections that could cause wear of the liner
unless -

(i) Provisions are made for protection of the liner at these
points; or

(ii) The construction of the liner itself provides that
protect ion.

(b) Spaces adjacent to tank surfaces must be ventilated to avoid fume
accumulation due to minor leakage. If the tank is in a sealed
compartment, ventilation may be limited to drain holes large enough
to prevent excessive pressure resulting from altitude changes.

(c) The location of each tank must meet the requirements of 25.1185(a).

(d) No engiine nacelle skin immediatly behind a major air outlet from
the engine compartment may act as the wall of an integral tank.

(e) Each fuel tank must be isolated from personnel compartments by a

fume-proof and fuelproof enclosure.

. 25.971 Fuel Tank Sump

(a) Each fuel tank must have a sump with an effective capacity, in the
normal ground attitude of not less than the greater of 0.10 percent
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of the tank capacity or one-sixteenth of a gallon unless operating
limitations are established to ensure that the accumulation of water
in service will not exceed the sump capacity.

(b) Each fuel tank must allow drainage of any hazardous quantity of
water from any part of the tank to its sump with the airplane in the
ground attitude.

(c) Each fuel tank sump must have an accessible drain that -

(1) Allows complete drainage of the sump on the ground;

(2) Discharges clear of each part of the airplane; and

(3) Has manual or automatic means for positive locking in the V

closed position.

25.973 Fuel Tank Filler Connection

Each fuel tank filler connection must prevent the entrance of fuel into
any part of the airplane other than the tank itself. In addition -

(a) Each filler must be marked as prescribed in 25.1557(c);

(b) Each recessed filler connection that can retain any appreciable
quantity of fuel must have a drain that discharges clear of each

part of the airplaie; and

(c) Each filler cap must provide a fuel-tight seal.

25.975 Fuel Tank Vents and Carburetor Vapor Vents

(a) Fuel tank vents. Each fuel tank must be vented from the top part of
the expansion space so that venting is effective under any normal
flight condition. In addition - .

(1) Each vent must be arranged to avoid stoppage by dirt or ice

formation:

(2) The arrangement must prevent siphoning of fuel during normal
operation:

(3) The venting capacity and vent pressure levels must maintain
acceptable differences of pressure between the interior and
exterior of the tank, during -

(i) Normal flight operation:

(ii) Maximum rate of ascent and descent; and
(iii) Refueling and defueling (where applicable);
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(4) Airspaces of tanks with interconnected outlets must be

interconnected;

(5) There may be no point in any vent line where moisture can
accumulate with the airplane in the ground attitude or the '"

level flight attitude, unless drainage is provided; and

(6) No vent or drainage provision may end at any point -

(M) Where the discharge of fuel from the vent outlet would

constitute a fire hazard; or
(ii) From which fumes could enter personnel compartments.

(b) Carburetor vapor vents. Each carburetor with vapor elimination

connections must have a vent line to lead vapors back to one of the
fuel tanks. In addition -

(1) Each vent system must have means to avoid stoppage by ice; and

(2) If there is more than one fuel tank, and it is necessary to use
the tanks in a definite sequence, each vapor vent return line
must lead back to the fuel tank used for takeoff and landing.

25.977 Fuel Tank Outlet

(a) There must be a fuel strainer for the fuel tank outlet or for the

booster pump. This strainer must -

(1) For reciprocating engine powered airplanes, have 8 to 16 meshes

per inch: and

(2) For turbine engine powered airplanes, prevent the passage of
any object that could restrict fuel flow or damage any fuel

system components.

(b) For turbine engine powered airplanes, there must be a means to

ensure uninterrupted fuel flow to the engine if the strainer
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this section is subject to ice
accumulation. This means must provide protection to the fuel system
components equal to that provided by the strainer prescribed ii
paragraph (a) of this section.

(c) The clear area of each fuel tank outlet strainer must be at least

five times the area of the outlet line.

(d) The diameter of each strainer must be at least that of the fuel tank

outlet.

(e) Each finger strainer must be accessible for inspection and cleaning.
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25.981 Fuel Tank Temperature

(a) The highest temperature allowing a safe margin below the lowest

expected autoignition temperature of the fuel in the fuel tanks must
be determined.

(b) No temperature at any place inside any fuel tank where fuel ignition
is possible may exceed the temperature determined under paragraph

(a) of this section. This must be shown under all probable

operating, failure, and malfunction conditions of any component
whose operation, failure, or malfunction could increase the
temperature inside the tank.

25.991 Fuel Pumps

(a) Main pumps. Each fuel pump required to meet the fuel system
requirements of this subpart (other than those in paragraph (b) of

this section), is a main pump. For each main pump, provision must
be made to allow the bypass of each positive displacement fuel pump
other than a fuel injection pump (a pump that supplies the proper

flow and pressure for fuel injection when the injection is not

accomplished in a carburetor) approved as part of the engine.

(b) Emergency pumps. There must be emergency pumps or another main pump
to feed each engine immediately after failure of any main pump
(other than a fuel injection pump approved as part of the engine). r

25.993 Fuel System Lines and Fittings U.

(a) Each fuel line must be installed and supported to prevent excessive
vibration and to withstand loads due to fuel pressure and
accelerated flight conditions.

(b) Each fuel line connected to components of the airplane betwen which

relative motion could exist must have provisions for flexibility.

(c) Each flexible connection in fuel lines that may be under pressure
and subjected to axial loading must use flexible hose assemblies.

(d) Flexible hose must be approved or must be shown to be suitable for

the particular application.

(e) No flexible hose that might be adversely affected by exposure to
high temperatures may be used where excessive temperatures will

exist during operation or after engine shut-down.

(f) Each fuel line within the fuselage must be designed and installed to "

allow a reasonable degree of deformation and stretching without
leakage.
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25.1359 Electrical System Fire and Smoke Protection

(a) Components of the electrical system must meet the applicable fire
and smoke protection requirements of 2 5.8 31(c), 25.863, and 25.1205.

(b) Electrical cables, terminals, and equipment in designated fire
zones, that are used during emergency procedures, must be at least
fire-resistant.

(c) Main power cables (including generator cables) in the fuselage must
be designed to allow a reasonable degree of deformation and
stretching without failure and must -

(1) Be isolated from flammable fluid lines; or

(2) Be shrouded by means of electrically insulated flexible

conduit, or equivalent, which is in addition to the normal
cable insulation.

(1) Insulation on electrical wire and electrical cable installed in any
area of the fuselage must be self-extinguishing when tested at an
angle of 600 in accordance with the applicable portions of Appendix
F of this part, or other approved equivalent methods. The average
burn length may not exceed 3 inches and the average flame time after
removal of the flame source may not exceed 30 seconds. Dripping,;
from the test specimen may not continue to flame for more than
average of 3 seconds after falling.

12i.227 Pressure Cross-feed Arrangements ..

(a) Pressure cross-feed lines may not pass through parts of the airplane

used for carrying persons or cargo unless -

(1) There is a means to allow crew-members to shut off the supply
of fuel to these lines; or

(2) The lines are enclosed in a fuel and fume-proof enclosure that
is ventilated and drained to the exterior of the airplane.
However, such an enclosure need not be used if those line,
incorporate no fittings on or within the personnel or cargo
aroas -id irp suitably rouLed or protected to prevent
accidtntal damage.

(h) Lines that can be isolated from the rest of the fuel system by

valves at each end must incorporate provisions for relieving
excessive pressures that may result from exposure of the isolated
line to high temperature.
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121.229 Location of Fuel tanks

(a) Fuel tanks must be located in accordance with 121.255.

(b) No part of the engine nacelle skin that lies immediately behind a

major air outlet from the engine compartment may be used as the wall
of an integral tank.

(c) Fuel tanks must be isolated from personnel compartments by means of

fume- and fuel-proof enclosures.

C.2 British Civil Airworthiness Requirements (BCAR)

Sub-section D3-Structures, Chapter D3-9 Emergency Alighting Conditions,

revised, Ist January, 1951.

A.C.D

1. GENERAL - The requirements of this chapter are intended to ensure

that in the event of an aeroplane making an emergency landing
involving accelerations up to prescribed maxima, the safety of the
occupants has been fully considered. Such consideration eytends to
the avoidance of injury to the occupants due to the damage which the
aeroplane is likely to suffer under the prescribed conditions.

Note: Hazards to occupants in crash conditions can be reduced by "

designing the aeroplane so that the following occurrences are%
unlikely to cause either direct physical injury to the
occupants or injury as a result of rupture of the tanks-- N,

4g downwards to 4.5g upwards

9 forwards to 1.5g rearwards
p

Zero to 2 .2 5g sideways

3. EQUIPMENT - Items oL equipment shall, so far as is practicable, be

positioned so that if they break loose they are unlikely to cause
injury to the occupants or to nil lify any of the escape faci lities
provided for use after an emergency alighting. When such positioning
is not practicable the attachment and surrounding structure shall be
designed to withstand inertia forces at least equal to those

prescribed in 2.

4. CONDITIONS

a. Crash Landing. The design of the aeroplane shall be such that
there will be every reasonable probability of the occupants

J9.
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escaping serious injury in the event of a crash landing,
including the case of wheels retracted when such contingency is
possible.

b. Turnover. The structure of the aeroplane shall be designed to
protect the occupants in the event of a complete turnover, unless
the configuration of the aeroplane renders such a contingency
extremely improbable.

C.3 AC-25-8 - Advisory Circular Auxiliary Fuel System Installation N

The advisory circular on "auxiliary fuel system installations"

(reference 55) addresses several areas pertinent to crashworthiness. The

intent of the circular is to be directed to modifications to existing fuel

systems and particularly those associated with smaller FAR 25 aircraft.

However, much of the contents are appropriate for all FAR 25 aircraft. The

advisory circular contains material arranged in six chapters as follows:

1. Fuel System Installation Integrity and Crashworthiness

2. Auxiliary Fuel System Arrangement C

3. Component Materials

'. Auxiliary Fuel System Performance

5. Impact of System on Airplane Operation and Performance

6. User Installation Requirements

The material contained in Chapters I and 2 is most relevant to this

current ;tudy. Some of the more pertinent passages contained in these two

'hapters are Inclildod in the following excerpts:

CHAPTER 1 - FUIEL SYSTEM INSTALLATION INTEGRITY AND CRASHWORTHINESS

I. SrRUCTURAL INSPECTiON

b. Design Criteria and Structural Loads

(1) The extent of structural substantiation required depends on the

itgnitude and location of the added fuel and the modifications required to
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accommodate the fuel tank installation. Generally, evaluation of the tank

attachment hardware and local structure will be sufficient; however, as noted

earlier, installations that involve changes to primary structure, aerodynamics
or mass distribution may require additional extensive substantiation that is

beyond the scope of this AC. Any increase in maximum weight or changes in

c.g. limits to increase the utility of the airplane with the auxiliary fuel

system installed is also beyond the scope of this AC.

(2) The tank design should isolate the tank from airframe induced

structural loads and from deformations induced by the wing and fuselage.

(3) The fuel tank and its attachment and support structures must be

designed to withstand all design loads, including the emergency landing load
specified in paragraph 25.561(b).

(4) Fuel loads included in the structural substantiation should be r

based on the most critical density of the fuels approved for use in the

airplane.

(6) In addition to the requirements of paragraph 25.963(d) regarding

retention of the auxiliary fuel tank itself, it should be shown by a

crashworthiness analysis or the equivalent that the airplane lower fuselage
and auxiliary fuel tank supporting structure are capable of absorbing the
kinetic energy with landing gear up associated with the five f.p.s. ultimate
descent velocity found in paragraph 25.561. Dynamic loads defined by the
crashworthiness analysis should be accounted for in the stress analysis.

(7) Sufficient vehicle structural crush distance should be available

to avoid auxiliary fuel tank ground contact under the loadiag conditions of
paragraph 25.561(b). Compliance may be shown by analysis and where necessary

by test. The analysis should identify the failure mode and define the inter-
at:tion between the tank and adjacent structure and between adjacent tanks.

(8) Structural deformation must be shown to be controllable and
predictable, as required by paragraph 25.965.

(11) Keel structture that is adequate for tank load distribution and

protection against rupture in crash landing should be provided for all tanks.

Consideration should be given to eccentricities introduced into the basic
airframe from fuel tank attachments.

(12) The following must be considered in the evaluation of the tank
and tank support structure in accordance with the applicable certification

basis:

(vi) To preclude rupture and provide durability, the face

sheet thickness should be sufficient for the applicable load requirements. To
prevent accidental damage, these thicknesses are typically not less than .040
inch equivalent aluminum for the outer face sheets or .02) inch for the inner
~ac,, sheets.
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d. Crash Overload. Hard attachment points between the fuel tank and
airframe structure restrict relative motion and, in turn, impose high
concentrated loads on both the tank and the airframe. In order to limit the
magnitude of these concentrated loads, crash load failure points are typically
located between the tank and airframe. In addition: v

(I) Attachment point loads should be evenly distributed to minimize
the possibility of fuel tank rupture.

(2) In the event of an overload conditioin, the failure should occur
at some point between the tank attach fitting and the basic airframe and floor
structure to minimize potential body tank rupture. Where possible, failure of
the tank support should not induce failure of the fuel lines for the maximum
tank displacement that could occur. It may be necessary to incorporate
redundant supports or secondary constraint bulkheads in this regard.

.1.

2. TANK LOCATION CRITERIA

c. Proximity to Faselage Break Separation Points. Fuselage break points
are typically found at areas of structural discontinuity in the fuselage
shelL. Where possible, avoid locating the tank and its support structure at
these discontinuities. Examples are:

(1) The fore and aft ends of the wing box structure;

(2) The fore and aft ends of the landing gear compartments;
9.

(3) Fuselage shell cutouts such as boarding/emergency exit/cabin
serviring doors and baggage compartment doors; and

(4) Mani-facttiring splice and field breaks.

.1. Installations in Cargo aad Baggage Compartments (Paragraphs 25.855(b),
* & .8 55 (a-l), (a-2) and 26.857).

(i) The various components of an auxiliary fuel system installed in
cargo and baggage compartments should be protected from damage caused by
shifting cargo. A cargo barrier should be used to separate the auxiliary fuel
system from the cargo. The barrier should be designed to contain the maximum
;:.rgo loading for which the compartment is approved under all load conditions
iicluding the emergency landing conditions. This barrier may be either a
rigid or a flexible type. Solid barriers are sometimes installed to toally
separate' and isolate the auxiliary fuel system from the compartment, resulting
La a reduced compartment size. If the barrier is flexible, consideration
should be given to deformation or displacement of the barrier when under load.
1:iinimum tension requirements ire necessary to maintain the structural
integrity of a flexible barrier, the revquirements should be specified and
conspicuously displayed in the compartment. Finally, the barrier should %
prevent any type of bulk cargo, particularly slender or sharp objects, from .-
penetrating components of the auxiliary fuel system, and be structurally
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b

capable of preventing cargo from contacting the fuel system Installation under
all load conditions including emergency landing inertia loads. Alternatively,

a barrier would not be needed if it can be shown that the fuel tank system
shroud or outer wall can offer equivalent protection to the remaining
components of the system. In addition, the auxiliary fuel system installation

should not adversely affect intercompartmental venting incorporated in the
basic airplane.

4. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT EVALUATION

a. System Layout J.
J.'

1. Line Routing, Flexibility and Support

(ii) Consider the crashworthiness characteristics of the line
routing. Where possible, interconnect tanks, rigid metal lines and other
major fuel system components with flexible lines. Allow sufficient flexible

line length to permit some shifting of the components without breaking the
lines or connections. The flexibility of the entire fuselage auxiliary fuel
line routing should be sufficient to account for fuselage break points. If
lines are routed near structural members, the effect of "guillotine" or
slashing action due to a crash landing should be addressed. When rout-ing fuel
lines through cabin floor structural lightening holes is necessary, provide
sufficient clearance to prevent line severing due to floor deformations on a
crash landing. A crashworthiness evaluation report of the auxiliary fuel
system installation should be submitted during certification which shows, by
analysis or test, that precautions have been taken to minimize the hazards due
a survivable crash environment.

2. Fuel Tank and Component Location, Access, Mounting and

Protection

(i) Each auxiliary fuel tank or tank module design should be

evaluated for the basic requirements of paragraphs 25.963 and 25.9b5. These
requirements address, for example, the basic integrity of the tank, bladder '
cell requirements, pressurized tank requirements and the tank tests, skch as, .
slosh and vibration, that may be required.

(ii) As a general rule, all components, such as valve,
ressure transmitters or switches, filters, etc., should be directly mounted

to the airplane structure or to supports wiich are directly .attached It tIe

structure. If fuel or other system lines or fittings are used to support
aisi Liary fuel system "in-line" small'lightwelght components, it should be
shown that this practice does not result iii excessive structural stre';ses when
,;bjected to the vibration and other loads expected in service.

(iv) Locating components iii areas where there is a high
probability that they can be stepped on or tripped over by personnel during
the routine servicing or maintenance of the airplane should be avoided. The
crashwortiness of the location should also be considered. Components should
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not be installed below the fuiselage cargo floor if they may be crushed,
scr iped ott, ,r cause penetrati on ite the auxiliary fuel tank which can

result in Leakage during a wheels-up landing,. protection from damage due to %
shifting baggage and other objects which may not be tied down In the cargo
area should be prov'ded. See Chapter 1, paragraph 2a for cargo barrier

criteria. 

(v) For components which must be located inside the fuel %

tanks, the c-rashw,,rthiness aspects of the installation should be considered.

"-eans to pr,!vent component sharp edges from penetrating the tank surface due
to defle-rion of the surface andetr crash load conditions should be provided,
,:specially where l,.xible tank bladder cells are used.

3. ""ank PenetratLtori Points

(iii) All tank fuel line to airplane structure attachments
shoi d be evaluated for the flight, flight vibration and crash loads which may
*)e traniiritred to the tank walls. From the crashworthiness standpoint, to

prfevent t.el tank fittings from being torn out of the tank wall, it may be
advisable to cons-der the need for frangible disconnect valves or fittings,

mounted )n the ex;, rnal surface of the tank, which separate and shut off any
haz.trdious fiiel flow from the tank in event of a crash. However, a failure
analysis must show that inadvrtont closure of these frangible fittings will
not jaterfere wita continued safe flight.

b. Fuel Containment Secondary Barriers (Paragraphs 25.967, 25.863). For

.ud i i ar fiel systems which are located in the passenger or cargo and baggage
,m,, artments (\ppendix 1), isolation of the fuel and fuel vapors from other
areas ot the comp.artment is of critical importance. Tanks, line fittings,
connect ions and other components, such as valves, pressure transmitters,
r;, -t ts , et., imist be shro)ud.ed or provided with redundant barriers such
• ild 1-aki !roin an% of these sources will not present a fire hazard. Some of
ie; importL;rt characteristics of the secondary barrier system are:

T ank, __ue] and Vent Line and Componnt. Shrouds (Paragraph 25.967).

'I.) -X,<i I iAry uel tanks installed in a passenger or cargo and

oaggqage '. m:art'nent should be, completely shrouded. This means that all
ittiag connected to awl tihr er the tank walls should also be provided with

sco ndar; b irriers. Figures 2 and 3 show some acceptable designs for
shroudi ng .eli pie items and fittings installed on or through the tank walls.

i ach tank punetr-it ion design sho,ild be revicwed to ensure a single failure
such .I, I ;e;a il tail're) does not result in fuel or fuel vapors entering the
mpl rtm.airt . A prilnar: seal %viti' a secondary shroud/seal provides the

.,(i ir,,d prote tin if indication of a primary seal failure is also provided
,Id h&le secondary seal is pre,-sure Lested periodically.

.) \lI v nt and fiel :ittins and connect ions in a passenger or

cr ; coipa r-t'n, it hou Id aI s 1). e shrouded. An example of this is shown in A

igure ~4 (r,ter.,ncu 55).
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5. FUEL SYSTEM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION ASSESSMENT (Paragraphs 25.971, 25.977
ana 25.997)

a. Fuel Tank Sumps and Fuel Strainers

(2) Sump Drain Provisions. All sumps should have provisions which

allow complete drainage of the sump. These drainage provisions should be
carefully designed to provide high reliability in service and a high degree of
crashworthiness. Drain valves should be positive locking and reliable. Drain
valve installations should provide double seals to prevent overboard leakage
from a single seal failure. Lightning aspects of the overboard access should .
be addressed as discussed in the next section. Locate the drain valve at or
near the sump. Do not locate drain valves on the bottom surface of the
fuselage or other areas where they may be inadvertently damaged or opened. In
passenger/cargo compartments, sump drains should be shrouded in accordance

with the provisions described in the previous section and the shrouds provided
with vents per normal shroud procedures. The shrouded fitting between the
sump drain and the overboard penetration should provide a "fuse" point or
other means to ensure that upward penetration of the tank does not occur
during a crash landing.

a..

a.

a.?
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